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CAMERAS FOR THE FIELD

Which Film?

Ihree films see me through almost all of 
my shoots. I use Kodachrome 6 4 jo r  
wildlife and sunny landscapes (exposing 

it at F50 80 tor better color saturation). For 
people and cloudy days, I turn to Fujichrome
Velvia ( IS O S C ^r^^  of light, or I
have to telephoto, Fllpjjsh Velvia to
\b U  I Ou, ^ m d - f& H ^ s u  Its have been 
excellent— grain equal to Kodachrome 64 \ 
and a modest increase in contrast. For low- 
light situations, I shoot,Kodad^mmeJZflû^.

at 400, it offers better results than those high
speed slide films actually rated at this ISO.

 ̂ -v You mus* y°ur fab 
;rJM R jQ   ̂ you've pushed your 

film i so it can process 
accordingly

Point-and-shoot cameras can produce 
excellent photos, but1 they do have 
limitations. Try to photograph a V- 
formation of geese high overhead, and the 
birds appear as tiny dots. A fleeing buck 
'develops into nothing but a blur, and a 
delicately colored sunset can become no 
more than a dark horizon.

Althli&gh a single-lens-reflex (SLR) 
jf^amera accompanied! by several lenses is 
capabMof making great photos of the above 
|u b je c t* ^ u c h  a system comes with 
afjfcciated gpsts: steep purchase price, 
weight, and time invested in learning how to 

use ^it. However, 
there is a third 
choice: an autofocus, 
autoexposure SLR 
with a 4opm lens. 
With such an outfit 
even the novice can 
take excellent pho
tos in many difficult 
s itu a tio n s ' while 
more advanced pho
tographers can exer- 

Keep size and weight cise their creativity 
in mind when buying. by using the camera’s

manual controls to 
adjust focusyshutter speed and aperture. 
This means that a hunter, fisherman hf 
backpacker can carry one camera body fitted 
with a 28-105mm zoom lens (total weight,' 
about 24^ pounds) and make a wide range 
of photographs.

AUTOFOCUS SYSTEMS 
Canon, Minolta and Nikon are the current 
leaders in these sorts qf cameras. Canon 
makes the EOS Rebel, EOS 630, EOS 10S,J 
EOS RT and EOS-1 ($170 to $1000); 
Minolta, the Maxxum 7000i, 8000i and 7xi 
($300 to $450); and Nikon, the 4004s, 6006 
and 8008s ($250 to $550). Each company 
also makei/a large S ec tio n  of autofocus 
lensesycompatible with these bodies. But 
how^F|f choose one model over another? 
Consider these points:
1« For the casual snapshooter, price and size 
are important. Canon’s lower-priced models 
are the lightest and least expensive.
2* Autofocus speed* Since Canon places its 
autplpcirs motor | | n  each lens, i ||;  
autofocusing system tends to be a tad faster 
than the other two.

Some good examples of lightweight outdoor cameras, from left: Minolta, Canon and Nikon SLRs.

3* Compatibility. Nikon is unique in that its 
autofocus cameras accept all previously 
manufactured Nikkor lenses, both manual 
and autofocus. The Canon EOS and Min
olta Maxxum bodies accept only autofocus 
lenses designed for them.
4 . For the money, Minolta’s Maxxum 7xi 
($450) offers the greatest array of features.

ZOOM LENSES
If you already own an SLR, one or two zoom 
lenses can turn it into 
a do-almost-everything 
outdoor camera. Use a 
28-70mm for action, 
snapshots and vistas; a 
70-210mm for wildlife 
and more intim ate 
landscapes.

The following lenses 
are compatible with 
many major brands of 
camera bodies:

Tamron 28-70mm/
3 .5 -4 .n $ 1 1 5 )  and 
7 0 -2  1 0 m m /4 - 5 .6  
($120). Weighing 11 
and 13 ounces  ̂ respec
tively) these are the 
lightest manual-focus 

/|M F) zooms around.
Focusing is a 
s l o p p y ,  
and the 
p h o t o f f  
they pro-4
duce are 

Suitable fijy 
Snapshots,

- Nikkor 35-200mm 
zoom: a compact but 
sharp lens perfect for those 
who already own an SLR.

not for enlargements or publication.
Sigma 28-7Omm/3.5-4.5 UC (manual fo

cus—$95; autofocus— $108 for Minolta 
Maxxum, $113 for Nikon, $175 for Cation 
EOS). At 12 ounces this, too, is a light- 
weight lens. Big enlargements will not be 
perfectly sharp, however.

Vivitar Series 1 28-105mm/2.8-4- ($210). 
One of the most useful MF zooms I’ve seen. 
At wide angles, it’s fast enough for dim light, 
and at all focal lengths, it’s sharp enough for 

publication.
Nikkor 35-200mm/ 

3.5_4 MF ($723). If 
a photographer had 
to carry only one 
lens, this could very 
well be it- It’s very 
sharp, but difficult to 
find. Try Del’s Cam
era, 330 E. Canon 
Perdido, Santa Bar- 
bar^,! CA 93101; 
805/962-7557.

Tokina AT-X AF 
28-70mm/2.8 ($314). 
For the price, the 
sharpest, fastest auto
focus A qm  around 
—it’s a constant f/2.8 
at all zoom settings.

Angenieux 284  
70mm/2.6 AF and 
70-21Qmm/3-5 MF 
($1400 and $1800). 

Meticulously built, incredibly 
sharp and fast, these are the 

finest zopm lenses I’ve 
used. They can be had 
from Mountain Camera, 
Box 1848, JacksqHWY 
83001; 307/733-7998.
(PriceMquoted are ¡aver

age for tbe discount market.)
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JLaoli’s not a big city by any stretch. But 
even in a small town like this, things keep 
changing. They put up a new church not far 
from the courthouse last year. Families are 
building houses. Babies are being bom. And 
every time something changes, someone’s 
insurance coverage needs reviewing. That’s 
where Jeff Jones, Paoli’s State Farm agent 
for the last 18 years, comes in.

Like State Farm agents across the country, 
Jeff offers all his policyholders a free State 
Farm Family Insurance Checkup. That helps 
them make sure that no matter what’s 
changed, their insurance coverage won’t be 
out-of-date. Whether it’s auto, home, life 
or health insurance.

In 18 years, about the only thing in Paoli that 
hasn’t changed is Jeff. And that’s the way 
folks in Paoli like it.

Like a good neighbor, 
State Farm is there.

STATE FARM

INSURANCE

State Farm Insurance Companies 
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois



I DO NOT know theàtatute of 
limitations in the crime of 
poaching. Many y ^ rs  ago I 

drove several hundred miles for a 
fob interview in Plymouth. I did 
noL&et the job. In fact, so rapidly 
did I nobjet the job that I had 
time toTspareffi the afternoon and 
took a leisurely route home across 
the moors. I was a bit cross, and I 
was muttering things when a dip in 
thè)small road brought me to a \  
small stream bordered with 
|àds%çropped grass. There wa§Xÿ 
no-one in sight.

I jp tou t andlooked at the 
w i l i ' . ^ y as very, cigar,; and 
inviting. I H d ;«m all rod in the 
car:' I rather thought thaflf I were. 
tofkVè a fish I would be unable to 
resist a cast or two. I looked^îy  v< 
Jhard. There w re  trout 
everywhere, hovering above the 
bottom and then flashing aw|i)|4| 
from me||s I walked the bank, 
leaving tiny,puffs|#silt in the 
current and slipping under theÿig 
brown stones in mid-s{flam. So be 
it; I would hàÿg a cast or two.

'Looking gu iltily  
shoulder, I skulked a little way 
downstream where the banks werje 
fringed .with a ,few stunted tree^r^ 
and the stream dropped down jigg| 
low wàtbjïall into a small pool 
beside a large rock. I hid behind 
the rock and flicked a fly up to the 
bubble and froth where thé 
waterfall emptied. The hungry 
moorland fish grabbed the fly as if 
there were no tomorrow -^|Which, 
for plouple of the fatter j n ^ ^ g  
there wasn’t.

I wi's watching the steady 
pro|fSfiSf the fly down the line of 
bubbles?across the pool when a 
voice, quiet and very close, S d :  
“Any luck|pM  

How he had come upstream 
with his dog so quietly I did not 
knowSggr care. I ^ar|to o  
preMéupied fashioning a;

:cbn vising, but innocent, 
explanation for the trout rod in my 
hand. I blustered something about 

. not really fishing, more trying 
the little rod out — don’t Suppose 
there are ânÿfish in the stream 
any\y^®^f^Tfankly, it fu n d ed  
th in ^  particularly^ I had a 
brace fojrsupper in mÿ.pocket. 
Then |Bjj£&n'his face that 
expression one might use for a 
small boy fishing in â bucke^^M  
more amused pity than anger. > 

“ Well,” hesaid, “I’ve walked^; 
up thipfiVer bank rhpffldcgS fdi 
eleven yéa^s’ a n d t tp  never Seen a 

Slïshft bnt good luck anyway” .
Pretty s@pn we had esfablished 

that he was not a bailrSM showed 
him the two nice fish and we 
walked together up the stream to 
the car. On the way I tried to show 
him the fish that were still there in

Spotting fish beneath t h e ,
claims JONBEER, but the technique can be 

learned and practised Uke

goPd reasons for spotting fish 
before ypu start fishing. The first 
is illiStrated in my illicit fishing on 
Dartmoor; we all fish better when 
we know that there hre fish to be 
had, when there could be a take at 
any second, and when we'have 
confidence, that there something 
scrutinising the fly. Conversely, it 
is quite possible for a compulsive 
fish-spotter to get dispirited if he 
doesn’|$ee any fish —; although 
they mafStill be there.

Of course, ibis not necessary to 
see fish below thfSurface to know 
that they are there. The sight of; 
rising fish concentrates the mind 
wonderfully, but not all fish will be 
rising (particularly the big ones)' ; 
and it may be possible to find 
better, more adceSsible fish with a 
careful search of the water. ,

Spotted, covered, raised and struck. This is the West Dart, in the 
Dartmoor National Park.

the clear run above the pool. I 
pointed to a small trout in 
midstream. “See i t |^ I  asked. 
5&?®How?’’ he asked back.

I was nonplussedSTlow do you 
explain to someone how to see?^ 
But he was disconcertingly right; 
seeing fish beneath the surf ate is,, 
just a techniqub^- a,skill that can 
be learned and practised likeT  ̂
anything els| in fishing.
' WhyJbother? There is a greatr' 
deal to be said for not looking fbr 
fish. If you can see them then it is 
equally true that they can sec you. 
In fact., they ban s:eey,ou much 
more easily  ̂as you are up in the;J 
daylight and they are in the 
reladye gloom of the river with a 
half-silvered mirror (the water 
surface) between you and them.
' Tlfere are, however, several

At the very least, yPu will look 1 
for any non-rising fish that might |  
take fright and disturb the one you I 
are going for. It is all too easy to I 
concentration a rise across the-’/L  
water, step carefully into the water I 
only to be startled by a whirl of silt I 
a foot away from your wader as a j  
bigger fish dashes òff to wreck the I  
tranquillity òf your quarry. I

I have to confefs slight 1
refervations about what I have 1111 jp 
just written. Itl|obviously very I
sound advice, frequently given, to j ■ 

|iear£h and fish the closer water I 
before going for the fish further 1
away in case you disturb the 1
nearer fish. What is not sd obvious J 

4$ how you avoid disturbing the |  
nearer fish if, eventually|„you want I 
to go for the one across the pool. I 

It has always seemed to me tfíaí ; ? i  
Séatchíng the nearer fish is just-as^\ i |  j 
likely to disturb the pool as wading j 
carefully through themgi- and 
you don’t catch them, which is I
most likely, ypu will either have I  
disturbed them anyway òr be in I 
the same position as when you I 
started. Better, I flunk; to try to I 
find some other approach to the I 
rising fish across the pool. 1

All too often the larger, wiser i 1 
fish are not those which áre rising. 1
If you are after theg| specimens it . I  
will be nb^bssary tp watch them I 
Carefully and discover, whift they I 

..are eating and their patterns of 1 
behaviour. A larger fish^f^f », ̂  |
particúlarly in slower water, will 1 
often be taking the natural fly s<J  ̂ I  
some distance below its habitual 1 
station^ The troùt rises slowly in; 1 
the water, drifting back with the j  
fly, before committing himself. I
The angler casting perfectly to the 1 
point of the rise may be casting j 
several felibehind the waiting * §

H I  1
, Seèing ihefish beneath the 1
surface may bè a luxury in dry-fly “ , I  
fishing, or when the fish are rising. I 
It is vital when fishing a nymph or j  
a wet-fly upstream, when there:,: I
may be little òr no evidencelpn the 
surfape, that the fish that ha& ! I  
taken the fly and is’ about to spit it I  
out agaiiican bW^een. f

Wejse^an object when light j
(from the sky is reflected off it into“ 1 
our eyes. Relatively little light I

^enters the water, much of it being J
reflected awáy át the surface. Of I 
the light that doeis enter the \yater J 
much of it is absorbed by the water I 
itself or by the particles of silt and j  
whatnot, which is why you c a |^ |H B  

fish in a brown flood. j
More is absorbed by the fish I

itsèlf, as tfput, like most fish, aré ' > I 
darker on their bucks than on their I 
bellieH The little light that is j

Reflected from the fish theft travels I 
up thlpugh the:water, passjè%fl,! X 1 
through the surface and from ;
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there cam enter the eye of the 
angler.

If that were the only light 
entering the angler’̂ pyje there 
would be no problem ; the eyes 
would adjust to tha^mall amount 
of light and we would see the fish

elQatjSday .B nfòr tunately, the 
little^ight from under the surface 
is:competing with huge amounfiWf 
from everywhere else, particularly! 
from the sky and refldKing from 
the surfa|l of the water. The ey5B 
adjust to thi^fèlatively'bright light 
and our view of the?j|sh under the 
surface disappears in thp/same way 
as. our view of a moonlifj*arden 
seen through a window disappears 
%hen the room light i^ÉÉtched 
on.

Freshwater pearl fishermeh$|e£ 
perfectly into the water by looking 
through a glass:bottomed buckeffl 
pushed intè|ìhe.Surface of the 
Water. The competing light from 
the sky and reflecting from the; 
surface is cut oi^t by the sides of 
the buckét%id only the dimmér 
light from beneath thj^surface 
enters the eye. Result — a 
perfectly clear view. I  don’t 
recommend this solution to t h | | j |  
fisherman. It disturbs the fish 
sòrnewhat!

The .fisherman can do 
something to reduce the 
competing light entering the eye.
A hat With a large, brim will cut.out 
a lot of the sky. A large brim will 
also cut out a lot of rain down th^H 
back of the neck. Thisis the 
headgear I use and I can report 
one drawback S fp lk  laugh at 
you. Some people prefer a light 
cap with a large peak, American 
style, but a surprising amount of ' 
light can enter from the side.
. Tf a hat is too hob, try an 

eye-shade. These are usually white 
(for tènnis) on the upper surface 
and could have b£én designed to 
scare fish. Try dyeing them. For 
people who really get hot-headed 
in a hat, Orvis sell a “Solar 
Helmet” , a sort of mesh sola topi 
with an electric fan in the brim,

powered by Va solar panel perched 
on the top of the helmet, and with 
•Buck-up batterici (not included) 
Screted  under the crown. À word 
of caution: folk will laugh at you, 
and one fen hardly blame them.

The/pther source of competing 
light; reflecting up from thè ' ; 
surfa&Òf the water, is more of a 
protoni bpcàuHé it is 
superimposed on the light coming 
from beneath the surfacpSTT'l/i/-

Dark reflection
We sbe reflected light aS‘in  

upside-down scene on the water.
If that;ipene js very bright, eg the. 
fj||f  there will be an overwhelming 
amount of reflected light and little 
ór nothing will bj^Se.en below. If 
the angler changes position until 
therp is a dark reflection on the 
surface he is trying to peer 
through, the light from below may 
be able to compete.. A dark cloud 
is better than nothing, ,but .a high 
bank in deep shadow is best of all,

Light from the sky “Vibrates” in 
all directions. Wevcannot.se'e these,’ 
“vibrations” , but somecre^tures^'.' 
many inspbts for example, can. 
When lighjis bounced off a shiny 
surface (a water surface, say) most 
of that reflected light is vibrating 
in just one direction, horizontally, 
having been “polarised” . ,

The glass of polarised sunglasses 
will only allow light vibrating in 
one direction to pass through it, 
and all other light is cut out. When 
glassès are made the lenses, are 
mounted to cut out horizontally 
polarised light — the light® 
reflected from thersurface of the 
water.

If you turn the glasses on their 
side, the reflections will 
miraculously re-appear. This is :v • 
worth bearing in mind as you peep 
round a tree to view the water.
The head is rarely held vertically 
(the way the glasses were 
designed) and will not be cutting 
out as much reflection as they can, 
but try tilting yd$r head from side *

round a tree at the wateryi 
but the polarising glasses 
are ineffective at this angle.

to side, to get the best possible 
defect.
BHnère.Ì&i a penalty to pay for this 
reduction in reflected light. The 
light from below the surface^ ^ j g 
unpolarised, vibrating in all . 
directions, and so the glasses will ^  
cutout about half of thisjjyaluablevr 
light. Thisgasm all price to pay 
on a bright day with clear watér, 
when there is plenty of light 
coming from beneath the surface. 
As thè light drops in the evening, 
or on a very dull day, there comes * 
a time when this reduced light 
from below the surface is too little 
to be. of any use’ and you are 
better off removing the glasses and 
coping with the reflections in other 
ways/T *

Polarised glasses cut out about 
half of unpolarised light, so they 
look “grey” to us. Polarised 
glasses with some colour tinting 
will be removing even more light 
without any advantage,Vsp avoid 
these. Thére are super models™ 
with small magnifying lenses / 
beneath the polarizing lenses.
¿rlf you prefer to wear a hat with 
a peak, rather imaf) an all-round 
brim, it is well worth buying the 
glasses with broad sides, like , 
blinkers, to cut out side light. T, 
Once had a pair so surrounded by 
shields that they wère virtually*//; 
goggle^/ and anypxertion or 
excitement, like hooking a fish,

Eyes shaded to reduce 
the amount off direct light

Most light direct from the sky

X X

One pattern of lines can 
produce two different 
objects.

would cause them to pi/ist up, 
leaving me befogged in a small 
white world.

So, you have done everytppg 
possible to get light from below 
and cut out light from above. Your 
brain has to do the rest.
Perception (seeing things) does 
not work passively like a camera; 
the brain actively constructs a 
world of objects from a few 
patterns of light and colour falling 
on thp retina at the back of the 
eye. You had to learn it at birth, 
and the angler has to learn to do it 
all over again. As a first exercise 

llpand to show you that ; 
perception is activé/1— take a look 
at the frame-work on this page.

Most people, see it first as a box 
seen from slightly above and 
slightly to the left, with the faè§i^ 
marked with “0”s nearest the 
viewer.

Two objects
But it can just as easily be séçn 

as a box viewed fromjifightly 
below and sightly to the right — 
with the face marked with “X |1m  
nearest the viewer. After a little 
time you should be able to see 
both boxes, often switching from 
one to the other and back again. 
Your brain has constructed two , » 
different objects from the.sanpie* 
patteriijof lines entering the eye , \ 
and falling on the retina. 
nBjMv practise. Practise holding 
one of those perceptions; run your 
eye over the box without 
“flipping” to the.other box. Now 
deliberately “flip” thopèreeptiqn 
and practice holding and looking 
at the other box. (If you find it 
difficult to flip deliberately , try 
looking at the f^cjfthat you want 
to hav^îmfrpnt.)

You are practising tó hold just 
one perceptiÿp/xyhen twoare 
possible. This is exactly the 
problem you encounter when 
seeing through tnfewater surfacellj 
the scene under t h e a te r  and the 
reflections on the surface arepi 

ÿliperimposed®our brain can 
construct and hold oiíé^or the 
other, but it will usually flip to the 

/inflection as that hás more light 
and detail.
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Now practise by the water.
Make it as easy as possible to start 
practising before moving on to 
more difficult conditions. Start 
with thè water’s edge, preferably 
viewed across a small river or 
pond,.say, five yards away. Find 
an object on the waterline rHa 
large stone perhaps — and follow 
it down beneath the water. Look 
at neighbouring features on the 
river bed.

Now “flip” the perception to 
the reflection of the bank at that 
point. If the bank is in deep 
shadow and the water lŝ  smooth 
there will be very little reflection, 
but look for the reflections of light 
objects, such as grass-stems and 
stonell j l

Now flip back to the perception 
of the bottom underneath. Extend 
your view into deeper water, 
moving your attention from one 
object on the bottom to i t s ^  
neighbour.

When you can do this'^ajSily you 
can practise under increasingly 
difficult conditions. Looking 
through the surface gets m orefr 
difficult as the wàter surface is 
disturbed (bathroom windows 
depend on this) and as the angle 
between the line of sight and the 
water surface gets smaller (when 
the angler crouches down behind 
cover). As this angle gets smaller, 
more of the daylight is reflected at 
the water surface and, to make 
matters worse, the light reflected 
at these angles is only slightly 
polarised so that your glasses 
become ineffective in cutting it 
out.

Any skill needs practice. I am 
lucky.I live next to a small river 
and have a chance to watch fish on 
station outside the kitchen 
window. Even so,fI find it a lot 
harder to see thesejush in March 
than later in the season, when I 
have been peering into the water 
for several weeks. The solution is 
to start the season early 1

Before you feel tempted to cast 
aline, take the time to walk up the 
water you will fish later on. The 
low angle of sunlight and heavier 
water of early spring will make fish 
spotting difficult, but it will stand 
you in good stead later in t h ^  
season. You will also have the 
leisure arid the new skill to study 
the changes in the underwater 
features of the river that the floods 
of winter bring about.
|  |  t  once spent several early 
rriornings in June watching a large 
rainbow patrolling the reed 
margin of a small lake*• The only 
way I could devise of casting to 

:|iim in the clear, shallow water was 
to lie flat on my back on a small 
boat jetty that reached out beyond 
the reeds. I could watch the fish 
cruise past from behind the reeds.
I then had about six minutes to 
wriggle on my back along the jetty 
before his circuit brought him 
back to the spot. I had flicked a 
slow-sinking fly into place and was 
awaiting developments when I felt 
and heard footsteps on the boards 
of the jetty behind me.

Etched against the bright-blue 
sky was my uncle, John, who is no

fishermari and, I hope;, will n e ||r  
read these words. On that 
perfectly still morning he could see 
right down into the water, he told 
m e.f|h |re  were no fish . ..  no, no, 
he told a lie; there was a fish, a 
huge one, coming towards the fly.

Uncle John pointed to it 
excitedly, in case, perhaps, I was 
tired of lazing on my back on the 
jetty and wished to get up and 
have a look myself. “Heredt 
comes,” he called, “Oh ...  no, it’s 
swimming away again.” I cannot 
blame the. trout, he was not to 
know that the figure waving 
against the sky was quite harmless 
to fish. The moral: when possible, 
look into the water without 
fishing, then fish without looking 
into the water.

Sometimes, the first sign you 
will see of a fish is a puff of silt as 
the startled creature tears off 
across the pool. Better that 
happen now before you come to 
fish the place in earnest. Identify

the spot relative to^a bank feature 
before the silt disappears |§| you 
can look for the fish on your way 
back to get the rod.

The business of marking a spot 
in the water where a fish has been 
seen is another tool in the angler’s 
box. If is not enough to see the 
thing; you have to be able to find it 
again.

Similarly, it is much easier to 
see a fish if you know where it is 111 
from a rise or a bulge of water at 
the surface. On stillwaters the 
rings of the rise stay more or less 
stationary and you have time to 
look around and fix the spot (in 
line with the willow, three yards 
out, say). On a river the problem 
is deceptively more difficult as the 
rise moves downstream and, 
however much you try to resist it, 
your eyes move with it.

Technically, this is called the 
“optomotor response” , present in 
all creatures with good eyesight. 
The eyes over-rule your wish to 
stare at the same spot in the space 
because their job is to provide you 
with a good, steady image of an 
object on the retina — apd if the 
object is^irioving downstream 
then, by golly, they will move with 
if whether you want them to or 
not.

If you want to demonstrate this 
phenomenon to yourself, ask

mmmmMmwmmmgmmm.
someone to move their gaze 
smoothly from one side of the 
room to the other; it can’t be 
done. If you look closely at their 
eye movement you will see the 
eyes flicking from one stationary 
position to another, a series of 
jerks around the room.

Perhaps the eye muscles can 
only supply this jerky movement!- 
Not so. Now get them to follow 
| i | | r  moving finger as they sweep 
it through the same arc. The eye 
movements follow the finger 
smoothly, because the eyes are 
holding fast onto a moving object. 
In both cases the eyes are trying to 
provide as steady an image as 
possible.

Because of the optomotor 
response, most people trying to fix 
a rise will place it downstream of 
where it occurred. As soon as the 
rise is spotted, either look directly 
above it to the bank or, if you have 
mastered the art of focussing 
attention on the reflections, fix the

position of the rise on the 
reflection (which will not move). 
Then you can fix that position on 
any handy bankside objects.

I have suggested how you can 
practise looking beneath the 
surface; but I haven’t suggested 
what you can look for. Fish, o f v 
course, but a fish alive in the water 
looks nothing like the pictures you 
see in the pages of this magazine. I 
keep stressing that our perceptual 
system is active; it constructs an 
object from a background of light 
and dark lines and blobs. Seeing a 
fish starts with finding tiny clues to 
its presence.

Look for movement. Obviously 
a dead give-away in still water, 
even in flowing water objects 
beneath the surface move very 
little and always to a regul||||ri 
pattern. You have learnt to ignore 
the surface, with its hypnotic 
tendency to grab the eyesight and 
carry it downstream with the 
optomotor response. Now look for 
any movement across the current 
orgieven more significantly* up 
against it. These can only be 
animals with their own propulsion, 
and that is almost certainly fish 
(although dabchicks can make 
your pulse race — they look 
enorm ous!»

Weeds hanging in the current 
move from side to side and can

June, 1988

A big chalkstream brownie on the fin. Seeing a fish starts with 
finding tiny dues to its presence.

¡^suggest fish. Watch a while for a I  |  
regular rhythm to the movement; I 
irregularity mean$ii$fi. Similarly, 
a flexible object that isn't moving 
with the rhythm of the weeds can 
be a fish.

Because the eye is attracted to 
movement, the first sign of a fifch 
may be a fin or, more usually, the 
tail. Trout-tail movement B ^ B ^ H  
rhythmic, like weed, but diff^|i in 
two ways: first, the trailing edge of 
a trout ’tgil is more or less vertical 
in the horizontal world of weed in 
the current. As the tail has no 

Silvery scalps to reflect the light 
the trailing edge carijstand out as a 
dark, vertical line.

Second, the rhythm of a trout’s 
tail, as it holds station, is usually 
faster and somehow more 
purposeful than the languid 
movement of weed. If you find a 
rhythmic, languid movment and a 
dark tail line then you could well 
have found a chub which has a 
much moreBimp-wristed” actioraSBi 
to its rear end.

If you suspect a tail, look 
upstream for fins and a m o u t ||)^ 5 5  
which can also be opening 
rhythmicall|;to reveal a white 
interior (a great white cavern 
confirms a chub). The fterceptual;?^ 
system should have done its work 
by this time and you will be able to 
see the fish. Even now it can 
miraculously disappear before 

■ your eyes, particularly if it 
hanging in mid-water ori a sunny^ 4 
day.

The reflecting surface^ on a 
fish’s scales are aligned in such a 
way as to reflect light from the 

Ĵ &ide. On a sunny day, with plenty 
of light bouncing around down 
there, the fish seen from the side is 
a mirror, reflecting the 
surroundings and becoming, 
seemingly, transparent. Under 
these sunny con ditions it can still 
be given away by it shadow on the" 
river bottom.

Seen from above, the scales,do 
not reflect the light; it would be a 
bit of a give-away if they did, 
although they might possibly blind 
a predator by dazzling it! T h i^ ^ ^ ^ g  
difference means that the whole 
fish is commonly seen as a rather 
thi^J dark line moving across the 
river, the sides having disappeared 
leaving only the darker back 
visible. When the |l |h  twists over 
to scrape a shrimp from a stone, or 
take a nymph, the mirrored side ¡Sip  
momentarily uppermost and we 
get the “flash” or “wink” of a 
taking fish ̂ an o th e r  dead 
give-away.".! ' \  |  I, V ; \T * ",, (f

Seeing^isfr-is immeasurably 
easier when you know where to 
look, but a detailed examination 
of all the favoured lies of trout is a 
book in itself. Besides, now you 
can see the things you can write 
the book yourself.

Finally, a word pf caution. I get 
|IKmuch pleasure from watching 

fish in the,|fream that runs 
past the house that by watching 
them they hqye become 
individuals — and who could bring 
himself to deceive and hook a 
friend? And so I have |§fd to gp* 
give u]p fishing mWtream. Bfe]
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Fishing Glass©
Not all sunglasses are for fishermen—here’s 

how to keep from making a spectacle of yourself

V j

0 n a steelhead trip to a Lake On
tario tributary a couple of years 
ago, I showed up with a pair of 

those high-tech sunglasses that make 
you look like an insect from a B movie. 
“We can’t fish with you while you’re 
wearing those lifter glasses,” said my fish-1 
ing buddies. They practically live on the 
river, where they wage a constant battle 
with the lifters—slobs who practice a 
delicate foul-hooking technique, using 
a single hook and placing it as close to 
the mouth of a visible fish as possible.

If you’re fishing by legal means, you 
count on the fish moving at least a few 
feet to impale himself on your fly, but 
with lifting there’s no margin for error. 
Especially if the guy next to you may be 
an undercover warden. You want to stick 
that hook in a spot that looks like there 
was at least an attempt at sportsmanship. 
Lifters stare at a likely holding spot, 
looking for fish, and peripheral vision— 
or, for that matter, any light coming in 
from the side—is a hindrance. So they 
can be identified by those inexpensive 
polarizing sunglasses with flat lenses in 
front and big side shields. But side 
shields and glasses with narrow slits have 
never caught on with fly fishermen.

An article in this magazine six years! 
ago dealt with the sunglasses available! 
to fly fishermen, including some models 
that weren’t even polarizing. Today, rec
ommending sunglasses that don’t have 
glare-reducing properties is like trying to 

-sell fly/spin outfits without including a 
fly reek A pair of regular sunglasses will 

eei you from ultraviolet rays, but 
cut down the amount of light on 

rne subject 'without also cutting down 
glare! 'Ordinary sunglasses reduce all 
light reaching your eyes, but polarizing 

r/iertivefy cut glare without 
gre uly edite ing the resolution of other 
c Seen | etay, optical-quality glass 
polarising sunglasses are available at half 
the price oí three years ago, and some 
with iHahJ'e-msistant plastic lenses

TOM ROSENBAUER
ized; because of the smooth reflecting 
surface,the rays align in one direction, 
one plane, producing glare. Polarizing 
film, which looks like sandwich wrap, 
contains a microscopic grid of iodine 
crystals that blocks the polarized light 
coming in on only one plane—for most 
applications, the horizontal. (This is 
why, when, for example, you turn your 
head sideways to get a better look at a 
mayfly floating downriver, you some
times get a sudden flash of glare as the 
glasses tip off horizontal.)

Polarizing sunglasses are not a cure-all 
for vision problems, and in fact they 
don’t even eliminate all glare. The worst 

[glare occurs when light is reflected at an 
angle of 15 degrees above the horizontal, 
so sunglass polarizers are set to absorb 
glare coming off a surface 30 feet away 
at an angle of 15 degrees. Glare that’s 
closer can be el iminated only if you bend 
down or back up.

According to my optometrist, Dr. 
Kenneth Begun, such sunglasses should 
be worn only for special circumstances. 
“I don’t like them,” says Begun; “They 
make things look fake. Polarizing

►ast mil 
i S I !  c onmetallic surfac

sunglasses^may even give you headaches 
if you wear them tor more than a few 

I noursT~Except forTi^Tn^~bFlJiTving on 
“glare ice at sunset, I don’t recommencf 
them.” “

As far as I can tell from my sources, 
all polarizing film is identical— the stuff 
in a "pair ofdrugstore-glasses-is~the~same~' 
a s the  film in a pair bf~$200 designer 
jobs. And everything that’s sold for the 
fisherman is aligned to block horizontal 
glare. But tor its own protection, poiariz^" 
ing film must be laminated between two 
pieces of plastic or glass, and it?s here7 
that we find differences in quality and 
price.

The front surface of a pair of sunglasses 
will tell you a lot about the quality of 
their construction. First look at how 
they’re curved—or whether they’re 
curved at all. Those “lifter” glasses have 
flat lenses, which are okay as long as 
you don’t use your peripheral vision. If 
you shift your eyes off to the sidek you 
get parallax, or a magnifying effect. (If

~ PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHARLEY FREIBERG '

you turn your head to see in a different 
direction, you can eliminate this prob
lem.) The very best sunglass lenses are 
not molded but are optically ground, the 
front element convex and the rear con
cave. These lenses follow the natural 
curve of the eye’s cornea, but obviously 
not exactly; if they did, the lenses would 
look like bubbles, which would give you 
minimum distortion but maximum so
cial unacceptability. Optically ground 
lenses are a good compromise between 
comfort, practicality and optics.

You have little to fear about distortion 
when you buy a pair of optically ground 
glasses, but some of the inexpensive ones 
with plastic lenses aren’t bad either. To 
check a pair of glasses for distortion, Dr. 
Begun recommends holding them at 
waist level under fluorescent light and 
rotating the front lens element until you 
catch a reflection. Move the frames 
around, keeping this reflection in the 
lens, checking as much of the lens sur
face as possible. If the reflection looks 
smooth, the glasses should be all right. 
If the reflected image looks' distorted 
anywhere, find another pair.

A lot of fuss is made about light trans
mission and ultraviolet-light absorption, 
but much of the evidence that UV light 
is harmful to the eye is theoretical. Ac
cording to Dr. Ben Houser, a noted eye 
surgeon who spends every moment that 
he’s not behind a laser beam in fishing 
for trout, salmon, bonefish and tarpon, 
ultraviolet poisoning is overrated. “The 

»average fisherman’s evesareinno-daiiger 
prom UV light,” says Houser, “unless he 
¡is an ultra-blonde. Light-skinned people' 
fhaveretinas with verY l i t ^  so
¡they are sensitive. Unless you’re on the 
[flats for weeks you really don’t have to
I worry. M  v

In fact, says Houser, it’s much better 
to wear sunglasses only_wh^.yai4-need 
jthem to avoid eyestrain: “A healthy eye 
doesn’t need sunglasses ail the lime. 
You’re much better off letting your pupils 
get light-adapted. Pupil constriction 
gives you better depth-of-fiekk A prut 
of two-millimeter pupils, foi ckampi 
will give you as m  oh m S| 11 mm H  -



aŝ  auy pair of sunglasses; I had this 
bonefishing guide in the Bahamas once, 
Hartman Russe l lwho  could see a 
bonefi^h, I ’m not kidding you, a hundred 
yards away. He had the best eyes:vjjye 
ever seen.

Most brands of fisherman’s sunglasses 
are available in a choice of either gray/,, 
green or brown/amben The exact shades 
vary, depending on who’s making them. 
The gray ones are neutral-density, and 
should absorb all visible light in equal 
amOuntsig thereby preserving normal 
colder perception. The amber shades 
heighten contrast and are helpful under 
a cloudy sky in morning or evening; they 
sharpen the definition between light and 
dark objects. Some bonefish guides re |8 | 
ommend them for use throughout the 
day because they improve the contrast 
between a light-colored fish and a pale 
sand bottom. But most go to gray lenses 
when the sun gets high because the am
bers, like yellow shooting glasses,"can. 
^dause eyestrain and headaches if worn 
lo r prolonged periods. TheUghter shades 
can also cause temporary 'x o l^ Blmd- 
TaHSTianrian^ found.

I recently checked two pairs of polariz
ing sunglasses that I’ve been wearing 

for about a year, one with plastic lenses 
and the other with optical-quality glass. 
The plastic ones aren’t of the drugstore 
variety, though; they have rugged, well- 
designed frames, and lenses of scratch- 
resistant CR-39, the same stuff used in 
visors for NASA astronauts. The plastic 
glasses cost about $25, the glass ones 
twice as much.

I wore both pairs the same amount of 
time, and they certainly weren’t cod
dled. (It’s even fair to say I abused 
them.) The cases disappeared within a 
week. I stuffed the glasses into my fishing 
vest, left them on the car seat, sat on 
them, used them in fresh water and salt. 
Vision seemed to be equally clear with 
both pairs* About when I decided it was 
stupid to pay twice as much for glass, 
lenses—because they’re about twice as 
heavy—I noticed the scratches. On the 
plastic lenses were a few small scratches, 
not enough to affect my vision (I’ve had 
prescription glasses that were much 
worse), but after another year they’d be 
ready for the trash. The glass lenses were 
perfect.

The real kicker, though, was when I 
checked the polarizing properties of the 
glass versus the plastic lenses. My test 
was similar to how they sell polarizing 
sunglasses in the drugstores—with the 
little round card of polarizing material 
that you rojtate in front of the lenses. If 
the sunglasses are “genuine polarized,”
24 May/June 1986

the square will darken completely, be
cause its polarizing screen will eventually 
align â t  90 degrees to that of the sun
glasses, thereby blocking almost 100 per
cent of the light. l|used a screen that I 
knew to be of good q u a lif ie r  new 
polarizing filter for my camera lenses.

Rotating the filter while looking 
through it and the glass polarizing lenses 
blocked out all the light and showed no 
abnormalities. However, when I held it 
against the plastic lenses, all sorts of in
teresting designs showed upf^-hotspots 
where the light leaked through no mat
ter how I rotated the filter. This doesn’t 
happen with a new pair of plastic lenses, 
and I assume that plastic lenses, because 
they ate leg  rigid than glass, eventually 
shift and delaminate the polarizing film.

Is this an endorsement for glass lenses? 
Yes—but . only if you’re going to carry 
but one pair of sunglasses, and want ab
solute, long-term dependability. Having 
grown up with several ounces of prescrip
tion glass on my nose for 18 hours a day , 
I prefer plastic lenses if I’m going to be 
fishing for more than a, short time. Some 
of the new plastic-lens models weigh half 
an ounce, and you literally forget you 
have them on. The pairi’ve been wear
ing for about six months now appears to 
be free of any obnoxious defects and is 
surprisingly durable.

About clip-ons: Buy several pairs at a 
time. They’re all made of thin plastic 
(glass is too heavy) and they scratch very 
easily. Try to find the kind that are rec
ommended for large-frame glasses;, ’ be
cause if they don’t cover thé whole front 
of your prescription glasses you’ll get in
ternal reflections between the clip-ons 
and your glasses that will drive you crazy. 
A hat with a long brim in front will help 
correct this problem; in fact a hat will 
help you see more clearly no matter what 
kind of sunglasses you wear. Side shields 
also help by cutting out stray light, espe
cially if the sun is at your side. Some 
sunglasses come with them, or you can 
make a pair out of leather orxyinyl. Just 
cut a triangular piece and put in slits to 
accommodate the side arms. Don’t 
forget that you will lose your peripheral 
vision if you use side shields.

Apd don’t let anyone mistake you for 
a lifter.  ̂ □

TOM ROSENBAUER edits the Orvis News.

% /  e present here a staff-written review
T ▼ of the fishing glasses that fly fisher

men are most likely to be interested in; we 
can’t bill this as a complete roundup because 
we’ve skipped most of the drugstore glasses 
and, in truth, have not|combed every fly-

tackle catalog either. Btit most tackle shops 
and mail-order companies offer one or more 
of the glasses discussed here. ■ Some of the 
larger retailers—Qrvilg Bailey’s, C abelaS 
etc;—offer some private-label sunglasses that 
are Sfferenb| and where possible we^ve ad
dressed those individualist The Smith and 
Costa Del Mar glasses rankHs “finds’M nce 
few of the fly-fishing com pani|| we spoke 
with were familiar with them. Perhaps we’ll 
B&them.-.in more of B u r” catalog and shops 
in the future. ... '. editors

A ctionO ptic||||
P.O. Box 2099, Napa, CA 94558

ActionOptics’ Everest g l^ |^ K  shown in 
their black nylon Glacier frame) may be the 
most versatile lenses available to sportsmen. 
Not only are they polarizing and phot&f 
chromic, they boast an anti-reflective coat
ing on the inner surface (to protect the eye 
against bounce-back) and highly reflective 
mirror coatings above and below the center 
zone. (Thesg mirror ¿Ratings are inside the 
outermost lens, where they can’t chip or peel 
away.) And although they feel unusually 
light-—only 1 » .’ounces—all ActionOpti||| 
sunglasses have" precislojj^g'round and 
polished glass lenses.

The Glacier frame’s side Shields arc Cer
tainly beneficial for mountaineers^nd may 
aid concentration when; stalking fish, but the 
shields cut peripheral vision to the point that 
we feel the glasses are dangerous for sp§h 
things as driving or bicycling. The shields 
are %movabld|; but that lea^ |T our little 
molded-in mounting wings on the frame, and 
they may bothersome wearers.

ActionOptics offers twb; other styles;|fbr 
more general use b the “unbreakable” black 
nylon and the black metal frames. Both have 
relatively la^ge, more m | l e S  rectangular 
lenses for good coverage, and both are light 
andjcbmfortable—only two ounces, and that 
for top-notch gla&s glasses. The nylon frame 
isfiitted with adjustable-length side arms 
(there ate four detents) and is available with 
either conventional or flexible hook-type 
earpieces. Removable sideguards are also a- 
vailable.

All three frames may'S^ purchased with 
either Everest or Spectrum lense^iwhich are 
gray or amber and also polarizing and photo- 
¿promic., ActionOptiysBays „both its lens 
types absorb 99% of the ultraviolet portion 
o||§unlight, which K^ometimes linked tq| 
snow-blindnfe'S cataract's and>-sk|nicancers. 
Because ¿ f  their laminated Cbpstruction, the 
lensesJmeetSr exceed federal standards for 
impact- and sha tter-resis^ance; i;

Pri<|Cjfiare approximately $50 to $75; â; 
semi-rigid snap-top ||a^i„is included. Spec
trum models are also available in prescription 
singlervision and even bifCIJal lenses*; see an 
eyeglasses deader or ophthalmologisfisfor in
formation and prices. (Orvis offers this op
tion on its ActionOpties.glassesfor $185 and 
$235.) Made in California;
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Aqua-Mates
Fq^ter-Grant, 289 N. Main S t., Leominster,5 

MA 01453

At about 55/s inches across, Aqua-Mates 
fit heads that many other sunglasses can’t. 
They’re big enough,¡In fact, to be worn over 
normal prescription glasses—not entirely im
practical when you consider that the lenses 
can flip up out of the way.

Two versions are available (in drugstores, 
marinas and tackle shops just about! 
everywhere): one with normal side arms and 
one with wide arms that have dark lenses set 
into them for side protlftion. Both have “sun 
roof’ overhangs built in. Black-frame Aqua- 
Mates have gray polarizing lenses; brown 
fram^gcarry brown polarizing lenses. They 
are light, comfortable, and generally stay on 
most faces very well. The lenses are too light
weight to be very durable, but at $12 they 
make excellent back-up glasses; or inexpen
sive replacements for glasses that were lost 
or destroyed. Aqua-Mates float, and their 
snap-front leatherette case floats too.

Bill Dance
Polarized Fish’n Glasses 

- Strike King Lure Co.
174 H’way 72 W., Collierville, TN 38017

Available from Cabela’s for only $9.95, 
these plastic-lens glasses seem to offer good 
value. At two ounces, they weigh as much 
as some glass glasses; the extra weight comes 
mostly from the metal side arms and hinges. 
(The ear pieces are plastic-coated for com
fort. ) The matte-black plastic frame is 
slightly heavier-built than most, and pro
vides good eye coverage and comfort. The 
fit is quite tight on some people, but a few 
licks with a file on the hinge end of each 
side arm will fix that. (Don’t make them so 
loose they slip off too easily.) 
v /The lenses are dark gray with a slight green 
cast. In our sample, some distortion is visible 
around the lens edges, but it doesn’t interfere 
with normal vision. Imported from Taiwan 
and decorated with Bill Dancers “signature” 
on the side arms. (He’s a bass-fishing pro. ) 
The glasses are blister-packed and come with 
a braided lanyard.

Coming Chameleon 
Laura & Company, Rte 3, Box 47A 

Coudersport, PA 16915

Laura & Company bought out the entire 
stock—4,000 pairs—of these sunglasses from 
Corning, and is offering them at near givea
way prices ($4.95 each, plus 75 cents ship
ping & handling) . They are'jyery basic glass-, 
es, with two points in their favor: First, 
they’re made by Coming (or maybe far Corn
ing, in Korea), which by itself is some guaran
tee- of quality; and second, they are polariz
ing, even at that low price.

But they’re not for everyone. The black 
frames are on the small side and thus fit best

on narrow to medium-wide faces. The lenses 
wrap around for adequate side coverage, but 
they are fairly “short” from top to bottom. 
Whether they are too short depends on the 
size of the wearer’s face. Among our staff, 
they fit the ladies best, and some of the small
er men. The lenses are neutral gray. They’re 
plastic, with few obvious distortions in spite 
of the lens curvature, and Laura & Company 

"/fays they meet FDA impact-resistance stan
dards. The hinges are metal, and our sample 
pair weighs just over an ounce. A case is not 
included.

Costa Del Mar
310 Division Avenue, Ormond Beach, FL 

32074

This Florida ..Company offers a very wide 
assortment of frame and polarizing-lens com
binations, and they appear to be very high- 
quality products. Hard-to-fit anglers should 
note that Costa Del Mar offers five sizes of 
sunglasses—lens widths of 52, 54, 56, 58 and 
62 millimeters,, and while.'not every one of 
their dozen-plus frames comes in every width, 
there should be enough variations possible 
to suit almost everyone. Frame styles vary 
from the traditional to the new-wave, and 
include a particularly handsome (in tor
toiseshell) aviator called the Catalina, and 
a metal-frame (gold or pewter) aviator called 
the America’s Cup. And in case these com
binations and permutations aren’t enough, 
there are about a dozen different frame colors 
to choose from, and about half the frames 
are available with a choice of straight or wire- 
core wraparound earpieces. Something for 

-everyone, indeed, and backed up by an “un
conditional lifetime guarantee. ”J|2

The polarizing portion of Costa Del Mar’s" 
lineup includes a dark gray version and dou
ble-gradient blue or gold tints laid over a 
dark gray lens. All are optical-grade plastic, 
hard-coated for scratch-resistance, and said 
to be virtually shatterproof. They absorb ap
proximately 85% of available light and 100% 
of ultraviolet light. Costa’s hinges are spe
cially tapped for no maintenance, and their 
plastic frames are not injection-molded nylon 
but rather a cellulose acetate that accepts 
colors and polishing very well, shows no mold 
seams, and adjusts well. The company is 
proud that their products/are made by hand 
in the U.S.A. Retail prices range from about 
$40 to $85, and each pair of glasses comes 
with a well-padded leatherette slip case. Your 
eyeglass dealers should have Costa’s impres
sive catalog for you to study*/;

Custom Clip-Ons
The Orvis Company, Manchester, VT 05254

Anglers who can’t function without cor
rective lenses find themselves in a bind when 
it comes to shopping for polarizing sunglasse^: 
The three alternatives are contact lenses 
under normal sunglasses; prescription polariz
ing glasses; and polarizing clip-ons. Number

one doesn’t work for. some peoplgl number 
two is always expensive; and many clip-ons 
are less than perfect./Some are downright 
worthless.

These “̂ Ustoms,” however, are another, 
story entirely. The lenses (neutral gray, plas
tic, no apparent distortion) are way oversize 

jib they can be trimmed with scissors to the 
shape of the glasses they’ll be worn, over. 
That’s a good start right there, but thefialso 
flip up out of the way; using a camera or 
binoculars with eyeglasses; i*st enough of a nui
sance: even without an extra lens in between. 
And these clip-ons really do clip into place, 
solidly. They fit frames up to a quarter of an 
inch thick, with 9/16ths of an inch or more 

.across thikjjnose between lenses. (They fit 
every pair of glasses in this company of 40 
people. ) The lower clips are on long spring 
arms that hold well yet present no irritating 
obstacles in the field of view. Finally, the 
lenses are shipped with plastic vacuum-sealed 
over them; leave, it on—to protect against 
scratches—untiByou’ye trimmed them to 
your glasses.

The metal parts are coated against corro
sion, and the flip-up spring locks positively. 
Two small rivets secure each lens. At 
$4.95—or two or more for $4.25 ejich—seyv; 
eral of our staffers have ordered pairs /for 
themselves. Made in Japan.

Fisherman Eyewear
1700 Shelton Drive, Hollister, CA 95023

Rudy De Luca, Vice-President of Cable 
Car Sunglasses,, <is; an ardent angler. He 
counts among his friends some of the best- 
known professional fly fishermen, and he re
lies in part upon their advice when it comes 
to designing new products for his pet division 
of the company, called Fisherman Eyewear. 
As & result, Fisherman offers what must be 
the largest selection of fishing glasses availa
ble anywhere. Once you’ve seen their line, 
you begin to recognize their products; in many 
of the fly shops in this^Country.

A look at every model would fill the rest 
of this magazine, so we limit the detailed 
discussion to two of Fisherman’s most popular 
styles. But the 1986 catalog shows; some 16 
different fishing glasses, all polarizing; two 
are made with Polaroid lenses (trademark pT 
the Polaroid Company), which De Luca feels 
are among the best plastic polarizing lenses. 
Others include metal-frame aviatork, full- 
frame flip-up glasses (that fit over many pre
scription glasses), a one-piece wraparound 
polarizing mask, clip-ons * and ;.others. * 
Suggested retail juices range from $10 to $45. 
Each pair, comes with a soft case that will 
float the glasses.

PolaFocus

These are certainly the mq|t unusual 
sportglasses currently^vailable;/ but they 
clearly (as it were) fill a niche, especially,for 
those middle-aged anglers who find that their



arms are getting shorter. The litjtle Clear win- 
dows^feith of the gray are optical-
grade magnifiers that makbSubh tasks as tyi^g; 
tippet knots. considerably easier. These are 
non-prescriptiohtfishiM bifocals; four magni
fications ( -f;fl-5 0 |^ 2 .0 0 , ;+ ||.50, +3.00) 

Bre;y available. Truthfully, these s are pretty 
helpful in dealing with tiny fliesevert ra* 
thcKr of us whcgStill have 20/20 yisipn.

The sun lenses themselves are high-quality 
glasj  ̂polarizeH The shaded sicfe panels | | |  
the ear pieces are dark plastic. Although the 
glas'ses:look a|Bit clunky, our sample weighs 

gjonly f l j | |  ounces. The black plastic frame?3 
relatively' massive, with its seven-leaf metal 
hing®+bVerhanging ||sun roof;” wide, side 
arms drilled for a safety cord, and thepextra 
material needed to hold the magnifiers, but 
feels adequately Comfortable, thariks in large/ 
part to oversize nose bridge that distributes- 
the weight evenl^H

The glasses provide excellent sun protec
tion above and on the sides; the clear win
dows below admit some glare reflected up off 
the water, but- being able to wear the same 
glasses for fishing and for kno^tying generally 
outweighs this minor shortcoming.

PolaFocus shades appear in several fishing 
catalogs: Orvis‘‘sells them as their- “Crystal 
Clears” for $25; Dan Bailey’s offers them at* 
the same price also. Made in Japan.

Polarizing Fishing Glasses

W idely available through mail-order 
catalogs.and across the countlfjs/pf tackle 
shops for about $12, these glasses are now 
the fisherman^standards ''Simple’, serviceable 
and reasonably well made, they offer genuine 
polarizing glass (scratch-resistant) lenses, in 
gray or greenish-yellow mounted in rugged 
black plastic frames. ThelSside arms are 

¡Shromed metal with plastic earpieces drilled 
for a lanyard. Some versions of these'glasses 
are ̂ fitted with dark (polarizing, even) lenses 
on the side arms; others just have solid panels 
as . side shields;i^till others have; ventilated 
fabric lilields, hook-type earpieces and a 

dUnfard. Anyway, the glasses provide effec
tive protection all around. The nose bridge 
is comfortable and the seven-leaf metal 
hinges are almost massive. Our sample paW  
average about 2HBypces.jron the heavyS|de 

Tor simple non-photbchromic^S
People with wide faces may have to bend 

the side armsjjb fit.3 Iffi so doing, be careful 
not to pop the rivets that fasten thBhields 
in place. (But if that happens, it’s no great 
task to glue them neatly back in plaice,) Be
cause of the weight of the glassllband thel 
shape of (jpme.of) the earpieces, most wear- 
efs; shoulc^^^S lanyard. -'

Locators+ 2 
Teeny Nymph

P.O. Box 970, Gresham, OR 97030

The original Teeny Locators (still av a il^  
ble, in regular and clip+oh styles) resemble
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nothiff^Rm uch BfEskimo sno»gJf|g]^s— 
hotizontal slo^^gf/dark polarizing*, material 
set into5 wide frarfr^s with side shi|||Is| They 
fotpe the w e S « 'io  l;bbk sK ifh t ahead— 
since B)u can’t He anywhere else;—and thus 
effectively force you t^ftbncbntrate on fish. 
But they’re gome thing of a -hazard §1 the reaf 
world; a friend ^|O ti® w alke® ight off his 
dock while wearing pair.

Enter thc’Ldcators + 2: much larger field 
of ,view,;lwith lessffes tr ic t i vC;sh i e i l l  and no 
more bulbuous;,+in|ect-eye lensllv They|are 
reasonably Comfortable, very effective in 
high-glare situations, -^id hinder peripheral 
vision far less. The setscrew in the top of the 
h |^ k  -h|l^@leHthe wearer change or replalf| 
lenses, from smoke g r^ ^ M  amber (both 
polarizingffidth said ta le  unbreakable). Our 
sample lenses are a bwlool^T in the framj l  
bu t,th ey + eR  light it doesn’t llth e r. Al
though the pivoting ¿side shields
glpn’t Ijjpther either, and they ffj|§)ierced for 
Ventilation. The th f^ - f lH  hingeil work 
smoothly and are molded in? iJocatorscome 
in'a cloth casefand Teeny also offers a brown 
neoprene retainenstrap that reportedly Will 
fl®t thablassesB theflmpp into the drink. 
Suggested retail pric.e (with both le^^ B is  
$24.95.

MultiSport 3-in-;T '
MuJfiSfflrt Optical, 6 Susan L anS H  

Fa|^outh, ME 04105

W e’re alw ^^susp icious® N “all-.around’1 
items; theji often wind.up being no^M .ciM j 
caliy gqod;aMnything. And the priceof these 
glayses/|®tyi.s lists the^yhole s^f for $32J4or 
example)/d^es nothing S  reas%re|U® ither. 
Butlfhe British MultiSports turned out to be 
afjfery plffijfnt Surprise. W hat we first" re

garded H  the if.prime weaKess+^fheir light- 
nesj^i&actually their strength. W ith  normal 

p d c  arms, afpair wglihs exactlypne^ounc!ef| 
but the ma|fe-black fram ^» re  #Uper^^Rh 
Cry Ion ffiid have taken all the abuse! we’v e  
given thempoyfer theMm^ B  rnphths— and 
then some

 ̂The gsfemgrifludS" thrl^^ps-of ifiter/' 
changeabfe plastic lenSe/s (dark gray, light 

¡¡pjbeB both polarizfqg;Apid high-cPh-t^f' 
yellow); rem o v JS ^S ftttle  - shields to keep 
outB^tem r wind^WhyeMy ^  1 side arms, 
plus flexible hook-typ)!; sidJjkrms; and the 
frame. All this, ^Mckedf^stuffed $H better 
word—into jKj&fJven ient ,K>ft sue del ike .efe; 
vplope.

To changeilghfM the,'¿enter panel H  the 
fram e^naps^pl’̂ gfree Ihjp B e ■ lenlel from; 
their grooves. It’sUMcfsif ive lock, Hid it ¡¡forks 
Hell. Tmsidewips^a® not|&ily interchange- 
gfele, they’re S u itab le—by>mean|p| three;

length aflpfyell. E d g ^ R e d g B  
the frames* m gsure 3  7/16 incheSyjf^fugh 
jjjyfen for wide SgpeBBffi fit i ^ f H l le n ^ H d  
even with the norm affidfe^s^ , the g l l t ^ ^  
¿fen’tSikely to si ip Jiff the ̂ ^ g fu g e”p |c e . 
None o fto u m l^p le iR h ^^ ^ BlfciS K fftcir- 
!t l w «

Orvis Half-Ounce Glasses 
Orvis|®ompany, Manchester, VT 052,54

These handsome French-made sunglasses- 
weigh subsfghtially les^than ^ & ;o u n c if  
making them probably the lightest full-frame 
fishingnJ^^B^Sailablev: The ffl^ihdfton- 
structionpf the frame ensure.! that they stay 
ftmfortablyHi place in,spite of theirfhsig- 

mass.p]§|)me of the fliCs we fish big 
rivers and; salt water with weigh more than 
thesegl^BsM o.)

The^emi-teardrop lenses afeiarge enough 
for almost anyTace, and £dme in neutral gray: 
or amberf;Qfyt^®s they block 78 percent 
of viable light and 98 percent of uRfa^Holet 
light. Both H jpjs are^^^ourseppolarizingf 
T h ®  appear to be optically goodF

At -a^half-ounce, it Almpslfdbesn’t matter 
how the frames fit. But it so, happens they; 
fit very well on most facbs|pnd since they’fe 
made of nylon (black) /  the sidegrms t:an be 
shaped, with a little heat, to accommodate 
Ipts that grew in non-standard lod|pfns. The 
fiveSaf h^HB efre metal and they/work bet
ter than $14.95;glgsfejhave a right to. (Proof 
again that a dollar ̂ ||^Bfarther ir| Europe 
than it doll here.) The frames flex but d i^ S  
break unci|i normal loads. You <w|Jie|g the 
lenses, working in their! gloves wheH the 
frame twi^s, but th&y show nSsignl^f pop- 
pirig'but. A terrific ^mubi andl|i soft 
irSuded.

Simms Polarized Fishing Glasses 
Simms, Div. of LiCb^Link International*; Inc.^ 

Box3,336, J a c ^ n ,  WY 83001

WhaBs more natural thanfor Simrg|| the 
company that brought us the excelleh|i 
Croakies , glasses^ retafmers, t|^| add fishing 
glas^Hto their product linS  Thesef arb 
French-made! he cloth sleeyffil^ys BolliS 
plastic-l^fe polarizihf Jg t^ ^H tin ted  a 
slfchtSgarm amber-brown. Sinbe they d S ’t 
filter out as much sun ligh t^  ajmir of dark 
gray glassb^wouldWthey may not be the first 
c h o i c e t h e  tropical flats. For ;stream fish
ing, however, th raare  m or^thar^luitabl^ 
and the lenses do appreciably increafe.Lon^ 
||fli|t—and without the harsh effect bfyello^ 
shooting-type g la ^ ^ ®

Our sample pair /weighs" a ̂ B ,-oVer one 
Mince, fits ?every male in the omfe, and is 
unusuall^B^pfortable yeti doesn’t feel M 
though it’s: about to/sjide off. (The frame isf 
®llyy;^3inches wide.) Thejfrdme and side 
^arms ^f® o® n-Bow n nylon, with threjfleaf 
hinges molde||right in. ThisHimple' h a s «  
slight dimple iti/onbUens, but it’̂ adj®£nt 
to the top of the frame and thus/bfiSof the 
direct fielSof view. Sim'mfthcliidHa donut 
»polarizing material with the- l̂||sb;sSV);;yPu 
ccSi^heck the polarizatji)S^^t^%faf the$^ 
g « | w^  ■ J i |i  f^r ®0;/>which in
cluded a Croakib/and m n er for 1986, 
Simms dealers sell the glassesllllp nlv $19.95. 
with * S ip lb f |^ ^^K id  nHretainer.

¡M§^t£nued on pdge 46
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w ide  
b r i m  
b lo c k s
glare from ! |
sn e a k in g  
around the 
sides of your 
glasses (side-shields, 
which attach to your eye
glass frames, are better yet); pulled low over 
your eyes, a hat brim can boost the effective
ness of polarizing lenses quite a bit. In ex
treme glare—tropical ocean flats, for ex
ample—a hat brim that is dark on the under
side helps keep sunlight from re-reflecting 
back downward, behind your glasses, into 
your eyes.

You can avoid glare completely by putting 
the .sun at your back, but since this usually in
volves fishing the side of the river you’re not 
standing on, it’s good advice only to a point. 
It’s impractical, and sometimes dangerous or 
impossible, to wade across the Madison or 
similar fivers. (On a bonefish flat, fishing on 
foot or in a skiff, it’s usually Fairly easy to get 
the sun at your back, or at least to one side— 
but then you may find the wind coming from 
a bad direction.)

However, on a river, if you keep track of the 
sun’s path—not hard to do, as its course is
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pret
ty consistent from 

day to day—you can plan and place yourself 
accordingly. This is such a simple precaution 
that I invariably forget to do it, which neces
sitates my maneuvering, every evening, to get 
the sun to my right or left—which B  not 
always possible either, but it’s something to 
remember if you’re a little weak on astron
omy.

Interestingly, you can also duck “under” 
glare. Why apractice so patently simple eluded 
me for so long is a mystery, bufifstrue: If the 
sun is bouncing off the water and into your 
eyes, making the surface look like hammered 
silver, bend your knees and look under the 
rays. If you bob around enough you can usu
ally follow your fly line through all but the 
longest/widest glare patches.

The greased leader technique is limited to 
flat water, because the slightest ripple will 
cause the leader to break through the surface

, f ; i!m  
and sink 

the fly, rather than suspending m  
properly just below the surface. Buthere, 

for once, glare can be an ally. A greased 
leader on a calm, mirrored pool is as easy to 
see as a crack in a window. A twitch in the line 
is a strike, and from that point you Ye on your 
own.

Since fly line seems to drag the moment it’s 
out of sight, I try to mend m » e  just before 
it reaches a blind spot. Depending on the 
breadth of the glare patch, y ou might then be 
able to get through the worst of it with a free- 
floating fly. Also helpful is the pile castwie 
on an extra-long tippet, snap the rod up a bit at 
the end of your cast and let the whole inert 
mess fall in curves near the fly, which will 
provide a few feet of drag-free float while the 
leader straightens out.

Spinfishermen are rarely bothered by glare, 
and for one reason: They fish a tight line, and 
takes are felt, not seen. Fly fishermen can fish 
a tight line too, and the best way I know is to 
fish streamers.

Now I realize that few of us are going to tie 
on a Mickey Finn during a caddis hatch just to 

continued on page 54
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Computerized Fly-Fishing Log
THE FLY-FISHERMAN’S MICRO-JOURNAL« 

The easy-to-use, computerized fishing log and 
fly-pattern cataloging system. Record, display 
and print trip and pattern information. Search 
your trips by up to 9 guidelines.

N O W  W ITH 2 0 0  STANDARD FLY PATTERNS INCLUDED! 

For: IBM® PC and compatibles (574 or 372), 
APPLE ll/IIC (574). Specify computer and disk 
size.
$34.95 (U S.) plus $2 shipping and handling. 
Ohio residents add 7% sales tax.

A dvanced Curriculum Technologies, Inc. 
774 Merrimack Drive 

Berea, Ohio 44017 
(216) 234-4808 • 9:00-5:00 EST

Also available through fly shops and  
catalogs. Dealer inquiries welcome.

TREAT YOURSELF 
TO THE BEST.

When it comes to custom graphite fly rods . . . 
come to the source. Blanchard Rods. You’ll 
find it to be unlike any fly rod you’ve ever own
ed. We also do very fine bamboo restorations; 
Write or call today for a free brochure. Let us 
create a custom Blanchard Rod for you. A great 
gift idea for the avid fly  fisherman.

20020 County Road 17 
Mt. Blanchard, Ohio 45867 

419-694-5481

B e st P r ic e s  In F ly  F ish in g
Scientific Anglers
Quality reels made in England.
SYSTEM #2, 7 8 ................ ...94.20
SYSTEM #2L, 78L................. 86.20
SYSTEM #2, 67 .............   94.20
SYSTEM #2L, 6 7 L ........  86.20

O the r s izes and  sp oo ls  avail.

H a r d y  Famous rim control 
Marquis reels.

MARQUIS 5 .......................  97.95
MARQUIS 6 ......................... 101.95 5
MARQUIS 7 .....................  103.95
MARQUIS SALMON 1 . .  120.95 

O ther sizes and spoo ls  ayaiL;V;--

Billy Pate
Superb reels
MARLll l l l t l ..... ........  410.00
TARPON............................  360.00
SALMON..................   345.00
BONEFISH.......... ............... 355.00

S poo ls  a va ilab le

Call us fo r p rices on F ly-Tying material. We a lso handle high qua lity  rods, fly -lines, 
leaders, flys  and o the r items. Call o r w rite  to  p lace  an o rde r o r to  inqu ire  on o the r prices. 
Send fo r our FREE com ple te  com puter prin tout. P rices FOB W hitewater. j M j g S g B g

4379 Dart Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55424

1-800-544-7056
f is h in g  co.

612/922-4839

Free1988 Sage Catalog
-------- ¡si.!------ i Sage offers two complete lines of Graphite II 

rods and blanks -  the popular RP Series and 
our beautiful LL (Lightline Lightweight) Series. 
We also offer a MA (Moderate Action) Series 
and an economical EC Series of graphite rods 
and blanks as well as a full line of precision- 
made fly reels. For your fly fishing needs, turn 
to Sage -  the finest in rods, reels and blanks.

ANQLER OF THÈ YE AR '
Continued from page 23 

—----- —à— --------

but nobody even has any recollection of him 
having lived thererl^ÌÌJ

In the years since, Nick has, by his own 
account, tried “every fly-fishing technique 
there is.” But he has been and remains primar
ily a dry fly fisherman. “It’s a quiet, challenge 
ing way to fish.” says Nick. “The dry fly gives 
you a chance to observe the fish and the 
insects while you’re fishing. When I ’m out 
watching I feel at home on the stream, I feel I 
belong there.” . .

Perhaps this is why Nick .fishes as much as 
he does. He’s the only person I know who fly
fishes almost every day. In fact he sends his 
favorite rods—the Midge Nymph and a 7-foot 
3-weight Orvis 7/3—back to the factory on 
alternate years for new ferrules. He wears 
them out.

His lovely wife, Fanny, whom he married 
in 1952 and who is fully behind his dedication 

, to the sport, has dinner waiting when he comes 
home from work. Then he’s off fishing, 
sometimes driving two hours each way (which 
may not be far, as Nick is one of the world’s 
slowest drivers) to make one or two perfect 
casts at dusk. In fall and winter he fishes on 
weekends for sea-run trout in coastal streams. 
Nick confesses, however, that he’s doing less 
fall and winter fishing these days. Hercules, a 
big chocolate lab, has tempted Nick back into 
the upland hunting and waterfowling he loves 
almost as much as fly-fishing.

Late winter finds him spending warmer 
weekends fishing stoneflies on local rivers. In 
spring he haunts the rivers of southern New 
Hampshire. Summers, he makes the long 
drives to the cooler rivers of Maine or north
ern Vermont and New Hampshire, with fre
quent time-outs for the Hex hatches on certain 
home ponds.

Very often his companion is son Tony, who 
has been fly-fishing since he was very young 
(a photo in the family album shows him at age 
eight with a fly-caught 20-inch brown). Daugh
ter Nikki Burdick has contributed to the next 
generation of fly fishermen with grandson 
Thomas Anthony, bom in May.

Like most dedicated anglers, Nick has his 
eye on the future of the sport—for his son and 
grandson, but also simply because he loves 
fly-fishing and wants to pass it safely on. 
Wherever you go to fly-fish with Nick, he’s 
always greeted warmly by both old friends 
and younger fishermen. Talk to many of these 
younger ones and you find that Nick was 
instrumental in getting them started in fly
fishing. I ’ve never met anyone with a bad 
word to say about Nick.
, Nick was involved with the start-up of 
Trout Unlimited in New Hampshire, but has 
since chosen to give his efforts instead to the 
Manchester Fly Fisherman’s Association. “It’s 
a good group of people,” he explains. “More 
social than political. I believe that we need a 
place where people can come to find the fun 
part of fly-fishing. Some of them will choose 
to get involved in the politics of protecting
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DAVID

W hen sunlight bounces directly into your eyes, the best

e v e -
ning the sun bounced across 
the top of the Madison Range 
like a fat, peeled orange and the re
flected light from the Madison River 
made my fly line, settled into gentle S’s 
on the water, look like spaghetti on a mirror. 
A big mirror. I wondered if the sun had de
liberately chosen that moment to blind me.

I could see only a sheet of white, broken 
here and there by the rings of feeding trout. 
But even with polarizing sunglasses, it was 
difficult to see my fly and I was missing 
strikes. When I finally connected, I nearly 
jerked the fish out of the water—all four 
inches of it. Disgusted, I packed up my rod, 
put my sunglasses in my vest and walked back 
to the car, in the process wading through the 
pool I’d been fishing. And then I discovered 
why I’d been missing strikes: the “poolf was 
only two inches deep. I’d probably been cast
ing to four-inch fish all evening. In the sun’s 
glare I simply hadn’t been able to gauge the 
stream depth.

I first saw polarizing glasses back in the 
’60s, although I’m sure they were around be
fore then. They were funky looking things, 
with the Coupe de Ville wings popular on the
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eyewear of the time or, worse, clip-on jobs 
that made the wearer look like half an um
brella. Polarizing glasses were supposed to 
‘‘eliminate” glare, and they were, and still are, 
a big step in that direction.

But when the sun bounces directly into 
your eyes, the best polarizing lenses in the 
world are like earmuffs in the Arctic—nice, 
but not enough. Sunglasses are best employed 
as an adjunct to avoiding the problem in the 
first place.

Glare would be far easier to live with if 
it were sporadic and unpredictable. Instead, 
stream fishermen are stuck with it every 
da^i like clockwork-Spt when the trout| 
start rising in the evening or ¿if you’re an ear
ly riser, as soon as the sun ascends to where 
it can "shine on the water, creating a blind 
spot in front of you. Flatwater anglers, ocean 
or lake, have to deal with it too.

Working a fly line you can’t see over fish

that 
may or 

mayvnot 
be there is 

bad enough® 
but missing 

strikes is >vorse,5.- 
especially when fishing dry 

flies in a current. Since you can’t see 
your line, that five- or six-foot drift through 

the reflected sun is usMIlyenough to drag your 
fly, and dragging trout flies rarely work. Also 
bad are trout that take the fly, decide it-s not the 
real thing and spit it out before you’re aware 
anything has happened, but worst of ali are the 
fish you catch accidentally. Hey, you’re sup
posed to be in control of the situation, not a 
hack who hooks fish on the backcast.

SHE SUN, 93 million miles away and un
touchable, doesn’t care if it ruins your 
fishing. But while you can’t eliminate glare en

tirely, you can lessen its effect and get a peek 
at your fly once in a while.

One way to do this|fs ;tò buy a big hat. 
Indulge yourself and get one of the pricey 
safari jobs you see in outdoor catalogs. In- 
doorsmen may regard them as mere fashion 
statements now, but once upon a time in the 
West (and elsewhere—Africa, Australia, etc.® 
big hats were bom of the need to fight sunlight:



personal telegram of congratulations; the 
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Associa
tion, its membership rolls replete with promi
nent politicians, judges and businessmen, 
elected her as its first female member; even 
the New England Women’s Press Associa
tion invited her to join. The Maine sports
woman also met with Buffalo Bill Cody, who 
was touring the East Coast with his Wild West 
Show, and became friends with Annie Oakley, 
who gave her a quiver said to have been 
carried by Sitting Bull at Little Big Horn. 
From the Winchester company Cornelia 
Crosby received the rifle, engraved with the 
words, “Fly Rod, 1896,” with which, the fol
io wing year, she downed what turned out to be 
the last caribou legally taken in Maine.

(This was yet another reputation-enhanc
ing feat. The deer were spooked; her guide 
urged her to shoot. Fly Rod instead waited, 
cool, calm and collected, until the small herd 
spread out a bit. She picked out the bull, 
running now, and, said a contemporary news
paper account, whacked her trophy in the 
neck at 125 yards. The guide reportedly stood 
up, wiped his forehead, and declared her to be 
his unrivalled equal.)

Undoubtedly the most significant honor to 
befall Fly Rod came in 1897. Fly Rod was in 
Washington, D.C., that year when she re
ceived a telegram urging her to speak before 
the Maine legislature on behalf of a proposed 
law to organize and register Maine guides. 
Guides had always worked as unofficial free
lancers, and their professional reputations were 
often damaged by unscrupulous operators who 
abused legal game limits. Fly Rod rushed 
back home to ardently support the bill, which 
passed almost unanimously.? In appreciation 
for her work both for the bill and to promote

Maine as a sportsman’s paradise, Fly Rod was 
granted the very first Maine guide license.

DESPITE her well-publicized enthusiasm 
for traditionally male sports, Cornelia 
took pleasure in traditionally female activities 

as well. She gave “pink teas” for the New Eng
land Women’s Press Association and she 
founded a young women’s Christian civic 
society in Phillips that met once a week to play 
music, read poetry, and do fancy handiwork. 
On her sojourns in the woods, she would 
sometimes take with her a satin-lined wicker 
basket filled with delicately hand-painted cups 
and a teapot, no doubt startling any woods
man who happened to come upon her sitting 
by a trout pool, daintily sipping tea between 
strikes. Perhaps by chance, perhaps by choice, 
she never married and she left no record of any 
boyfriends.

“Still, you never know^’j notes Ron Tur- 
menne, of Oquossoc, who knew Fly Rod 
when he was a young man. “She might have 
had a boyfriend in every state she went to.” 
Certainly she won the admiration of Native 
American Lewis Sockalexis, of Old Town. 
He was at one time a crack right fielder for the 
Ohio baseball team eventually renamed, in his 
honor, the Cleveland Indians. He danced with 
Fly Rod at the wedding of two Penobscot 
Indians in Old Town, and later commented, 
“Her face is white, but her heart is the heart of 
a brave!”

For Fly Rod, the ’90s, which had begun so 
auspiciously, ended in debilitating misfor
tune. In 1899, while boarding a train, she 
caught her dress and was dragged some dis
tance, seriously injuring her leg. For months 
she lay in a Portland hospital, where she was 
much taken with the kindness of the Catholic

Everywhere from Madison 
Square Garden to her native Phillips, 
Maine, Cornelia demonstrated her 
mastery o f the equipment that 
inspired her pen name.

nuns that nursed there. Although bom a Prot
estant, she converted to Catholicism and vowed 
that if she recovered she would devote her life 
to the construction of a chapel in the woods at 
Oquossoc. True to her word, she later suc
ceeded in raising $5,000 to build a little red 
church known as Our Lady of the Lakes, 
which still stands in the woods at Oquossoc. 
When the first mass was held, the church’s 
benefactor was there, kneeling humbly in the 
very last pew.

Her recovery, however, had only been 
partial: after the accident Fly Rod used a 
crutch to walk. Nevertheless, she continued to 
gather the news of the Rangeley area camps 
and hotels and to record them faithfully in her 
column. And, although her own participation 
was greatly curtailed, Fly Rod was encour
aged by the increasing number of women be
ginning to enjoy outdoor sports. She was no 
doubt aware of the part she had played in the 
transition when she wrote, “The time is past, 
I thank kind Providence, when it was thought 
unladylike for a woman to be a skillful angler
or a good shot___There is no more graceful,
healthful, and fascinating accomplishment for 
a lady than fly-fishing, and there is no reason 
why a lady should not in every respect rival a 
gentleman in the gentle art.”

As Fly Rod grew older she suffered from 
illnesses that cost her the sight in one eye and 
kept her more and more confined to her cot
tage in Phillips. Finally, on November 1 1  
1946, after nearly a century dedicated to en
joying and promoting the Maine outdoors, 
Cornelia Crosby, 92, died. She left as her 
legacy a trail of innumerable newspaper coH 
umns and sporting articles, a trail that has led 
now millions of visitors to Fly Rod’s—and 
the nation’s—playground.
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Custom-Built Fishing Rods
Over 15 years experience specializing in 

fly/spinning/casting rods for 
steelhead-salmon-trout and other species.

10% DISCOUNT FOR RETURN CUSTOMERS 
AND MONTHLY DISCOUNTS FOR NEW CUSTOMERS.

SAGE-G. LOOMIS-R.L. WINSTON 
POWELL-FENWICK-LAMIGLAS

References available. All work warrantied. All 
work is done by hand, no machines are used.
I will m eet or b ea t any advertised price on any 

factory or custom-built rod made.

INTERIOR ALASKA CUSTOM BUILT RODS
4429 E. DENTON WAY 

INVER GROVE HEIGHTS, MINNESOTA 55075 
(612) 455-5583

CEDRIC A. KNUCKEY - Owner/Builder

Call or write 
for free price list/brochures.

BOOKS FOR THE 
DISCRIMINATING FLY 

FISHERM AN AND COLLECTOR
Limited Editions; Privately Printed Books; 

Books containing flies and materials; Books 
with hand colored illustrations.

Lists issued two to four times a year. Each 
list available in two editions: a numbered limited 
edition of 55 (of which 50 are available on a 

"first come first served basis at $6.00 per copy) 
and a numbered STANDARD EDITION of 250 
(of which 245 are available on a first come first 
served basis at $3.00 per copy).

Send check for most recent list to:
Alec Jackson  

Box 386RR 
Kenmore, WA 98028 

Telephone 206-488-9806

STREAM STALKER A N G LIN G  GUIDES
$19.95 $22.95 $79.95

Order these invaluable books individually 
qnd get over 100 deta iled  maps o f the 

best streams and  lakes in America's three 
favorite  trout fishing states: - 

or
: Order THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRILOGY. 
all three books in an a ttrac tive  Slip case, 

for a 10% discount @ $56.95

Stream Stalker, Inc.
Box 1010, Aspen, CO 81M2 (303)923-4518

Square-Tail lodge
BROADBACK RIVER

Finest Fly-In Trophy Fishing in Quebec 
BROOKIES to 10 lbs.

Also Lake Trout, Northern Pike and 
Walleye,

Floatplane based at lodge 
fo r  OUTPOST FISHING.

Bob & Shirley White, P.O. Box 442R 
Morin Heights, Quebec, Canada J0R 1 HO 

Tel. Days or Evenings 514-226-3119

Low Cost-High Quality Fly 
Tying Supplies, Tools & Net Kits 

One of Our Specialties'*

Deluxe 
Net Kits

WALNUT.-'̂SH FRAMESV , INLA10‘CHERRY HANDLES NYLON Ne| |b§H SraEifëH ‘SN A PS ¡.¿N̂RKCTÎ ÒN S

18"Back-Pack size $18.50 
21"Larger s iz e ^ -  $19.50

Add $2.50 for postage 
P.O. Box 1344 

Cumming, Georgia 30130

I

%

OVER 400 FIRST QUALITY
AMERICAN & TRADITIONAL 

ENGLISH CRAFTED FLY PATTERNS 
GREAT FLYs at the LOWEST PRICES 

200 PATTERNS @  70 & 75 Cents ea.
Wets, Drys, Nymphs, Streamers, Muddlers, W ’Worms, 

Wulffs, Salmon, Steelhead, Bass, SeaTrout e tc .&

SUE BURGESS’ Llnes/Leaders + Fly boxes

Small orders welcome FREE CATALOG 
DEALERS WANTED 

POTOMAC FLY’S PO BOX 3088 
McLEAN, YA, 22103

5L Jr

N O R T H E R N

PIKE
Lake Trout & Brook Trout 

PIP C AM P - Quebec
Yes. we are d iffe ren t w rite  or phone 

fo r free BROCHURE and see W H Y !

V I D E O  VHS or B ET A  T j g Y
on your fishing trip available I 0  g

S a f a r i (514) 
621-3401

178. Glendale. Rosemère (Que.) J7A 3P3 
FOR MORE INFORMATION /  TOLL FREE IN U.S.A.

1 - 800-361 -3748

The GODFREY Salmon & Steelhead Reel
Direct Drive and Anti-Reverse

Hand Made 
Elegant 
Black & Gold 
finish in 6 sizes

4 years of operation 
taming the salmon of 
Norway's Alta to Alaska's Kenai

CALL: TED GODFREY'S - (301) 239-8468 
3509 Pleasant Plains Dr. Reisterstown, MD 21136

GLARE
Continued from page 47

detect strikes. But if nothing points to the use 
of a nymph or dry, a streamer worked through 
a glare-hidden stretch of water might pick up 
a fish you wouldn’t have caught otherwise, 
and strike detection is easy.

In some situations, dries and nymphs can 
be fished with a tight line also. Nymphs can be 
drifted directly downstream with a (relatively) 
tight line, and retrieved upstream through 
riffles and pools with good results. Though 
classic wet fly techniques aren’t particularly 
popular anymore, they were and are extremely 
effective.

Not long ago I shared a stream with a 
teenager, and while least dries to the far bank, 
he drifted a caddis nymph directly down
stream and slowly hand-twisted it up again. 
We both caught fish, but I was intrigued and 
not a little surprised by his method, since most 
of the fish he took were hooked just a few feet 
upstream of me. More interesting still was 
that he missed very few strikes. Trout that 
took his nymph on the retrieve almost hooked 
themselves.

With care, you can also fish dries by drift
ing them straight below y o i l  You won’t actu
ally be able to keep the line tight but, by 
feeding fly line downcurrent through your rod 
guides and other little tricks, you should 
manage a drift through glare with very little 
slack, and any trout that hits will be felt 
instantly.

IF ALL ELSE fails, take off your sunglasses.
Think about it: It’s late in the day, the sun is 

setting and the light is dim. So why are you 
wearing those dark glasses? O.K., there’s a 
reason for those polarizing lenses that cost 
you so dearly, but in the evening you can 
sometimes see better without them. This is 
rarely the case when fishing dries; there you 
need all the visual help you can get. But the 
fluorescent strike indicators used by nymph 
fishermen, for instance, depend on contrast 
for their visibility, and contrast in low light is 
sometimes more pronounced without the 
shades.

A long time ago, before I learned that life is 
finite, I dabbled in rock climbing with a crew 
of equally innocent high-school buddies. On 
one outing, in the company of a more experi
enced college-age friend, we hoped to learn 
the art of anchoring pitons, and then rope, to 
the rock, the better to protect ourselves in case 
of a fall. After driving half a dozen pitons into 
a crumbling granite wall, our college mentor 
called our attention to the web of rope and 
hardware and reminded us to “use a lot of 
mediocre anchors if you can’t find a good 
one.”

So it goes with glare. Every technique I’ve 
described is an anchor in a weak wall, a 
compromise that will never be so pleasant as 
not having to deal with the problem at all. 
You’ll never learn to love glare, but you 
can learn these techniques and do something 
about it. □
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dard tied styles.

The color of the body should match the 
predominant color of the underside of the 
natural. When you examine a natural flyj 
notice also that segmentation is almost always 
visible, and note the proportions of the body— 
its taper, diameter and length. Fur dubbing 
should be soft, with guard hairs removed or 
well blended. To imitate the natural segmen
tation, use two to four strands of tying thread 
(depending on how prominent the segments 
of the natural are) twisted together. Ribbing 
should be spaced closely together near the tail 
and widen gradually toward the wing. There 
are exceptions to this rule, most notably the 
Green Drake.
p l l  prefer to use a thorax on “Real” flies, to 
imitate more closely the real silhouette. After 
tying in the hackle, wind on a dubbed fur 
thorax also to match the color and shape of the 
natural. (Actually, make it slightly larger than 
the natural; wrapping the hackle will com
press it to the proper size.) The thorax is the 
center of the mayfly dun, and with | |  the 

“ Real” fly is a better imitation. At this point, 
the unfinished fly in your vise will catch fish 
as an emerger, especially if you shorten the 
wings slightly. You’ll notice that the silhou
ette of the “Real” fly is that of a winged 
nymph.

When choosing hackle, match as closely as 
possible the length and color of the legs of the 
natural. This is often overlooked.

An example: a standard Green Drake tied 
on a #8 hook is not very effective on educated 
trout, but if a #12 or #14 hackle is used on the 
same #8 hook, its effectiveness increases. In 
many cases you will find two colors are nec
essary, as the front legs of some species are 
darker than the others. Do not overhackle the 
fly—eight or 10 turns are sufficient in most 
cases. Put two or three turns behind the head, 
two to four around the wings, “thorax” style, 
and two or three behind the wings. The hackle 
should finish behind the wing, and tie off 
there. Then wrap the thread through the hackle, 
reinforcing it. After the fly is finished, “V” out 
the bottom (to about 45 degrees) to improve 
the silhouette and the visibility of the thorax 
from below.

The head should be built up in the same 
relative position as that of the natural. This is 
another area where standard flies can be greatly 
improved upon by attention to detail. Most 
tiers simply use the same size head for all their 
flies of similar size, but when looking at 
different species, you’ll notice that some heads 
are more prominent, or separated from the 
thorax, than others. Once again, let the natural 
fly be your guide in determining size and 
placement.

After a seasonal hard fishing, I ’m con
vinced that attitude can be a prime trigger of 
trout feeding (especially “educated” trout), at 
times exceeding the importance of exact size 
and color. I hold no patents on the “Real” 
mayfly and encourage others to use it and 
change it as conditions and fishing experi
ences indicate; it is more a style of tying than 
a specific recipe.

When flyfishing is more 
then blueghlendbrookies.

For a free brochure and list of authorized dealers, write or call:
The Abel Reel J  165 Aviador S tre e t|| Camarillo, CA 93010 □  805/484-8789

WHAT’S  IN A  NAME?!
Just possibly everything you ever wanted 

in a line dressing.
glide (gUd), v.L 1. to move smoothly and continuously along, as if 
without effort or resistance, ais a  boat, or a  properly dressed fly line.

LID E was developed by S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. to help you cast 
further and easier.

► Protects all types of fly lines
> Non-water soluble, applies directly to 

wet lines

Dry, slick finish does not accumulate 
unwanted debris 
Long-lasting formula

Think about it . . . When was the last time you used a line 
dressing that helped you reach the big ones and saved you money at 
the same time!

Innovative products like Glide Line Dressing head the growing 
list of exclusive products available only through:

Ä  UMPQUA
FEATHER MERCHANTS. INC.

P.O. BOX 7 0 0  
GLIDE, OREGON 9 7 4 4 3  

(503) 4 9 6 -3 5 1 2
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Crisp autumn days may signal the near-end of the year’s 
trout fishing—but, oh, what action they can bring!

BY ALAIN WOOD-PRINCE

i n  umbling down to the blue waters 
LI-of lakes and rivers, the leaves of 

fall drift in chromatic patterns 
J that signal the changing of the 

seasons. Beneath this colorful flotilla, 
gamefish come alive with a burst of 
vigor, their appetites stimulated by a 
strong instinct to fatten up before winter 
sets in.

Inland waters offer some tempting 
choices in autumn. I’m happy pursuing 
almost any species, but I have a special 
weakness for sparkling waters up north

which hold the promise of trout fishing 
with a fly rod.

On a bright, early fall day a few years 
ago, I sampled the rewards of stream 
fishing near the tail end of the season.

The setting was a tumbling stream 
that winds through a heavily wooded 
area up in the northeast corner of Wis
consin. I’d arrived at a spot where white 
rapids pour into a foam-flecked pool. 
The rippled water gleaming in the Sep
tember sun looked trouty and inviting.

Wading out with fly rod in hand to

a fast-water ledge above the pool, I 
began casting a small Royal Coachman 
streamer toward a promising stretch of 
dark Water just to one side of the main 
current. Several casts went unanswered. 
I stripped more line and dropped the fly 
into the whitewater at the top of the 
pool, letting the current wash it deep.

A quick tug (Continued on page 56)

After his discovery about late-season 
troutf the author looks forward to the 
last few weeks o f fishing each fall.

Clockwise, from top: fishing northern Wisconsin trout 
waters in late September; this plump brown was taken on a 
Muddler Minnow; small brookieshows vivid spawning colors.

PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

ife  5
25



Basil Bradbury 
Studio City, ,£A 

Continentshju^tBd: 6 
Record trô p te ^ ;.1 9 5

George Bettas- Pullman, Wash.

“I chose my Weatherby 
for tiie same reasons 
these hunters did”

“These men travel the entire world in pursuit of 
record trophies. Sometimes their success may 

depend upon a  single shot. That’s why so many 
world record trophy hunters rely on the flat 

trajectory and incredible striking power of 
Weatherby Mark V Magnums.”

“But you don’t have to be a trophy hunter to 
appreciate the fact that with all 9 Weatherby 

Magnum calibers, one-shot kills are possible at 
distances you wouldn’t even attempt with 

lesser rifles. All this power and accuracy is the 
result of Weatherby’s world famous high

velocity concept.”
“So, to get maximum perform ance,¡|shoot the 

sam e rifle as these trophy hunters— 
a Weatherby Mark V Magnum.”

For your nearest Weatherby dealer, call 
toll-free number or write Weatherby. 

Ask for our free 2 4-page color brochure, 
or 120-page “Weatherby Guide” at $5.

8 0 0 - 6 3 3 - 2 2 5 2  Extension 800 .
In Alabama, 800-762-2389, Extension 800.

Weatherby LAZERMARK® Mark V 
Magnum with laser-carved stock.

2781 Firestone Blvd., South Gate, CA 90280
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Super
Close
Put flash in the right place 
and hold your breath for 
those brilliant nature shots.

Tired of blurred insects on the wing 
and creepy-crawlers hiding from the 
light in your otherwise brilliant color 
slides? Curious as to how the pros cap
ture their prey for those vivid close-ups 
in various nature magazines?

Well, wonder no more. Photogra
pher James H. Robinson, who knows 
his unicorn caterpillars from a hole in 
the leaf, shows us four examples of 
how to pluck what you want out of na
ture and make it come alive on film. In 
order to get crisp, detailed studies, 
Robinson brings his subjects indoors 
“where conditions can more easily be 
controlled.”

Is the photographer cheating nature 
and his audience? Not really. You 
might say he is helping the camera and 
film do a better job. Robinson is quick 
to point out: “I’m always most careful 
that all props are in keeping with the 
subjects’ natural habitat.”

Robinson uses a maximum of two 
small flash units for any situation, a 
dual PC sync cord connector and ex
tension cord. When using automatic 
flash, he sets his OM-2’s auto-exposure 
dial at -% stop to deepen tones. With 
manual flash, bracketing is the order of 
the day.

But how do you get an active but
terfly or tiny red water mite to cooper
ate and hold still for these glamour 
portraits? You study their habits, for 
one thing, and find tricky little ways to 
subdue the creatures without harming 
them. That’s what Robinson does and 
he reveals his methods in the captions 
at right. Lighting diagrams show the 
setups. As for the patience involved, 
you’re on your own.—t o n y  g a l l u z z o

Balanced lighting. "This clouded 
sulphur butterfly was first refrig
erated for a few minutes to calm it 
down. The insect was then coaxed 
to a twig, and gently transferred to 
the flower, without damaging its 
delicate wings. One small elec
tronic flash unit was placed behind 
and slightly to the right of the sub
ject but at an angle to avoid lens 
flare. Another small flash was set 
facing the subject as a fill light but 
at four times the distance of the 
back lignt. i nis ratio assured back 
iignt oominance. Both units were 
fired simultaneously with a dual PC 
extension cord.” (Olympus OM-1 
with 55mm macro Vivitar; at f/16  
with Kodachrome 25.)

f i t
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¡SBBK Balanced environment.
caterpillar was lifted—leaf a
red bud tree, and brought
the twig clamped to a worl
high-intensity lamp was rr
predetermine where tf
should be placed. One
hind the leaf to emphasize vein p a ,^ .
another unit was nlgced u p  f r o n t  but
thm fiiimes further away. Green leaf and
caterpillar fill the frame and still seem to

Through a glass brightly. ‘ Slide-mount 
glass was used to construct a very small 
tank around this red water mite, re
stricting its quick movements to an area 
that would optimize depth of field. An 
aquatic plant and sand created the right 
background. One flash unit was placed 
in front but at an angle to avoid reflec
tions in the glass. The lens was a 17- 
85mm Pan Cinor 16mm movie zoom 
mounted in reverse on an Olympus in or
der to obtain 3X magnification on the 
3mm-wide mite without extension tubes. 
Zoom lever can be used for instant focus 
changes." (f/16; Kodachrome 25.)

Eyelight up. “After this bullfrog was net
ted at night (by stunning him with a 
flashlight beam), he was restrained for a 
short while indoors under the warmth of 
a high-intensity desk lamp. Relaxed and 
still, a single flash caught his big eye 
when tripped about 6 in. away and 
slightly above. The dark, distant back
ground eliminated the possibility of any 
distracting shadows.” (Olympus, 50mm 
Zuiko at f/16  with extension tube; Koda
chrome 25.) ~
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| Operational differences: For closer focusing, 
Vivitar converter barrel extends; 
Panagor o p B s  move internally.

Panagor vs. Vivitar 
macro converter

Given our continued fascination for tele 
converters (which increases a lens’s focal 
length at moderate cost and size but with 
some loss of sharpness and speed), it isn’t 
surprising that lens makers try to make 
them do new tricks.

We have so far had teleconverters of two, ’ 
three, four, five and seven lens elements 
converters matched to specific focal length 
lenses or groups of lenses, converters of 
1.4, 1.5, 2, 3X and some variable-magnifi
cation converters, converters that converted 
into extension tubes and one that converted 
into a wide-angle lens.

The latest stage of this evolution may be 
the most useful yet: converters which trans-1 
form your normal-focusing lens into a mac
ro-focusing lens.

There are two of these: the Panagor Auto 
Macro Converter and the Vivitar Macro 
Focusing Tele Converter. While we have 
written on them separately, we haven’t let 
them go head on with one another’s abilities 
and quality of results. So here goes.

X

1

For a flat macro test 
target we selected 

well-engraved Thai 20- 
baht bank note

Panagor converter on 50mm lens provided maximum 1.24:1 greater-than-life-image.

/  1 ' "— . * i

Vivitar converter on 50mm lens provided maximum H i  -Jife-size magnifjfH'pn.'
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“ A P I changed 
my lifestyle 
and my life.**

igM y wonderful lifestyle was inspired by you and your informative Newsletter.
My ghost town story will be in the Spring issue o f TRAVEL & LE ISU RE and my 
windsurfing story in the Spring issue o f M OTORLAND.
“M y life is my own. I m doing what I love, and getting paid for it!”

“Thank you API.”  
Karen Fiori 
Walnut Creek, CA

W hat m ore can we say!
Except that we’re the largest association of 
photographers in the world — helping 20,000 
men and women (like Karen) in 105 countries 
make remarkably better pictures that make 
money.

J O IN  US!
■ You will receive a monthly (except August) 
Newsletter filled with the nuts and bolts that will 
give you T H E  C R EA TIVE EDGE
■ You will gain a solid understanding of how to  
see photographically
■ You will learn techniques that give you 
mastery of your camera’s 15 creative controls

■ You will pick up marketing know-how to put 
your talent to earning sparetime income

FREE BONUS
A concise checklist of the 

creative process you should 
follow to reach your 

potential.

■ PLUS many exclusive API privileges: 
Discounts up to 40% on just about everything 
you buy in a well-stocked camera store ■ Brand 
name cameras at low dealer net ■ 25% discount 
on photo booksBSixclusive “All-risk” world-wide 
camera insurance ■ Special discounts on car 
rental, vacation cruises etc. ■ Group insurance. 
And more!
Your investment in membership today will pay 
off tomorrow.
Just ask Karen Fiori...try  us w ithout risking 
a penny.

HONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Y E S  I want to  join API with the understanding 
that I will make remarkably better photos or spare
time income within 12 weeks or I can return my 
membership card for full refund.
□  $ 14 ”  « Y R .  □  $ 5 6 1 3 YRS.

Foreign: Add $4.50— 1 YR.. $8—3YRS

Also send me at half price:
B l  The 24 page booklet SHOOT FOR MONEY  

which tells me about the unlimited possibilities for 
sparetime income...$ 2 .2 5  (half price).

□  The 28 page booket THE CREATIVE EDGE 
fo r a fresh new world of vision—  to  help me 
create remarkably better photos...$ 2 .2 5  (half price)

MASTERCARD/VISA: liVcg sfta^^llfd nu@li|r and exp. date'!'i-

C O U N T R Y  .

M483

____ ^ Associated
" B i l l  Photographers 
H | V I  international

21822 SHERMAN WAY, CANOGA PARK, CA

m
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Close-up Comparison

Our test target: We shot Thai bank note at 
1:2 with 105mm f/4 Micro-Nikkor, then Pana- 
gor, Vivitar converters with 50mm lens.

105mm f/4 Micro Nikkor: As expected, cen
ter and edge portions of note were sharp 
and: clear when copied at f/11.

Panagor converter with 50mm f/1.8 Nik
kor: With lens set at f/§.6,2X converter deliv
ers equivalent of f/dT. Center and edge 
sharpness are incredibly good.

Vivitar converter with 50mm f/1.8 Nikkor: 
At f/11, center and edge sections are hardly 
distinguishable from 105mm f/4 Nikkor.

Both the Vivitar and Panagor share sev
eral characteristics. Both are 2X convert
ers, meaning that they double the focal 
length of the lens to which they aré fitted 
and reduce the aperture of the lens by two 
f/stops. A 50mm f/1.4 lens, for instance, 
becomes a 100mm f/2.8 with either unit. 
Both fit between the camera lens and cam
era body, both are available for most pop
ular SLRs, both provide full auto dia
phragm and metering between lens and 
camera and both offer variable macro 
ranges via a coptrpl ring.

Now we come to the differences. The 9- 
oz., lVs-in.-long Vivitar has seven ele
ments, and focuses your 50mm lens from 
infinity to 1:1. The SVz-ôz., 2-in ¡-long 
Panagor has four elements and does not 
focus to infinity. (Measurements are in 
Nikon mounts. Others may vary slightly.) 
With a 50mm lens , the Panagor’s minimum 
focusing magnification is 1:10 for most 
SLRs, 1:7 for Minoltas, 1:5 for Canons and 
1:4 for Konicas and focuses closer than 1:1 
with most SLR cameras. ;

The Vivitar macro converter has fixed- 
position lens elements and an extending 
helical tube which moves the attached lens 
away from thé converter optics as you focus 
the converter closer and closer. The Pana
gor converter has a fixed length tube with 
movable optics that move backwards for 
maximum close focusing (see photo page 
44). The Panagor focusing ring has white 
magnification figures from 1:10 (or the oth
er minimum magnifications already given) 
to 1:1 with a 50mm normal lens set to infin
ity. Necessary additional exposure in
creases are engraved in blue. (With 
through-lens metering, of course, the addi
tional exposure is automatically compen
sated for.)

The Vivitar also has two scales. But both 
are magnification scales: the blue indicating 
magnification with your 50mm normal lens 
set at infinity , and the white with your nor
mal lens set at closest focusing distance.

Oh yes, price. Both the Panagor and Viv
itar sell in the $65 to $80 range depending 
on the store and whether the lens is in 
screw-thread or bayonet mount.

In terms of maximum magnification, the 
Panagor provides greater-size images than 
the Vivitar. For instance with a 50mm f/1.8 
Nikkor, the Panagor reached 1.24:1 while 
the Vivitar got to exactly 1:1. (With 50mm 
lenses that close focus to a minimum of 
more than 18 in., you may not be able to 
reach 1:1 precisely with the Vivitar). Unde-

Vivitar as tele-converter

Our test target: View from office window 
pnade o n ’sèhii-overcast day.

105mm f/4 Micro-Nikkor: At f/11, as expect
ed, center and edge of distant scene were 
registered with clarity, sharpness.

Vivitar converter on 50mm f/1.8 Nikkor: 
Big 'Surprise! At f/11 equivalent, center and 
edge sharpness were also fine. ,

niably, however, the Vivitar’s ability to 
focus any lens to infinity1—providing a full 
function tele converter capability at all dis
tances right to macro— is an important 
point in its favor.

How about image quality? We mounted a 
Nikon on my Nikon Multiphot copying 
stand and placed a bank note from Thailand 
beneath. We photographed a building 
engraved on the back of the noth with a 
105mm f/4 Nikkor, with a 50mm f/1.8 Nik
kor plus Panagor and with the 50mm f/1.8 
Nikkor plus Vivitar macro teleconverter, all 
at the equivalent stops of f/4, f/11 and f/22.

Continued on page 132
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SAVE *20 0

Color N egate U
cí « 2 í » .

m ¿ sm ,

3 rolls now
(Regularly $6.50)

Special one-time offer! Only RGB Color Labs 
makes this unprecedented offer: Buy 3 rolls 
of 5293 35mm color film for just $4.50. This is 
Kodak’s new professional motion picture 
color negative film with a fast film speed. 
Rated at ASA400, it can be pushed to ASA- 
800 or ASA1600. We process this film and 
make high quality prints and slides from the 
negative.
Outstanding versatility! 5293 film, packaged 
in 32X rolls by RGB, is especially suited for 
indoor and low light level photography and 
special photographic situations, as well as 
outdoor shooting. We particularly recom
mend 5293 for the new 35mm compact cam
eras . . such as Canon “Sure Shot’’ and
Olympus “XA” because of their lower lens 
speeds.

•  TRY THIS NEW FILM AT THIS 
ONE-TIME LOW PRICE!

/ q u ic k  SERVICE...
36-HR. LAB TURNAROUND!

• DON’T DELAY . . .  ORDER TODAY!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND HANDLING.

R G B  C o l o r  L a b  
816 N. Highland Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90038
Please rush rfiy film order for: ~~
□  3 rolls 5247, ASA 100,36X $ 6.50
□  3 ro lls  5293, ASA4 0 0 ,32X -4 -§ t5 6 - $ 4.50
Please process my film  order for:

□  5247 ,36X o r □  5293 ,32X
□  N egs./S ljdes  $ 6.75
□  N eg s ./P rin ts  $13.50,
□  Negs./;§i ties/Prints - $16.00
All processing order p rice ||n c lu $e  a fresh roll of film .

□  Push P rocess □  1 s top  □  2 s tops 
add $1.00 per ro ll. ,

From Canada, please send M.O. in U.S. Dollars, ONLY.

QUICK NOTES
Continued from page 36

case of poison ivy to contaminate your 
chemicals. Then slip on a pair of Multi-Flex 
disposable vinyl gloves and go to work. 
Afterward you can throw them away or use 
them again, according to manufacturer 
Dayton Flexible Products (2210 Arbor 
Blvd., Dayton, OH 45439). In packs of 
three, sizes M/L or L/XL and ambidexte
rous. At dealers.

Strapless strap? Not really. Wintop’s 
Non-Sway Safety Strap is more like a loop 
(actually a continuous strap) with two O- 
rings to which are attached two standard 
metal camera holding clips (with plastic 
protective covering). After adjusting the 1- 
in. wide nylon strap to your desired length 
(and attaching camera, of course) you slip it

over your head and under your arms so that 
it resembles a pair of suspenders. ¡Strap 
remains fixed, camera slides up to eye level 
and down to rest level when you want to 
move it. Or fold it over and use as a con
ventional strap. From Wintop Enterprises 
(6 Seventh Ave., Halifax, Mass. 02338).

SEEING PICTURES
Continued from page 42

to it. It’s clear now that putting away my 
books is not simply a job of housekeeping. 
Looking at those rows of books* each one 
representing someone’s efforts at expres
sion, each one an attempt to convey knowl
edge or feeling or insight or ideas, leaves 
me with two opposing observations. One is 
a sense of how rich I am in resources and, 
the other, of how much I don’t know-® 
even within the relatively small field in 
which I’ve spent most of my life. I also 
realize that my library is like my home 
town, peopled by photographs I love and 
admire* by books that represent the achiev
ements 6i friends or of strangers whom I 
might get to know someday; full of remind
ers of losses arid mistakes that are part of 
experience. My library is a symbol of pos
sibilities and limitations, an indicator of 
what’s important and what isn’t, a hint at 
what’s knowable and what isn’t: — t h e  e n d .

THE FANTASY: 
AFFORDABLE 

COLOR PRINTS 
FROM SLIDES.

THE REALITY: 
COLOR BY 

BESELER 3-STEP 
CHEMISTRY

Prints that sparkle withTife-like color. Crystal-clear 
highlights. Deep rich blacks. Clean, neutral mid-tones. 
All this and more, without using a color lab? Not a 
fantasy, but a reality with Color by Beseler 3-Step.

Fast, easy and convenient, Beseler 3-Step i l ; \ v 
designed for a wide range of working temperatures.
Its sensible powdered formulation, with its unlimited 
shelf life, assures peak performance levels, and saves 
ybu money And Beseler’s fail-safe instructions free your 
.mind and expand your creative potential. Plus, Beseler 
3-Step is compatible with the new Kodak Ektachrome 
14® Kodak 2203® or other color reversal paper. For 
professional „quality prints from slides with home 
darkroom ease and economy the reality Beseler 
3-Step Chemistry Available one-liter (34 oz. sizej#/ 
or the new 4 x 1-liter size.

^Find o u ts a t '  the reality,ofT 
Beseler 3-Step can doJBc^ouid' 
photographic fantasies. For 
1 liter .of^Step plus; a  '3 

;Üust dun, Beseler^uidispen- 
sable dust änd lint remover, (a 
combined ,S19i | valiie), send 
WM plus $2 for1 postage and I 
handling"1 to: Beseler Big 3 ■ "
Darkroom DeM |p®Box;3;^HI 
FlorhamHrk;,. N . j S ^ f ^ w i 6 - 8  
weeks for deWQy * CanMian rm d^f 'pkase add $2.0O“i

STATF. •' m  • '

—BESELER
CREATED TO  PRO FESSION A L STANDARDS

e 1982 BPM
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KEPPLER:sir notebook Continued from page 45

From the negatives we made identical prints 
of the f/11 aperture, using a glass carrier for 
near-absolute flatness of the negative. We 
then examined the prints. At f/11 (an aper
ture which we would normally use for such 
critical work) the images of all three prints, 
both center and edge were incredibly sharp 
and well nigh indistinguishable from one 
anotherSa really splendid feat for the two 
macro converters , (see photos page 45). For 
such work, both the Panagor and Vivitar 
can be highly recommended.

With longer standard-focusing lenses 
than 50mm mounted to the Panagor or Viv
itar converters you still get macro focusing 
but not 1:1. The longer the focal length fit
ted, the less maximum magnification abili
ties of the two lenses. Of course, if you use 
them on lenses which already offer macro 
focusing, you can often get even greater 
magnification than 1:1. Yes, they can be 
fitted to zoom lenses for closer focusing and 
many zooms which have 50mm or less in 
their ranges can also focus to 1:1 with either 
Panagor or Vivitar macro converter. Lenses 
of shorter than 50mm focal length will pro
vide greater magnification than a normal

lens— but few wide-angle lenses are cor
rected well for close work, so results will 
generally not equal what you can get with 
50mm or longer lenses.

How good a regular 2X converter is the 
Vivitar? We tested it strictly as a regular 
tele converter vs. other non-macro tele con
verters. Well, we didn’t test it against the 
specialized expensive Canon, Nikon, Mi
nolta and Olympus converters, but it can 
certainly hold its own against any quality 
independent brands including the regular 
2X Vivitar. However as with all regular tele 
converters, you will also lose some defini
tion at the center and a bit more at the edges 
when shooting at normal or greater dis
tances at full aperture. The amount lost 
depends on the lens to which you fasten the 
converter and the aperture usedS-as with 
all converters. .For best results, stop the 
main (prime) lens down three or so f/stops. 
At f/11, the Vivitar was superb (see page 45).

So now you have it. My recommendation 
is the Panagor if you want maximum mag
nification and the Vivitar if you want to use 
the unit also as a regular tele converter able 
to focus to infinity.

Cheap photo vest may 
be the best ever

Frankly I hate photo vests. I feel silly 
wearing one. If I get cold and need a sweat
er or coat, pray what happens then? 

Despite my own antipathy towards this 
Continued on page 134

Keeping your film from 
utter chaos

As I’ve often pointed out, anyone who 
packs his bag with unopened 35mm card
board film boxes ought to have his head 
examined. Who needs the frustration and 
time wasting involved in ripping open the 
boxes and trying to throw away the box and 
instructions (if any) before loading up?

It’s better—T a r ta r  better-—to strip the 
containers naked prior to dumping them in 
your bag. But make sure they are marked as

to what’s inside since many film companies 
leave all canisters the same color no matter 
the contents. (Yes, Fuji does provide semi- 
transparent containers with different col
ored caps for each film, but Kodak people 
I’ve talked to feel there is danger of fogging 
the film through the lip if by accident the 
semi-transparent container is accidentally 
turned toward direct sunlight. Me? I think 
the danger is small.)

Anyway, if you are stuck with opaque 
plastic containers, you can mark ’em as Fye 
always done as per the photo, above. A per
manent felt marker works nicely . After use, 
I put the film back in the same container and

After shooting, transfer tabs to container boK 
tom to distinguish from unshot film.

Tab system, is better than my old way of 
marking container top with felt pen.
mark the top with an X meaning, naturally, 

Hexposed. ” If you want, you can also mark 
the film’s expiration date on the top. 
g i f 'You might be interested in an identifi
cation sy stem that I have used for about two 
years now, and which I find easy and con
venient,’’ writes Notebook reader James 
M. KeefeBT have enclosed four sheets of 
stickers (red, blue, green, and yellow)* I 
stick one of these on the bottom of each film 
container— red for Kodachrome, blue for 
Ektachrome, green for Tri-X, and yellow 
for Kodacolor. They can easily be written 
on, and this may be useful to do if for exam
ple you use both K-25 and K-64, as I have 
indicated on the red sample stickers.

Whenever I expose a roll, I replace it in 
its container and peel off the sticker. That 
way I don’t have to go into the container 
only to discover that I have already exposed 
the film inside. UfJ

I have modified Mr. Keefe’s system 
slightly by peeling off the sticker after 
exposure and replacing it on the container 
bottom so I can identify the film after expo
sure. Then I don’t have to separate Koda
chrome from Ektachrome from Kodacolor 
or whatever before sending the film out for 
processing.

Self-adhesive colored tabs 
available at stationery 

stores label film cans nicely.
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EXTRA SAVINGS O R  
C AM ER A W ORLD'S 

■  SLR B O NU S;'"- §  
ACCESSORY OUTFITS

8  PIECE8*«  858 79
M l l i > UTFIT

OLYMPUSPENTAX
OM-G
w/50mm Lens 
OM-F
w/50mm Lens 
OM-2(N) 
w/50mm Lens

ME Super 
w/50mm Lens 14 
MG
w/50mm Lens 12 
LX Body
w/FA-1 Finder 3 i

Pentax Lenses
28mm f2.8  
50mm f4 Macro 1 
100mm f4 Macro *1 
135mm f2.5  
200mm f4.0  
40-80m m  Zoom 1 
45-125mm Zoom 2 
80-200m m  1

K-1000
w/50mm Lens 109.97  
ME-F
w/50mm Lens 189.97  
MX
w/50mm Lens 189.97

Pentax Accessories
AF-280T flash 84 .97  
Winder 49 .97
AF-160 flash V 19.97  
Winder MX___________62.97

OM-l(Nr™^ 
w/50mm Lens 179.97  
OM-IO(FC)
w/50mm Lens 159.97

Lens Shutter Cameras
XA 104.97
XA 2 74 .97
XA-1 54 .97

Olympus SLR T. Auto 'Dedicated 
Thyr. Flash

2. Custom Camera 
Case

3. Cable ReleaseBINOCULARSElect. Flash 59.95
2. Olympus 135mm 

Telephoto -or 28mm 
Wide Angle 180.00

3. Custom Gadget
Bag 39.95

4. Pro Camera Strop 5.95
5. Camera Care Kit 2.95
6. Rubber Lens Hood 4.95

Total Mfg. List $293.75
$ 1 G Q 9 7  

A ll FOR l O U

29.97
3.97
2.97
1.97 

■  3.00
Total Value 91.85 

Special Package $ C Q 9 7  
Price U v

Pentax SLR Superb Qualil 
Japanese 
Made 1
7x35 19.97 I
7x50 29 .97
10x50
16x50
20x50
30x70
7 - 15x35 Zoom
8 - 20x50 Zoom

Nikon
7x20 CF
8x23CF
9x25CF
10x35E
8x30E
12X36D
9x30D
7X50HP
7x35E

Minolta Mari
8x32 B 
10x40
8-16x32 Zoom

5. Cap Keeper
6. Film

Elect. Flash 59.95
2. Pentax Custom

Gadget Bag 39.95
3. Pro Camera Strap 5.95
4. Pentax 135mm f2.5 

telephoto or 28mm 12.8 
wide angle 179.95

5. Camera Core Kit 2.95
6. Rubber lens Hood 4.95

Total Mfg. List $293.70
$ 1 0 0 9 7

VIVITAR
IpnQPQ
80-200mm 14.5 84.97
70-210 f3.5 Series I 134.97  
28-90  f2 .8  Series I 157.97  
28mm f2.8  44 .9 7
35-105 f3.2 Macro Call 
75-205m m  f3.8  109.97

Flashes
#3200 w/Module 28.97 
# 2 8 3  44 .97
# 2 8 5  56.97
# 3 5 0 0  w/Module 56 .97  
# 3 9 0 0  IN STOCK
# 4 6 0 0  INSTOCK
Slide Printer IN STOCK

12 PIECE PRO 
OUTFIT SAVE
T. 80-200mm Auto 

Macro Zoom 139,97
2. 28mm f2.8 Auto

Wide Angle 69.97
3. Auto Elect. Flash 29.97
4. Custom Camera

Cose 29.97
5. Mini Wpod 14.97
6. Case for Zoom 5.97
7. Pro Strap 4.97
8. Case for W.A. lens 3.97
9. Lens Hood 4.97
10. 3 Film Holders 3.97
11. Cable Release 3.97
12. Cleaning Kit 2.97

Total Value $315.84 
Special Package $^| 0 0 9 '

to PIECE8*« s™ 8
TRIPODS

Coast TR-2 If
Coast TR-9 2̂
Coast TR-5 3Í
Coast TR-6 Ai
Coast TR-7 6Í
STik 500G l i

iS'íík 800G 2
Silk 1200G 32m m m  31
Slik U212 5i
♦Price after Mfg. Rebate

49.97

TOKINA
4. Cable Release
5. Cleaning Kit
6. Cap Keeper
7. Lens Shade
8. Film Holders
9. Pro Strap
10. Case for Zoom

35-105mm f3.5 139.97
28-85m m  f3.5  149.97
50-250m m  f4 189.97
35 -20 0m m f3 .5  259 .97
100-300m m  f5 .6  149.97
50-20 0m m f3 .5  NEW CALL

Total Value 228.70

>acS $14997SUNPAK
6x20
6x16 Pocket

Leitz
7x42BA

Lowe Pro, Tough Traveler &  Tamrac
Gadget Bags In Stock At Discount Prices

P350 Autofocus 
Projector

Two Pack Slide Tray 
40x40 Screen

600 w/127mm lens 2 59 .97  
# 6 8 0  Sun Camera 159.97

ANS.M ACHINEPortable
Cassette/
Radio

VIDEO
Panasonic KXT-1515 
$129.97 w/ Remote j

Panasonic
1505 99 .9 7  I
1520 169 .97  !
1525 189 .97  Ì
1530 319 .97  i

Sanyo tasi
TASR3 Remote 
TAS3

Record A  Call
560
580
575

VH5125 529 .97
V H 5 22 0-4  Head 599 .97
VH5623-Dolby 9 39 .97

B M
VA504-AC 69 .97
VA503-Power 94 .97
VA513-Tuner 199 .97
VA581-Tuner 2 79 .97

Quasar VCR  M R
VE550 Battery Pack 34 .9 7
VE560 Car Cord 14.97
VE570-Case/VP5420  
Portable 29 .97
VE582 Video Editor 129 .97  
VE585 CATV Adaptor 89 .97  
VA590 Telecine 
Converter 139 .97
VF781 20  ft.
Camera Cable 44 .97
VF791 Film Trans- 
Adaptor 29.97

v lt6 5 y iio m e  899 .97
VGP170  Portable 829 .97
CC010 Camera 5 29 .97
CC015 Camera 8 99 .97

Kiwi Portable Video 
Recorder Baas in  sto c k

PVl 5 10  Home 
PV5200 Portable 
PV5500 Portable 
PK956 Camera

SL51Ö0 Home
SL2000/TT2000
Portable
HVC2400 Camera

Stereo Cassette Player CALCULATORS
Hewlett Packard
H P10C  Programmable
Scientific Calculator $69.97
HP11C Calculator 79 .9 7  HP33C Calculator 69 .97
HP12C Calculator 117.97 HP34C Calculator 79.97
HP41CV Calculator 2 19 .97  HP38C Calculator 79.97

HR 7 Ì  Ó0 Home 529 .97  
HR 2650  Portable 949 .97

Olympus, Hitachi 
& Pentax Video
IN STOCK Call for low price.

Video Cassette Tape
VHST-120 TDK Super 9.Ö7 
VHST-120 Memorex 8 .97  
VHST-120 M a x e l l  9 .97  
VHST-120 BASF 9 .97  
VHS T-180 TDK 8 Hr. 18.97  
VHST-120 Ampex '7 .9 7  
BETA L-500 Sony 7 .97
BETA L-750 Sony 9 .97
BETA L-830 Sony 13.97
BETA L-500 Ampex 6 .97

Sanyo MG32
$59.97
AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
player anti-rolling Aiwa H SJ02

$129.97
AM/FM stereo cassette player 
recorder w/auto reverse

MG l^Dw /Dolby 69 .97

Portable Multi-Band 
Radios
ICF4800 59.97
ICF7600A 99 .9 7
ICF2001 1 4 9 .97 ,

TYPEWRITERSWalkman 4 
Walkman 7 
WMFI 
WMD 6

Toshiba
KTS3
KTR1
KTSV1

•Aiwa HRS0 1  

KLH solo ?

_ _
C l A A t r A n i / t  T u a a u i p H a p  ^Electronic Typewriter
Battery operated. Weighs 
just over 5 lbs. Fits in your 
attache case.

Brothers
3 800  Correction 
Automatic 12 
4812
Correctowriter II 
7 300  X L - IB M  
Single Element

Silver Reed
EX42 Electronic

W IRELESS PHONE Smith-Corona
Ultrasonic
2500
Enterprise II 
Enterprise CT

Olivetti
Praxis 35

TELEVISIONWebcor 576 $129.97 \*
Cobra 21 OS 129 .97  Uniden 7 0 0 0 / ^
Sanyo TH10 10  9 9 .9 7  w-Clock Radio
Sanyo TH2000 149 .97  Freedom
Sony SSP11 149 .97  Phone 3500

Panasonic Micro TV
TRI01OP m'B/WTV — i  TR1020P B/W TV

149.97 w/AM/FM 189 .97

Men., lues., WBd & W. 9AM-7 PM / U m  GAM-8PM 
Sat. SAM-7 PM /  Sun. 1ÖAM-6PM.
For Sloie M o call Electronic Dept. (212)563-8772 
or Comera Dept. (212) 563-8770.

Out Mail Order Money Back Policy,
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
You may return any item, in original condition, 
with original packaging and warranty card within 
IS  days for a refund or exchange.____________
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Photographing
Naturals

CHARLES J. BAGDADE

Fly  f is h e r m e n  a r e  e x p o s e d  to an 
uncommon amount of beauty, due 
largely to the nature of the waters that 

they frequent. They also tend to be 
acutely aware of that beauty. The pro
liferation of photographs by amateur 
photographers attests to the fly fisher
m an's desire to record w hat he sees 
a round  him. Cam era technology has 
reached the point where an amateur pho
tographer can purchase a quality camera 
that permits him to simply aim, focus, 
and shoot with results that are technically 
good under most circumstances. There is 
one area, however, where technology has 
not kept up with us: the fascinating world 
of close-up photography.

Anyone who has tried to take consis
tently high-quality photographs of insect 
life in the field, or even of examples of 
the fly-tier's art, knows the problems that 
color film poses. The simple technique 
that follows will allow you to take superb 
pictures of a mayfly on a leaf or a #14 
Adams in your vise, without having to 
worry about proper exposure, subject 
movement or color balance.

Most of the equipment that is needed 
for this technique can be found in the

D r . C h a r l e s  Ba g d a d e  lives in Buffalo 
Grove, Illinois; This is his first contri
bution to FFM.

camera bags of many photographers. You 
will need a 35mm, single lens, rèflex (SLR) 
camera with a 50 to 55mm lens. A macro 
lens is preferable in that it simplifies the 
method even more, but the standard lens 
on the camera will work quite well. The 
next requirement is a small electronic- 
flash unit. In this cáse, the smaller the 
better; and the unit doesn't even have to 
be automatic. If it has automatic capabilS 
ty, it must be switched to manual for this 
technique. You will also need a set of auto 
extension tubes or a bellows; extension 
tubes lend themselves better to this tech
nique. These will permit your lens to focus 
to a matter of inches away, instead of the 
normal minimum focusing distance of 
IV?. to 2 feet. The film that you should use 
is probably the same that you use now: 
either color-slide or color-negative film 
with a film speed of 25 to 10Ò ASA. The 
last essential items are a pack of lens
cleaning tissue and a small rubber band. 
The addition of a tripod and an automatic 
winder or motor drive for the camera will 
simplify matters, but these devices are not 
critical to your success.

The one essential element of this tech
nique is standardization. Once you have 
established your personal standards, you 
will never have to change anything in 
the procedure.

First, load your camera with the film 
that you will be using, and connect the



And you thought we ju s t lines
better than anyone else,

CORTLAND
Cortland Black Diamond 
Graphite F ly Rods
Anglers who recognize the benefits of graphite choose Cortland Black Diamond Fly 
Rods. Their high strength to weight ratio gives all the sensitive feel and superb 
balance that you demand. Alum inum  oxide stripping guides and hard chrome 
snake guides iiisure smooth line delivery. Internal graphite spigot 
design produces a positive ferrule connection, with no ugly bulge.
Flared specie cork grip supports the hand, improves casting 
control. And there’s a model to fit every fishing situation.
Tip to butt, a Cortland Black Diamond is 
the finest graphite rod you can own.

Leon Chandler 
, Signature Series 

Fiberglass Fly Rods
Designed by a pro. Preferred by experts. Smooth and 

flexible. In short, the highest quality glass rods available. 
Alum inum  oxide stripping guides spaced to deliver incredible 

line speed. Hard chrome snake guides and tip-top. Solid fiberglass 
internal spigot for a smooth, sure ferrule connection. Specie cork grip, 

shaped with rear flare, offers superb control and casting com fort 
Lightweights or middleweights ^  the ultimate fiberglass fly rods.

Available Only at Cortland 
Certified Pro Shops

Cortland Line CoS 67 E. Court St. /  Cortland, New York 13045

^C O R TLA ND  
CERTIFIED 

FISHING PRO SHOP
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electronic flash cord to the camera's flash 
outlet. Do not put the flash in the acces
sory shoe atop the camera. Attach one or 
more extension tubes totaling about one 
inch in length. If you're using a macro 
lens, do not use a tube, but focus the lens 
to its closest setting. Find a small subject, 
such as a flower or a fair-size fly mounted 
in your vise. Set the lens to fl6 and focus. 
Now, hold the flash so that its front sur
face is even with the front surface of the 
lens and pointed toward the subject. Take 
a picture. Using the rubber band, secure 
one piece of lens tissue over the flash and 
take another picture at the same f-stop 
and focus. Continue taking pictures, add
ing one piece of lens tissue each time. My 
system, using Kodachrome 64 film, re
quires six layers of lens tissue. When you 
get your pictures back, find the best frame 
to determine how many sheets of tissue 
produce the best results. Once you have 
done this, the work is over, and you can 
take pictures from a 1:5 reproduction 
ratio (where the image on the film is 1/5 
life size) or 3:1 or more (where the image 
on the film is three times life size) without 
ever having to change a thing, except to 
add or remove an extension tube as you 
change shooting distance. Just remember 
to keep the lens at fl6 and the flash aimed 
at the subject.

The use of an electronic flash is one of 
the greatest benefits of this close-up tech
nique. It gives a constant levd of light, 
whether it is used at midday under a 
bright sun, at dusk or indoors. The use of 
floodlights indoors gives excellent light 
control, but it requires the use of special 
film that is color balanced to artificial 
light, or a color correction filter if used 
with daylight film. This system allows you 
to use your regular color film without 
filters or problems with color balance. 
The flash also permits the use of a small 
lens opening® in this case f 16». for max
imum depth of field. In close-up photo
graphy depth-of-Field (the|Jield in which 
objects are in focus) can total less than 
one inch, so the small lens opening gives 
you a safety margin. The very short dura
tion of the electronic flash tends to freeze 
slight movement by the camera or the 
subject. W ithout a flash, the slightest 
breeze can move the branch that the may
fly is perched on, preventing sharp focus.

Since learning this simple method I 
have used it; for more than 90 percent of 
my close-up photography. It is so simple 
that it allows me to concentrate on the 
picture, not on equipment and technique. 
Run a test roll of film through your cam
era and see for yourself how easy close-up 
photography can be.

m



Aquatic
Entomology

A glimpse at a major new book

^ HE CLICHE THAT FLY-FISHING par
takes of both art and science is an old 

one, but it is confirmed once more by the 
artw ork that appears on these pages. The 
drawings are the w ork of Arwin V. Pro- 
vonsha. They are a tidbit oí Aquatic Ento
mology, to be published this m onth by 
Science Books International, of Boston, 
Mass. '•

That Fly Fi s h e r m a n  was selected by 
the publishers to introduce such a m onu
mental undertaking is not surprising, for 
the book, a $50 item, is described as "the 
fishermen's and ecologist's, illustrated 
guide to insects and their relatives.''

In outlining what he intends to accom
plish in writing the book the author, W. 
Patrick McCafferty, professor of ento
mology at Purdue University and a fly 
fisherman too, notes that British natural
ist-anglers have "long succeeded in ar
ranging the art and science so they march 
happily together, with the object of catch
ing fish in as deft, delicate, dashing and 
dramatic a m ethod as possible." He con
cludes: "I would simply add that avid 
N orth American fly fishermen now, as 
never before, are felicitously joining the 
ranks of the angler naturalists, and all 
indications are that fly-fishing and aquat-

Limnephilus sp. 
case

ic entomology will live together happily 
ever after." ' ^

If this book has anything to say aboutis 
it, they will live happily ever after. The 
text brilliantly applies the discoveries of 
science to the uses of the fly fisherman. 
W ith the help of artist Provonsha, curator 
of insect collections at Purdue, McCaf
ferty communicates these discoveries in 
fishermen's English w ithout sacrificing 
scientific accuracy.

For fly fishermen who w ant to under
stand what has Often been a hopelessly 
arcane subject this book will be greeted 
with delight. Its best features include bi
n om ill keys that vastly S im plify identi
fication of N orth American insect species, 
illustrations that are beautiful as well as 
accurate and a special guide to fishermen's 
mayflies of Noffh America that correlates 
the vast and often confusing array of 
common fishermen's names with up-to- 
date nomenclature.

We have not seen the book as it will 
appear off press, but w hat we hap$ :seen 
exhibits the highest order of publication 
production standards, including very 
high quality color separations and paper 
for the book's 124 color paintings, 372 
continuous-tone black and white draw
ings and 520 line drawings. -

Aquatic Entomology (500 pages) should 
become a standard — perhaps a classic — 
for the student, the naturalist a |d  the fly 
fisherman. It can be found ab; Science 
Books International, 51 Sleeper Street, 
B oston, M assachusetts ' 02210 and  on 
bookstore shelves after July.

CADDISFLIES

Trichoptera
Northern Case Makers

Limnephilus sp., larva: 14 mm (often 
larger); individuals of this genus, which is 
found in most of N orth America, inhabit 
ponds, lake margins, marshes) streams, and 
cold springs.

Limnephilus sp., case: 20 mm; one of many 
kinds of plant and rock cases for this genus; 
some range to 50 mm in length.

Limnephilus coloradensis, adult: 10 mm; 
the Orange Sedge is a popular tied fly 
im itation of this small, western species; 
develops in cold water at higher elevations 
of the Rocky M ountains.

28

Limnephilus coloradensis 
adult



First
Look

Tamron Adaptall-2 Trio
Interchangeable mounts fit close-focusing lenses to almost any current 35-mm SLR

L. to r.: 35-^80-mm f/2.8-3.8, 350-mm f/5.6, 80~*210-mm f/3 .8-4.

350-mm Tamron-SP f/5.6 Catadioptric
•  350-mm f/5.6 telephoto with silver-evap

orated reflex mirrors
; |  Continuous focusing to 3.6 ft.; maximum 

image/subject ratio, 1:2.5
•  Built-in tripod mount
•  Self-storing, detachable screw-in lens 

hood
•  Length at infinity, 2.9 in. (74.5 mm)
•  Diameter, 3.4 in. (86 mm)
•  Weight, 20.4 oz.
•  Comes with set of five screw-in filters 

that mount at lens’ rear
•  Optional Flat-Field 2X teleconverter; 

maximum image/subject ratio, p 1 .25X

80^210-mm Tamron f/3.8-4 Adaptall-2
•  Zoom lens; focal-length/maximum aper

ture range from 80-mm f/3.8 to 210-mm■ ■ I
•  Continuous focusing to 35.4 in.; maxi

mum image/subject ratio, 1:2.8
•  Infrared focus index mark
•  Single-control, one-touch focus/zoom 

operation
•  Half-stop aperture detents to f/1,6-; full- 

stop detents to f/32
•  Accepts 58-mm screw-in filters
•  Built-in, retractable lens hood
•  Length at infinity, 5.8 in. (146.5 mm)
•  Diameter, 2.5 in. (64.5 mm)
•  Weight, 21.5 oz.

35^80-mm Tamron-SP f/2.8-3.8
•  Zoom lens; focal-length/maximum aper

ture range from 35-mm f/2.8 to 80-mm 
f/3.8

•  Continuous focusing to 10.6 in. at 80-mm 
focal length; maximum image/subject ra
tio, 1:2.5

•  Separate focusing and zoom controls
•  Half-stop aperture detents to f/22, full- 

stop detents to f/32
•  Accepts 62-mm screw-in filters
•  Length at infinity, 3 in: (76.5 mm)
•  Diameter, 2.5 in. (64.5 mm)
•  Weight, 13.6 oz.
•  Optional lens hood

Tamron igone of the few companies 
left > offering interchangeable-mount 
lense|fto fit the various makes of 
35-mm SLRs. This makes it economi
cally less painful to hop from ;sf stem to 
Kf|em , or even use them in conjunc

tion with one another. ;i|f he. decline 
in popularity that interchangeable- 
mount lenses have suffered in recent 
years isn’t necessarily because the idea 
is bad; it’s because earlier executions 
of these mounts didn’t do justice to the 
concept. The three Adaptall-2 lenses I 
examined permitted mounts to be 
changed quickly and easily and stayed 
securely: The system uses a seriesf off 
locking-bayonet ring adapters to fit al
most any current§|5-rnrn SLR.

Starting with the 350-mm Tamron- 
SP f/5.6, this is a good èxampl|£of%| 
modern mirror lens. It has a decent ap
erture for itsi|bcal length, yetp:/com- 
pact enough for easy .' carrying and 
hand-held use. However, the ' out
standing advantage of this convenient 
“cat” iifthat its telephoto capability 
can be employed at fairly close cam- 
era-to-subject distancés. This means 
one can get rather tight clo^-ups with
out sticking the lens practically on top 
of the subject. A good example of this 
is when you want to photograph some

bees buzzing, about a rose garden with
out attracting unpleasant attention.

Optically speaking, this Tamron will 
put a ̂ harp, contrasty image on the 
film. The seven-element, four-group 
design is) aided by multicoating and a 
nice long lens hood that attacheito the, 
lens for compact stofjtge. A.30.5-mm 
screw thread at the lens’ rear;ai|^epts| 
five filters' provided with the lens. 
These include a/4X neutral-density, 
yellow (52), orange (§ |) | and red (60)^ 
plus a normal one to be used when 
none of. the others are required: the 
optical system SS ̂ calculated for opti
mum performance witty a ®ilter;> in 
place.

To sum up, this .lens offers a useful 
Combination of telephoto and lens 
speed, optical performance, close-fo
cusing capability, and cojnpactn$$f ||§

Next, t h e 8 0 ^ 2 1 0-mm Tamron f/8j8- 
4 . There are a gteat many cIosStJ ocus- 
ing zooms of this type, and the major
ity are credible performers,,However,' 

continued on page£32
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L AT E  F L A S H !

Pentax Introduces 
Autofocus SLR

The new MEF offers through-lens focusing aid 
plus new servo-driven 35->70-mm f/2.8 zoom

NOVEMBER 1981 2 4 9

By Norman Goldberg

Once again Pentax seems to have won 
the race to be first to market a camera 
incorporating a major technical inno
vation. The just-announced Pentax 
MEF is a through-lens autofocus 35- 
mm SLR based on their successful ME 
Super. The autofocus feature adds 
nothing to the camera’s size. It oper
ates by electronically analyzing the 
light falling on a focus sensor on the 
floor of the mirror box. The user lo
cates the subject in the finder’s central 
aiming ring, which also contains a con
ventional optical focusing aid (split 
wedge and microprism).

As the shutter-trip button is lightly 
touched, the focus-indicating display 
below the finder frame turns on. If the 
subject is in focus, a green hexagonal 
LED glows and a piezoelectric vibra-J 
tor beeps demurely. (The beeper can 
be switched off.) If the subject is not in 
focus, a red LED arrow glows on ei
ther side of the green LED, indicating 
which way the top of the lens should be 
turned to bring the subject into best fo
cus. The red arrows also indicate when 
there’s insufficient contrast and/or lu4 
minance in the scene to permit the sys
tem to work.

The solid-state image-detection sys
tem used in the focus sensor is de
scribed as being effective for scenes 
calling for exposures between EV 4 to 
EV 16, and it uses the light coming 
through a semitransparent main mir
ror, then reflected downward by an 
auxiliary mirror to a small slit in the 
mirror-box floor. A beamsplitting 
prism system behind the slit divides the 
light to sample the focus condition on 
either side of the geometric equivalent 
of the film plane. The resulting images 
are detected by tiny photosensitive de
vices whose signals are processed by 
the appropriate circuitry.

In addition to the focus-condition in
dicators in the finder, the MEF pro
vides for electrical coupling to servo- 
driven lenses. Five contacts at the bot
tom of the body-flange face mate with 
those of the first of these lenses, a Pen- 
tax AF 35 70-mm f/2.8. Its built-in
servomotor drives it from its close limit 
to infinity in 1,5 seconds when the light 
is good, longer in dim light. Further 
details on this fascinating first realiza
tion of the long-awaited SLR with 
through-lens autofocus will be given 
next month. O
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Books''
continued from page 156

forms of light. The texlgwhich gives 
form to the whole book, is a clear state
ment on the process by which we be
come more aware while experiencing 
nature through photographing it.

The emphasis of this book is to ex
hibit how we see nature spiritually, and 
how we are transformed. The images, 
superb for the most part, are moving in 
themselyes. But a few are boring and 
poorly composed, particularly those 
which show wildlife cdbse up. The lay- 
o u fis  an important consideration, Ef
fecting how we view the pictures. Atr? 
times, the writing and the photographs 
complement each other admirably. Like 
the visuals, the text varies in its intensi
ty and artistic caliber. Describing na
ture images, Shaw states: “A sense of 
movement must be there, of a breeze 
just stilled, a raindrop just fallen.”
S i n  contract to this lovely thought!? 
which accompanies the picture, “Spring 
woods in.light ra in ,” is a somewhat, 
senseless^ rather banal quote earlier in 
the journal:

“Where’s (Larry) West? I thought he 
was photographing the s tr e a m ||| |

“ H e’s lost. West and I are always 
lost. Some people prefer to be th a t 
way.”

Although the juxtaposition of beauti
ful images is often delightful, this col
lection of visions of the wild is marred 
by a scattered approach to a delicate 
subject. Nevertheless, this is a lovely 
book, if only for its best pages, which 
compare with the finest nature work be
ing seen today.

Bruce Poll

Visions o f China: Photographs by Marc 
Riboud, 1957-1980, with introduction 
by Orville Schell. New York: Pantheon 
Books^ 1981; unpaged with 102 black- 
and-white photographs; hardcover, $30; 
paperback,; $14.95.

Of all Western journalists who have 
been perm itted to enter (and assess) 
The People’s Republic, Marc Riboud 
probably possesses the most rounded 
vision. Since his first visit in 1957, when 
post-revolutionary liberalization of na
tional control allowed outsiders a brief 
glimpse of the changes wrought by the 
communist takeover, Riboud has fortu
itously returned to China at politically 
strategic intervals.

He was there on the eve of the “Cul
tural Revolution” in 1965 and, again, in 
1971 ju s t before P resident N ixon’s 
landmark visit. And with cultural and

economic exchange between China and 
the West becoming a solid—if not yet 
commonplace—reality, he returned last 
year to see how life there may have 
been altered as a result of the new inter
national dialog.

Visions o f China is a compilation of all 
Riboud’s visits to date. Many of the im
ages are already classics^bild friends 
warmly recalled from previous, all too 
rare, showings of his work in book or 
exhibit format. Only 15 of the group are 
from his most recent tour and, to judge by 
those, Westernization has indeed arrived 
in China, bringing with it all the familiar 
benefits and ills of a consumer society.

The heroic-sized propaganda poster 
of 1965 has been replaced by a billboard 
advertisement for toothpaste. The pha
lanxes of young women who drilled so 
determinedly now sit in rows and wait 
like M edusas while m etal bonnets 
change their hair from straight to curly.

Rather than move in chronological 
order, Riboud has arranged his photos 
so that the juxtaposition of time pro
vides its own message. As he puts it: 
“The best way to discover China is 
to use one’s eyes. Intense attention to 
detail and to the moment, here even 
m ore th an  elsew here, can lead  to 
knowledge and understanding.” *

Yvonne Kalm us O

First Look: Tamron Lenses
continued from page 250

this Tamron distinguishes itself, except 
at its very extremes, though even there 
it handles them fairly well. Stop it 
down, though—just a bit—don’t focus 
too close, and stay just shy of the 210- 
mm setting, and you’ll get really nice 
results. With that little tweaking of the 
controls you’ll see a good overall 
pickup in image ¡quality. Helping to 
maintain the 12-element, 10-group 
zoom’s good contrastas Tamron’s mul
ticoating, and the built-in retractable 
lens hood.

The aperture barely changes from 
wide-angle through telephoto; in fact, 
it is very decent of Tamron to mention 
the ¡Sfference at all. It certainly isn’t 
enough to bother about wheB using 
automatic flash. Another thoughtful 
plus is the half-stop detents on the ap
erture ring—a useful feature neglected 
by some much more expensive leps 
lines.

While this telephoto zoom would be 
somewhat front-heavy on a very com
pact camera, on full-sized SLRs it han
dles very well.

The 35^80-mm Tamron-SP with its

f/2.8 maximum aperture comes close 
to the all-purpose function that such 
medium-range zooms are intended to 
fill. True, Tamron has had one on the 
market for years, but this is a much im
proved lens. Unlike the earlier design, 
it focuses continuously down to 10.6 in. 
at 80-mm for a maximum reproduction 
ratio of 1:2.5. Moreover, the linear dis
tortions are now minimal, and instead 
of “ one-touch,; it has separate focus
ing and zooming controls so that you 
won’t inadvertently lose focus as you 
zoom. The reverse, however, does 
happen as you close in beyond three ft.

As you turn the focus control in for 
the close-up, the zoom ring will start to 
move toward the longer focal lengths. 
That’s okay, but working in the middle 
range I found myself fumbling a lot 
when trying for wider angles because 
the focal-length ring would often lock. 
Not a big problem, but it tends to slow 
one down. Interestingly enough, Tam
ron touts this coupling approach of 
theirs as a means to getfejoser focusing I  
an acceptable premise which might be 
more workable in the field with a o n e l 
touch zoom.

Optically considered, this nine-ele
ment, eight-group zoom has nothing to 
apologize for—it is very usable even; 
wide open. Still, it benefits from mod
eration. By f/8g|t is just fine through
out the range of focal lengths and 
working earner a-to-subject distances. 
Through-the-lens metering is highly 
désirable for this-fÿvariable-aperture 
lens to assure consistent exposures. It 
takes 62-mm screw-in accessories; the 
4ens hood is optional.

All three lenses seemed consistently. 
good in terms of construction. Mounts 
were sturdy, focus and zoom controls;' 
were smooth, and the aperture rings 
workedfín a positive manner. Mark
ings were <quite legible.

Part of the those markings were for 
an optional 2X teleconverter that wast 
specifically designed for the Adaptall- 
2 zooms and teles. This seems to be a 
good idea also for added macro capa
bility if you can compensate fo r th e  
loss of éxposure, two. jfltops’ worth.

Mounts for these lenses in the Adap- 
tall-2 series are available for virtually 
all current 35-mm SLRs. The 350-mm 
f/5.6 fs $553; the 35 80-mm zoom is ' 
$437; the 80 210-mm zoom, $341. All 
prices include fitted cases and carrying 
straps. The optional 2X Flat Field tele
converter js  $134; each^adapter, $31. 
Distributor is Tamron Industries, Inc., 
24 Valley Rdi^Port Washington, N. Y. 
$|050. /

Mike Ballai O
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Olympus Olympics!. WITH GENUINE 1.4 CANON LENS!

Canon
Æ l̂ È
Canon Al 

T A  Auto-

Canon
» f e s

,166a
fujiSe sc pew mount
All b elo w  le n s e s  fu l ly  a u to  EE on 
e l l  Fuji 7 01 , 70S , 805 , 7 0 5  W, 605, 
801, 901 , a n d  AZ1 m o d e ls . They 
a lso  fi t  a ll screw m o u n te d  SLR-si

CHARGE c p t ie p  t d l - f n e e
visa,roasteocapd,amenicen expness &dineps club

GAEL : XCC-2 2 3 -? S 4 8 also Carte Blanche
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i E B C  F u j i n o n
I Case or shade . . . ....4.99 each

57w
Foil Zoom 29*47/33 B BCc< —1 nr*
vivitan newseniesl 

vi vitan auto
UP TO 40 DOLLARS REDATE 

ON VIVITAR LENSES
249**
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ì
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at sizzling pnices!
A U  WITH 3 FOCAL 

LENGTH COMBINATIONS!

At! brand new SLR's listed below in- 
elude the 65-piece outfit underneath, 
lust PICK YOUR FAVORITE SLR 
and set a complete, 65-Piece outfit in
cluded with it at the same low price. 
Select Your Very Own SLRi 

Auto Normal Lens • Camera Gadget 
Bas • 135mm Famous Telephoto » Lens 
Shade • 35mm Famous Wide. Angle • 
Shade for Tele • "T" Mount * Elec
tronic Flash • 2 Batteries for Electronic 
Flash • Lens Hoed for Normal • Ex
tension Strap • Cable Release • Lens 
Brush • 2 Pkg. Lens Cleaning Tissue
• 7 Film Holder Cases • Slide Viewer • 
Giant Release Button • Deluxe Shoulder 
Pad • Triood Release Screw • 9 Slide 
Protector Page Files • 25 Negative File 
Pages • Photo Frame

MINOLTA XGM f2 .............314.45
MINOLTA XGM f l ,7  ........ 334.45
Contax Quartz 139 ML 1.7 399.45 
MINOLTA XGM w /1.4 ... 379.45
MINOLTA XG9 f2 Auto ... 349.45
MINOLTA XD5 f l ,4  ........454.45
MINOLTA XG1 f2 .............299.45
MINOLTA XG1 f l . 4 ...........354.45
MINOLTA XD5 f2 ............. 384.45
NIKON “EM'* 1 .8 ...........  .277,45
NIKON EM 1.4 ................. 354.45

• Olympus OMIO 1.8 ........ 304.45
Olympus OMIO 1.4 ...........354.45

• Olypmus OMIO f l . 2 ........ 414.45
• CANON AVI 1.8 ............... 254.45
• CANON AVI 1.4 ................. 299.45

NEW CANON A1 w /1 .4  , 517.45 
NEW NIKON FE w/I„8E „419.45

•  NIKON FE 1.4 ................. 489.45
• CANON A1 w /1 .8  ............ 479.45
•  CANON Al-1.2, The Best 579.45
• YASH1CA FR1-1.7.............334.45
• YASHICA FR2-1.9 .............279.45
CONTAX QUARTZ 137 MD ^ÇÇ45
KONICA FC-1-L8 339.45
KONICA FC-1-1.4 ................ 379.45
KONICA FS1-1.8 & Winder 329.45 
KONICA FS1-1.4 & Winder 374.45 
KONICA.FSM .2 & Winder 459.45
NIKON FM Auto 1.8E ...... 329.45
MINOLTA XD II 1.7   499.45
Olympus OM 1N MD 50/1.4 379.45 
Oiympûs OM1N MD 50/1 .8  339.45
Olympus OM1N-1.2.............468.45
CANON AE1-1.8 ,i„„„_______ ...339.«
CANON AE1X2 jÆ ...........„....jfTAAS

* 2X Auto Tamron Converter . 34.« 
Tamron 2X Teleconverter SP ........ 61.«
Case, or shade far most lenses

fla s h  o f  
the m onth

Thyristor-flash 
wide angle diffuser, 
ultra compact,
2 stop auto

Rechargeable set of batteries 
with charger..............................19-45

I
i t m  

DOES IT Mi! 
80*200/4,5 Fully Auto
Compact, close focus, one 
touch, multicoated, fully 
auto meter coupled for 
Pentax, Nikon Al, Canon 
FD, Minolta MD, Olympus, 
Konica, Pentax-k. 4 4 04 5  
Yashica, Contax ; I 1 /

CANON AE-1 Prog. w'1.8 .. CANON FIN-1 8
PENTAX ME fl.4 ............
PENTAX ME f2 ............ .
PENTAX MX 1 .4 ..............
KONICA TC 1.8 „
KONICA TC 1.4.................
OLYMPUS OM2N W/1.8 ... 
OLYMPUS ÖM2N 1.2 
OLYMPUS OM2N 1.4 . ......
MINOLTA SRT 200 2.0 ....
MINOLTA SRT 201 f 2 .....
MINOLTA SRT 201 1.4 ...
• Yashica FR1-1.9 ..........
* Ya*h»ca FRl-1.4 ..........♦ Yashica FR2-1.4
• Yashica FR2-Î.7

...379.45
.»339.«
„...299.«

.429.45
... 261.«
... 334.45
...599.95

„.319.«
...304.45

219.«Yashica FX3 w/2,0
Yashica FX-D w /2 0 ..........   w**»
Pentax ME Super fl.4 ..........  393.«
Pentax ME Su-er fl .7 ........ .. 349.45
Pentax ME Simer f2 .................. .328.45
• Pentax LX f 2 ..... .....................599.45

g re lab
300 .... 28.45
Graiab 500 Digital l ï m

M r o o f l )  ill
• Graiab 310 Timer 24.45
• Graiab Famous 300.............28.«
• Besefer Aud. repeat timer 54.45

o t o  specialists!
newest o t oE»—newest ■.

50/1.8 J‘E "4r j|45 
Auto Nikkor. 1 0 4  

All Nikon Cameras with original 
Nikon brand normal lenses!
Nikon FM—5 0 /1 .4  , , , .  ..................237 .
•  Nikon FE— SO /1.8 “ E”  .............287 .45
« Nikon FB ~- 5 0 / f l .4  ..................367 .45
N ikon,FI« W /1.8 E .........................V “  —

n ike n  s in  te le p h c tc  M t  
in clu d in g  

e le c tro n ic  f l e s h
EM W/1.8E Nikon lens, 13? Tele
photo tens, Electronic Flash, 3 Film 
Holders, Slide Viewer, ??A45
Roll Color Film — .....L L l
BONUS! Deluxe Compartment

' Case for Above ,„w„. 9.9$
Nikon Wide Designer Strap .... 6.95

75-1SO /3.SE 1 
SBE Strobe for 
MD-E Motor for 

.Nikon FM Body

For Black Body . 1 .4  Al Nikkor =--*•*

19.95 1 3 5 /2 .BE
57.45  , • 79,45
94 .4 5

of 1 .8  E . . .  , I 
1 .2  AI Nikkor instd of 1 .8  E . . . .  1
TG20O or T CI ................................... IWWM ■
Nikon Tele Converter TC14 . . . .  .3 3 9 .4 5  
Nikon Tele TC2 o r TC300 ............. 318 .45

Al aule qìM gp lenses
15/5.6 Auto Al . ..498.«
24/2.8 Auto 199.« 35/2.0 Auto 173.45 
28/2 Auto „„355.« 35/1.4 „..„....374.« 
28/2.8 Auto 251.45 50/1.8 89.«
35/2.8 Auto 124.« 50/1.4 Auto 134.« 
28/3.5 Auto 137.45 W ) A  M °
80/F2 ........174.« 105/4M 33AAS
105/2.5 Auto 224.« 135/2.8 Àuto 184.«
135/2 »........497.45 180/2.8 Auto 484.45
135/3.5 Auto 117.« 200/4 Auto 199.«
3 0 0 /2 .8  ED-IF (Al) . ................... 1 ,749 .45
3 0 0 /4 .5  Auto Nikkor ..................... 299 .45
2 5 -5 0 /4  Ai ........................   479 .45
2 8 -4 5 /4 .5  .4 9 9 .4 5  | 3 5 -7 0 /3 .5  .4 67 .45  
43-86 3 5  A u to , »V.'* - < , f , .  , 194 45
5 0 -3 0 0 /4 .5  Auto Al . . . . . . . 1 ,199 .45
80-20074 .5  Auto . . . ___ . . . . .  ,5 3 9 .4 5
2 0 0 -6 0 0 /9 .5  A u to ..................... .1 ,1 5 4 .4 5
PC 28/4  NIKKOR 1C ........................558 .45
FC 35/2 .S  NIKKOR I C .......... .. .29 9 .4 5
5 0 0 /8  Reflex NIKKOR IO . . . .  . .4 4 9 .4 5
10 0 0 /1 1  Reflex NtK I C ..............1 ,049 .45
PK-13 Ext. TUbe . ...........................   29 .45
FN -I1 Ext Tube ..............................  64 .45

8 0 /4  N IK O N O S--------------
2 8 /3 .5  NIKONOS . . . . . . .
1 3 /2 .8  NIKONOS 
NIKONOS IH  Flash . . . . . .
NIKON MD2 P riva  .
MB2 Pack . 38 .4 5  | MB! f  
MOTOR MD» fi»  F 2  « . - - 
AW-1 Auto W inder F /ED . . .

¡SB-lO Strobe , . , . .
S B - 0 ____1050.45 I
NIKON Bellows V . 
Nikon Slide Copier V

. : 57 .4 5  
, .4 5 9 .4 5  
.-.113.45 

44 .45

1C piece 
inflstion fighter 
Mis

For g rea t Portraits! Telephoto Outfits I 
low Include: e SLR BODY: e 135»  
Telephoto Lens: •  Electronic F lash 
Cable e Film  Carrier e B attery •  S a a p  <

M I N w Q A i

219«
MINOLTA XG-M 
WITH AUTO 
F2 ROKKOR 

All Minotta Cameras with 
original Rokkor Brand lenses 
MINOLTA CLE W/40/2.O ......... 464.«
• 28/2.8 CLE 196.« * 90/4 CLE 174.«
Auto Winder for Minolta 64.45
Ml NOLTArXG-1 w/2 M D-------.176.«
MINOLTA XG-I f l .7 ______
MINOLTA XG-1 w/fl.4 M D___227.«
MINOLTA XD-5 w/f2.0 M D......276.«
MINOLTA XD-5 w/50/1.7 MD „„299.«
MINOLTA XD-5 w/1.4.....  339.«
SRT 201 w/45f2.0 M D ................ 139.45
SRT 201 W/50/1.7 M D........... ...^161.«
SRT 201 w/50/1.4 MD ....;.„,,{.„i,.,.191.«
SRT 200 w/f2.0 MD -------------...129.«
MINOLTA XD-11 45/f2 ............. 319.45MINOLTA XD-11 w/1.7 M D......329.45
MINOLTA XD-11 w/1.4 MD......364.45
MINOLTA XD-11 w/1.2 MD ...... 409Æ
NEW XGM W/1.7 ----- J236.«
NEW XGM w /1.4........... <̂ :.£w 36|.«
Autowinder D or G ...........  77.45
Motor Drive MD-1 ........ ,,.»„....„.„14|.«
Minolta XD-11 Body  269,«;:
Minolta XGM Body ...182.«
• MINOLTA XG-1 Body ........... 129.45
• MINOLTA XD-5 Body ........... 224.«
• For Black Bodies add.............17.«
e Cases for MIN. SLRS ..— —  19.«
• Î10 SLR Mark 11 Kit .........„„.187.«
• 110 Zoom SLR K ltfffp — ...... 89.i"

74«!
< ALLWEATHER/
I MARINE MINOLTA 
i  WEATHERMATIC A f  *» I
I • SPORTFiNDER ................  7,451
! • j^OAin NG J>T R A P ^ ^

New Auto Foc. Hîmatic AF-2.....107.«
• HIMATIC 7S11 w/Strobe------ 99.«
• HIMATIC F  69.«
• HIMATIC G-2 ....  54.«
• HIMATIC SD .JÄ&I ___ :.„ 89.«
e HIMATIC S-2 .^1.— 74.45

m in. Mini Tripod .........................
SLR Slide C o p ie r ............... . .  . .
3 Lens Screw-In Ciosa-Up Set .
Variable C lo se-U p .......... ..

SLR Polarizer .

. 34 .45  
; 22 .45  
. 14 .45  
. 18 .45  
L'x 9 .45

2K Auto MC C o n v e r te r .......... : .  . 29 .4 5
3X Auto MC C o n v e r te r .......... .. 34 .45
Auto Meter Coupled 4 8  4C

Extension Tube S e t ....................
MAGNIFIER Focusing V . . . . . . .  16.45
MICROSCOPE ADAPTER . . . . .  . . . 15.45
Minolta 2 x  Auto C o n v e r te r .............145 .45
Minotta Auto MC Ext. T u b e .......... 54 .45
* AuÏo’ exL * Tube* Combo . . . . . .  3 9 .4 5

"pcfckcp-x”  lenses
1 6 /2 .8  ------ 2 34 .45  1 3 5 / 2 . 8 . . .  99 .45
1 7 /4 .0  . . . . 2 8 4 .4 5  3 0 0 /4 .5  . . .2 2 1 .4 5  
2 0 /2 .8  . . . .2 3 3 .4 5  2 0 0 /4 .0  . , .10 9 .4 5
2 4 /2 .8  . . . .1 2 9 .4 5  3 0 0 /5 .6  . . .1 7 9 .4 6  
2 4 /2 .8 V F e /£ 8 & 4 4 &  3 5 /1 - 8  - ,15 7 .4 5
2 8 /2 .8  . . . .  98 .45  5 0 /3 .5  MAC 134 .45
Celtic 2 8 /2 .8  57 .45  1 0 0 /4 .0  3CO I t
2 8 /2 ,0  . . .  ,2 2 8 .4 5  MAC . .  0 3 7 .4 3  
3 5 /2 .8  . . . .  69 .45  3 6 -7 0 /2 .8 . .1 29 .45
3 5 /2 .8 Shift 5 34 ,4»  100 -5 0 0 / r i r  i t
4 5 /2 .0  . . . .  47 .4 5  8 .0  .........3 4 3 .4 3
5 0 /1 .2  . . .1 4 4 .4 5  2 4 /5 0 /4 .0  274 .45
8 S /f2  . . . . 1 4 7 , 4 5  8 0 0 /8 .0  . .  .2 6 9 .4 5

p e n to x  
2 0  p ie c e  
M t8

All PENTAX 
Supplied with 

lO m fA U f 
SMC-M 
Pentax brand 
Normal lenses

214«
with gadget bag, 

sunshade, sky filter 
14 film holders

Pen tax  MV f2 sam e k it ,.^ ...;„„ .157 .«  
P en tax  M E  Super f l .4  sam e k it 269.45 
P en tax  M E  Super f l .7  sam e k it 244-45 
P en ta x  M E  o r M X  4 0 4 4 5
f2,0 A uto Sam e K i t ____;___  17 4

M E-,w /50/K 7 Sam e, — .......2 1 9 .«
M E -w /50 /1 .4  Sam e K i t ........ ....... ^,249.45
M E  Super Body O N L Y  „..,.„,„...„..167.45

•  N ew! LX  Body ..........   „ .„..„ ..441 .«
LX  System ! ............„....Call G eorge!
M E-Body ..„148.45 M X -w /1.4 ...2 5 9 .«  
M X -w /1.7 ....228 .«  M X-Body „„149.45 
K1000 w ith  F 2  z.£ ___:.„„A,,;i'4:.„./„124.45
• For 1.7 Instead of 12 add ____ 16.«
e F o r  1.4 instead of f2 a d d ............48.45
•  F o r  1.2 in stead  of f2 add i K j p #
P X  W inder for M E  or M X  74.45 
P X  Pow er P ack  M  99.95
F lash  A F-200S { . . Ä Z 3 Ä ____  44:45
F lash  A F-16  ______i'ZZZ 2 1 .«
F o r  B lack Body add . 16.45

Pen tax  A uto-Takum ar L ens System !
1 S /3 .S  . . .2 6 4 .4 5  2 8 -5 0 /3 .5  .1 7 4 .4 5
1 7 /4  . . . .  .2 0 4 .4 5  2 8 /2 .8  . , . 86 .45
2 4 /2 .8  . . .1 3 9 .4 5  1 2 0 /2 .8  . .1 4 4 .4 5
3 5 /2 .8  . . . 1 0 4 .4 5  13C /3 .5  A  74 .45

------} S f -iS  1 3 5 /2 .5  . .1 4 2 .4 5
5 0 /4  Mkcro 123 .45  , ̂  n . t h’8 5 /2 .0  . . .1 7 9 .4 51 0 0 /2 .8  . .1 1 9 .4 5  3<MV4 . . .2 8 3 .4 5
1 0 0 /4  Macro 169 .45  1 0 0 0 /1 1 .0  431 M
4 5 -1 2 5 /4 .0  Pentax SMop . . . . . .  23<------
35-70  . . . .  299 .45  80-200  . . . 219 .45
•  2X Auto Tete Converter 7 0 6 8

for MS/MX K2, K l.O O O .............
e 3X Auto Tele Converter 7 04Sfor ME/MX K2. Kl.OOO .......... ..
•  2X Auto Tele & Auto 1 0 4 5

Extension Tube Set ..........................J 7 W .
• Fully Auto Extension Tube Set 5 4 ,- ..
e 1:1 SLR Slide C o p ie r .......... .. , 24 .45

/» Microscope A d a p te r ......................... 16.45
•  Zooming, Cropping. Slide Copier 44 .45  

* NEW PENTAX AUTO H O  SLR
•  AUTO 110  w /2 4 -2 .8  SLR . . . .  87 .48  
Pentax HO: System K it Comp. . .2 1 9 .4 5  
Pentax H O  System Kit Major . .1 7 5 .4 5

__ .GINAL Z.UIKO BRAND NORMAL
LENSES
Olympus OMIO 4 0 0 4 5
orig Olympus Zuiko 1.8 .. lO O  
Bonus: Olympus Gadget Bag 9.45 
New Olympus 0M-1N 7 7 0 4 5

Olympus Zuiko w /1.8 . . L L w  
New Olympus 0M-2N

Olympus w /1.8 358«
r e f  T o /1.4 instead 1.8 Add 43.45 
For 55/1.2 instead 1.8 Add 128.45

0M 1N-55/1.2 Auto ........ 366.45
OM2N-55/1.2 A u to.......... 498.45

Olympus OMIO Body ........ 138.45
Olympus Manual Adapter ....19:45
OM-2N B o d y ...........................309.45
OM-IN Body .......................... 174.45
Black Model add .................  17.45
SPECIAL! OM-IO w /1.8  
Black, w/Manuai Àdpt. 
w /“Databack 3” Kit, 7 0 4 4 5
w/Clock ...............................L Q N t
New Olympus “XA"............. 129.45
Olympus XA w /A ll  FI. Kit 149.45
Olympus XA-2........................  77.45
Olympus A -ll f l  .................  18.45
8/2.8 ..........649.« 50/1,4 .„„.„„..102.«
16/3.5 ,.,„.„„ .384.45 55/1.2...........179.«
18/3.5 ------344.45 80/4M .........214-«
21/3.5 ......... 209.45 P5'2 ............ 204.«

• Yash.F X -C ___ —..... J U P M M
• Can. AE1 229.45 Pentax MX 204.«
• Pentx ME 189.45 Pentax KlOO0145.45
• Can. A1 „349.« • 0M1N_— 234.«
• Olympus Konica TC „170.«
• OMIO ......204.45 Konica FS1 249.«
«Olympus •  Minolta

OM 2N ....374.« XD11 .......361.45
• Nikon FM 244.45 Minolta X05 294.45 
e Min. XG1 219.45 Minolta
• FR-^Ca 189.45 Nikon EMT.174.«
• E l i ®  Yashica FX3134.«
• Niton FE 289.45 plc13 „ „124 .«
•Nmw Canon AZI ---------184.45

AE-T crog 279.« • Pentax
• Yashica ME Super 244.45

FR1I ......169.« Pentax LX „499.45

5 0 /1 .7  . 
5 0 /1 .4  . 
1 0 0 /2 .5

9.45 8 0 0 /8  0
57 .45  8 5 /2 .8  VAR 389 .45  

. 97 .45  5 0 -1 3 5 /3 .5  169.45
135/1

11.45
69 .4 1 ,714 .45C e l« c l3 S /3 .5  54 .45  1 ,6 0 0 /

New 2 5 0 /8 .6  Mirror Rokkor . . . .  167 .45
•  New 1 0 0 /2 0 0 /5 .6  One Touch O OAuto Rokkor X-MD  .............I t 7«4»
• 1 2 .5 /2  M ic r o ..................................132 .45
•  2 5 /2 .5  Micro .............................     120 .45
•  5 0 /3 .5  Macro Auto . . . . . . . . .  103 .45
•  1 0 0 /4 .0  Macro Auto ...................103 .45
•  New Minolta Auto Bellow* III ,1 2 9 .4 5
e New Minolta Bellow* IV . . .  69 .95
•  Minolta Cable Release I t .............  6 .4S
Minolta Focusing Rail AB-3 . . . .  59 .45
Minolta Slide Copier A B -3 ...49 .45
Minolta Macro Stand AB-3 . . . . . 34 .45
Extension Tube Set It . . .  . .  . . . 24 .48
Minolta Bellow* III .............................58 .45
Angle Finder V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31 .45
Minolta Copystand II . . . . . . . . . .  63 .45
Pocket Minolta 430EX w /S trobe  . 39 .45  
Pocket Minolta 4SOEX w /S trobe  . 49 .45 
Pocket Minolta 460TX w /S trobe  . 59 .45  
Pocket Minolta 4 70  w /S trobe  . . . .  69 .45
Minotta Photography Book  ____  7.45

min cits flashes
' e  132X Min. 3 9 .45  e 320X Min. 79 .45  
e 128 Min. 32 .45  » 320  Min. 73 .45
» 25  Min. ■ 2 1 .45  e 280 Min. 53 .45
•  2 0  Min. . 15 .48  » 200X Min. 34 .45  
e m a x  Min. 2 8 .4 5  » 450  Min. 17 4 .4 5

ail and Phone Order*

W E  S H I P  I N S U R E D  T O  P U E R T O  R I C O ,  F P O ,  A  P O ,  V I R G I N  I S L A N D S !
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE: FINLAND, MEXICO, NETHERLANDS, GREECE, NORWAY, ENGLAND, FRANCE, SPAIN, BRAZIL, ETC!

exposure meteps
• Soligor Spot Sensor 11 1° .„„.„..131.«
New Sol r  Digital Spot Meter 179.« 
Omega CS10 Comparator 21.45
GOSSEN LUNAPRO _____ 7MS
Gossen N100 _________  47,45
Gossen Lunapro SBC ______.,„.„,,118,4$
Gossen L u n aL u x _.„.„„„„„.„„„.„j 77.45
Gossen Luna Pro "F" ...... .........134.«

Accessories for Luna Pro & SBC
e Variable Angle Att: F /L .P . . . . 36 .45 
e Enlarging A lt: F /L .P . . . . “ ~ ‘ -
»  Microscope Alt: F /L .P . . . .  . —„RVSI
•  Lunasphere Studto A tt. . . . . . .  99 .45  
e Repro Copy Att: - . . . . , . .  . 29 .45
•  F ilter Optic* P ro b e ........................ 139.45
e LUNA PROBE Flexible Att. . . . 149 .45  
e Flash Meter A ttachm ent . . . . .  119 .45
•  Multibeam Att. .............................187 .45
•  LUNA MICRO Microscope Att. . 37 .45
•  LUNA COLOR Color AM. ----- H
e LABOSIX M eter . . . . . ___________ .....\
•  PANLUX Foot Candle Meter . .2 2 7 .4 5
•  5 IXTfCOLOR Color Temp Mtr . 149.45
GossOh Super Pilot S. B. C.................59 .45
GOSSEN Pilot 2 .  28 .4 5
GOSSEN Scout 2 . . . . . .  . . . . . 19.45
GOSSEN Fl. Meter, Mark I « ____319 .45
~ Flash Meter SSR . . . . . .  129.45
Min. Autometer j 99 .45
MIN. Auto Spot II D igital
MIN. Flash Meter l i t  ....................... .....
MIN. Auto Spotmeter II .................. 339 .45

2Í/2 .„<.,..i.„,.329.45 100/2.8
24,2.8 ...... „134.« 135/3.5
24/2 ,„„,„„„..349.45 135/2.8 
New 28/2.8 88.« 2ro/4 ....
28/2,0 ........309.« 180/2-8
^5/2.8 ..........93.« 200/5 „J
35/2.8 SH „„279.45 300/4.5 l
35/2 ............189.45 400/6.3
50/3.5M .....134.45 600/6.5
50/1.8 .........  59.45 1000/11

80/4 Auto Macro f/Bellows

.....118.45__ 79.«
.... 134.45
.... 134.45
..... 369.«
..... 169.«
„.„„279.« 

.707,45 J 
„854.45’

... 1039.45
224.«

135/4.5 Auto Macro f/Bellows 214.45 

[OLYMPUS ACTION" !445i
35-70/3.6 Auto Zuiko .........236.45
35-70/4.0 ............................... 164.45
75-150/4 Auto Zuiko .........163.45
85-250/5 Auto Z uiko...........379.45
New Olympus 2X Tete ...... 124.45
OM Winder t r  ...................................  79 .45
OM Motor Drive 1 .................... .. , .2 79 .45
3 1 0  F lash  .....................................   7 9 .4 “
It -20 F lash . 
T-:i2- Flash

Connector £ 3  < 
TTL Cord T «

$.45

46.45
89.45

. 18 .45  
íM & 4 § £  

8.4B

,6M 14.45

Grip Strap f / Bounce Grip or Winder 13 .45
i î.^hltiemineeter.
| f  C rip Cord
__p Strap f / I
Zoom Adapter 
Ultra W,A. Attm’t. . . 
Color F ilte r  S e t .
T 10 Ring Flash 1 . . .  
T  Power Control 1 , ,  . 6v  Power Pack 2 . . . .  
T  Ring F i lte r  Pol. ; 
Varl Magni F inder . . . 
OM Pocusingr Screens e 
Recordataback 2 . . . . . 
New Recordataback 3 

w /Q uartz Clock , . . 
New OM ‘........... ■; 14. !

, 16 .45 
.1 2 4 .4 5

84.45 
. 31.45

------  OM T e lesc o p i Anto T l
From 65mm - 116mm. . 

OM Handy Copy Stand , . .  .
OM Copy S t a n d .......................
Lighting Set f/Copy Stand >!
OM A Bellow:
OM Focusing Bail . . . . .
OM Double Cable R e le a s e ..........
OM Slide Copier . . . . . . . . . ____
PEN F to OM Adapt..........................
OM Campt, Case S .........................
OM Compt- Ä s e  M .........................
OM Compt. Case L .........................
AII other Accessories
Deluxe Shade or F i l t e r s ...............
Zoom Slide Duplicator . . . . . . . .
Variable Close-up Lens ...............
3  Lens Close-up Set w /C ase  , . . 
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Lessons 
in Light

Two techniques in studio still life

■ o the beginner, studio photography is a formidable 
unknown, a chaos of stands and lights and bounce 
boards and clamps and other paraphernalia in com

plicated and expensive setups. But the principles of light
ing are basic, and much cén be done with a minimum of 
studio tools. Good lighting depends, for the mostpart, on 
practice—and the courage to make mistakes. To start, it 
makes sense to master a number of standard techniques. 
Practice in basic setups provides the photographer with a 
problem-solving bag of tricks and helps build the confi
dence and mechanical skills necessary to develop a 
singular and unique lighting style. Here we offer two 
standard lightings: the single backlight and lighting for 
translucent objects. Both desen/e a place in the reper
toire of the serious photographer.

SINGLE BACKLIGHT
Many photographers habitually rely on at least two, and 
sometimes as many as four, separate light sources for a 
single photograph. In some specialized circumstances a 
multitude of lights may be indispensible. but one of the 
most versatile and flattering lights of all—a light that is rela
tively easy to produce arid appropriate in a wide variety of 

i|.|hdoor situations— is based on a single light used in con
junction with a few reflectors.

Properly handled, the light from a single lamp located 
behind the subject can bathe a person or an object in an 
exceptionally even, low-contrast light that is easily con
trolled and that gives consistently pleasing results. The 
technique seems complex at first glance, but is not d iffH  
cult to learn and is extraordinarily useful.

If you were to place a lamp above and behind a 
subject—that is, with the lamp facing the camera and the 
subject in between§$fhe outline of the subject would ap
pear bright, but the side of the subject facing the camera 
would appear dark. The net effect would be a silhouette 
surrounded by a rim of bright light (a “ rimlight").

If you were then to place reflectors so that they bounced 
light from the lamp onto the front of the subject, the silhou
ette would start to lighten up and fill in. As the intensity of

Reprinted from 25 Projects to Itriprdve'Your Photography by Tom Grill and Marti 
Scanlon. Copyright ,(§^981 by Radial Press, Inc. Published byAmphoto Books; a 
division of Watson-GuptfJTPublications
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Few indoor lighting setups give 
better results with less equipment 
than the single backlight setup 
shown here. Although this 
arrangement may at first glance 
seem elaborate, with only a little 
practice it can be easily mastered. 
The most important 
characteristics of a single 
backlight area sharp delineation 
of the subject against the 
background, and an exceptionally 
even light along the front of the 
subject. In addition, since the 
backlight casts a single shadow 
of the subject forward onto the 
foreground, backlit photographs 
usually have a feeling of depth. 
Notice in the above photograph 
how the various elements of the

setup are arranged. The light 
itself is located behind the 
background, and the background 
is positioned so that some direct 
light can fall on the subject. 
Reflectors on either side of the 
camera throw light onto the front 
of the subject and are bridged by 
a horizontal reflector which will' 
both reflect light and, when 
lowered into position, block direct 
light from entering the camera 
lens. If more reflected light were 
needed, a fourth reflector could 
be added beneath the lens.
If only à few photographic stands 
had been available, the cardboard 
reflectors could have been folded 
and placed directly on the table.



Unless the direct light coming 
from the light source is prevented 
from entering the camera lens, 
lens flare will result.
The easiest way to prevent lens 
flare is to position one of the 
reflectors so that it blocks direct 
light. When the reflector is 
positioned correctly, it will cast a 
noticeable shadow across the 
camera lens.
Backlight is a sophisticated 
lighting method that is as useful 
for portraits and other large 
subjects as it is for small still 
lifes like this.

the reflected light increased by making the reflectors larg
er or moving them closer to the subject, a point would 
eventually be reached where the reflected light falling on 
the front of the subject would be nearly as bright as the 
direct light illuminating the subject’s outline.

Such are the conditions in a properly established back
light. The effect is to have a subject illuminated very evenly 
by the large surface area of the reflectors, and outlined by 
a rimlight.

Positioning lamp and background. In order to make 
sure that the subject contrasts well against the back
ground, the backgroung snould bd darker inan ihe sub- 
jecT Therefore, the lamp should be located behind the 
"Background, and the background should be short enough 
so that ""the lamp can shine over tne oacKground's top 
eclge. Since the background will be farther from the re- 

Trectors than ihe subject, the background will appear com
paratively dark.

Positioning the subject. The nearer the subject to the 
background, the brighter the background will be and the 
more If will be in focus. The distance to place the subject 

l irii front of the background w llva ry  depending on condi
tions, but should be at least one foot.

Positioning the reflectors. Where the reflectors are lo- 
^  cated has a strong effect on the photograph. If the reflec-

| | | t f  tors encircle the subject (leaving only a gap through which
the camera can point), the light they throw will be very 
even, creating essentially no shadows or shading. This 
arrangement especially flattering for color portraits.

If reflectors on one side of the subject are farther away 
than the reflectors on the other side, a “modeling effect” 
occurs whereby some shading appears to define features 
of the subject. Often some modeling of the subject is 
desirable wit$ black-and-white film, since without the tonal 
variations contributed by color, black-and-white photo
graphs can appear “ flat1' if Be light is very even.

The effect produced by the reflectors depends also on 
their size. The larger they are, the more even the light they 
produce, and the greater its intensity.

Preventing lens flare. Because the light source is 
pointed directly at the camera lens, lens flare must be pre
vented or the photograph will suffer from greatly lowered 
contrast (see photo). The easiest wdy to prevent lens flare 
is to bridge the gap between the reflectors on the right 
and left sides of the subject with a horizontal reflective 
sheet, which both blocks (“gobos” ) direct light from enter
ing the lens and throws additional light on the subject. 
Simply look at the front of the camera to make sure that 
the shadow formed by the horizontal reflector (the “gobo” ) 
is falling across tne lensT —

Metering the s c 'e n e .The difference between the 
intensities of the direct light falling on the back of the sub
ject and the reflected light falling on the front of the sub
ject is critical, and usually should be no more than one f- 
stop with color film and two f-stops with black-and-white. 
~ You should take two incident feadfrigsj both While hold
ing the meter as close to the subject as possible. Take one 
reading with the meter pointing directly at the lamps, the 
other with the meter pointing directly at the front reflectors 
(be sure no direct light enters the meter). Take the photo-
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Lens flare causes a loss in 
contrast.
In this photograph, the “gobo” 
was in the wrong position and 
light directly entering the lens 
ruined the backlight effect. Notice 
how the range of contrast in the 
scene has diminished 
substantially.

If the difference between the 
intensity of the rimlight is too 
much greater than that of the 
reflected light, contrast will be too 
extreme and detail will be lost. 
This photograph could have been 
saved by using larger reflectors, 
moving them in closer to the 
subject, by raising the height of 
the light source above the floor|';i 
or by a combination of all three. 
Had the photograph been 
exposed to give a proper 
exposure of the fruit, all detail 
would have been lost in the 
rimlight areas and in the 
foreground.



A photograph of glassware is really a 
photograph of the background. To take the 
photograph above, the glasses were lined 
up on a sheet of black Plexiglas In front 
of a sheet of white cardboard. Light 
shining on the sheet passes through 
the glasses and is bent on its way to 
the camera producing the highlights and 
shadows that form the image.
The Plexiglas reflects the whiteness of the 
wall and appears gray. The Plexiglas forms 
a single-image reflection of the glasses, 
unlike a mirror, which would form a 
double-image reflection.
Stray reflections ill the glassware would 
have spoiled the photograph.

graph using the exposure setting you obtained bv reading 
off of the reflectors.

To adjust the relative intensities, you can raise or lower 
the lamp or change the position of the reflectors. Moving 
the lamp has less effect on the intensity of the reflected 
light than on the intensity of the direct light, while moving 
the reflectors affects the intensity of the reflected light only.

The single backlight setup requires some experimenta
tion, and no two setups are ever exactly the same. How
ever, the procedure followed in taking the photographs on 
these pages is typical., •

First, the task was to establish the subject’s relationship 
to the background. Because the subject was small, the 
background could be close. Second, the light was set up 
to provide the degree of rimlight desired. Third, the re
flectors were setHn place. Fourth, the gobo was posi
tioned to eliminate lens flare. Finally, light readings were 
taken, and adjustments were made in' the position of re- 

Blectors and light source for proper light balance.
Practice project. A little practice with this basic lighting 

technique can be enlightening. Set up and photograph a 
simple still life illuminated by a single backlight. Use both 
color film and black and white. With each film, take a se
ries of exposures. In the first exposure, arrange the re
flectors so that the difference between the direct reading 
and the reflected reading equals one-half f-stop. In each 
succeeding exposure, move the reflectors sufficiently far
ther from the subject to increase the meter reading differ
ence by one-half f-stop, until you have covered the entire 
range of meter reading differences from one-half f-stop to 

Hour f-stops inclusiveijn some frames, remove the gobo to 
see the effects of lens flare. With the black-and-white film, 
expose enough frames with reflectors at unequal dis
tances from the subject to gain a feel for the effect of 
reflector distances on how well the subject is modeled.

When you have your results in hand, select the frames 
that show ||e  best balance between the rimlight and the 
reflected light. As a guideline, remember that the rimlight 
should not be so overexposed that detail is lost. For later 
reference record the exposure differences that appea||o 
you to give the best results.

TRANSLUCENT SUBJECTS
fe e  way an item reacts to light depends on the materials 
from which the item is constructed. To be skilled in pho
tography reqpjres that a photographer be aware of, and 
pay attention to, how all of the items in a scene respond to 
light. However, since most items photographers encount
er are opaque and not especially shiny, they often ignore 
the effects of variations in materials and apply standard 
techniques to subjects that do not interact with light in 
standard ways.

Glass is a classic example of a material that reacts with 
light in an unusual manner. The notable characteristic of 
glass is that it passes light, hot that it reflects light. The 
key to photographing glassware is to photograph not the 
item, but the light shining through it.

When you photograph a glass object, you are really
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If the background is dark, some means is 
necessary for directing light through the 
glassware.
In the photographs on these two pages, the 
light source is located above the mug. In 
the photograph at far right, only the 
head of the beer is clearly defined.
A sheet of paper placed behind the mug 
and angled upward reflects the light 
through the mug and into the camera (see 
photo above). As a result, the mug and its 
contents become illuminated effectively. 
The black background is produced by 
using black velvet. While black paper or 
cardboard reflects enough light to appear 
gray in a photograph, the texture of the 
velvet traps all light, producing the jet- 
black color present here.



taking à photograph of the background located behind 
the glass. In the process of passing through the glass, the 
light originating from the background is bent by the curves 
and irregularities in the glass and produces the image of 
the glass on the film'. You focus your camera on the glass, 
but it is'tfje background light that forms the image.

The background should be light enough in color to 
throw light through the item ot glassware anfgnto the cam
era'. Even black backgrounds are possible with the use of 
a technique often used by commercial photographers. By 
placing a small sheet of white cardboard immediately be
hind the item and slanting the cardboard upward at a 45- 
dearee anale, light sliming down on the item trom above 
will be reflected'through the glass into the camera. The 
size and exact position of thè reflector must be deter
mined by trial and erropbut the technique permits the 
glassware to be illuminated against black.

Reflections. Glass reflects as well as transmits light, but 
generally reflections «glassware constitùte a distraction. 
The items producing the reflection are often identifiable or 
confusing, and the presence of the reflection usually ob
structs the light passing through the glass, which other
wise would reveal the structure of the glass item. A single, 
unidentifiable reflected highlight on one side of an item of 
glassware canSelp convey its three-dimensional form, but 
otherwise you should eliminate reflections by covering the 
source of the reflections.

For the sample photographs shown here, all room lights 
were turned off and light-colored objects were covered 
with black c io t t o  eliminate reflections. The light shining 
on the background in some of the photographs was locat
ed under the table on which the glasses were placed.

In the photograph of the glasses it was, necessary to 
place sheets of black cardboard on both sides of the 
glasses but immediately outside the frame of the photo
graph in such a way that the missing sections of outline 
were delineated. The exact positioj|of the cardboard was 
determined by experimentation.

In the mug photographs, the shape and position of the 
reflector behindftié mug also was determined by trial and 
error until the entire mug was illuminated without any of 
the paper showing.

Metering. Spice the subject of a glassware photograph 
is really the background, you should take your lighwead- 
ings off of the background rather than off the item of glass
ware itself, p lu s , if the background is a sunset, you should 
set your camera for a correct exposure of the sunset . If the 
background is a surface witgllight falling on it, you need to 
expose for that surface.

Practice project. So practice this technique, photo
graph an item of glassware against both a light back
ground and a dark backgroundHlIuminate the item in 
some photographs from the front, and in others .from the 
back. Make sure that the item is defined by the light.

Evaluate youlresu lts in terms of how thoroughly you 
were able to eliminate all reflections in the backlit; photo
graphs. Also, check to see that, the outline of the item 
clearly contrasts with the background.

For an advanced project, photograph a glass contain
in g  wine held in a hand, witlya sunset as background.
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New hand-held units measure flash as well as ambient light

The current trend in hand-held meter
ing is a dual-purpose meter that is, 
first of all an ambient light meter that 
can also measure bursts of elec
tronic flash without attachments. 
(Flash meters that measure ambient 
light have low ambient sensitivity and/ 
or are limited in operation.)

There are three dual-purpose me
ters now available: the Gossan Luna- 
Pro F and two of the Vivitar LX series, 
the 260LX and 230LX. All three me
ters have an ambient low end sensi
tivity of - 2  EV at ASA 100. In the flash 
mode, all three are sensitive enough 
to give a reading of f/2 at A$A 100. 
The Luna Pro F reads flash only in a 
cordless mode, but it does yield 
either single or cumulative flash read
ings. Both the Vivitar 230LX and 
260LX have both cord and cordless 
modes and give single or cumulative 
flash readings.

The Luna Pro F is a scaled-down 
version of the Luna Pro SBC. The F 
has a silicon blue cell and employs 
the null method of measurement used 
with the Luna Pro SBC. The null meth
od, for those who do not know how it 
operates, uses only one position, the 
null point, for all readings at all light 
levels. Conventional meters use vari
ous points along a full-length scale. 
With the null method, the meter 
needle is connected to the computer 
dial: you position the meter to take the 
reading you want, press the metering
56

Ambient light exposure by window light 
was 1 second at fl8 on Agfapan Vario 
XL film rated at ASA 400.

button on the left-hand side and then; 
turn the computer dial until the needle 
ïs ;at the null, or center point, on the 
scale. Then you simply select the 
shutter and aperture combination you 
wish to use. When taking a reading, 
you do not have to hold the metering 
button in to null the needle, for the 
meter stores the reading for 90 sec
onds before shutting itself off.

On either side of the null position 
plus and minus 3 EV are marked in 
one-third stop increments. Among

Flash exposure on same film was at 
f/13.5. Both photos were metered by 
Vivitar 260LX, shot with Hasselblad.

other things, the +3 EV is used to 
make scene brightness Seasure- 
ments and for zone system applica
tions. The F calculator dial includes a 
zone system scale that can be used 
either alone with a single null reading 
or with the needle scale.

Ambient or flash modes are se
lected by a red push button located 
just behind the metering button. In 
the down position the meter is set for 
ambient light, while in the up position 
it is set to measure the short bursts of
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By Norman Goldberg and Michele A. Frank

Olympus OM-2n
No. 609472

Cam era Type: 35-mm aperture-pre? 
ferred auto-exposure SLR

Normal Lens: 50-mm Zuiko f/1 .4; 55- 
mmf/1.2, 50-mm f/1.8 and 50-mm f/3.5  
macro also available

Shutter: Electronically governed, hori-

zontally traveling cloth focal-plane with 
stepless speeds from 120 to 1 / 1 ,000 
sec in auto mode, 1 to 1/1,000 in manu
al, plus B

Viewfinder: Fixed, eye-level type with 
interchangeable focusing screens; stan
dard screen has central rangefinder spot 
surrounded by m icroprism  ring on 
groundglass-fresnel field; single moving 
needle for proper exposure indication 
when used in manual mode, on auto 
needle indicates shutter speed selected 
over range of 1-1/1,000 sec; overexpo
sure warning and single LED indicating 
full flash charge and correct exposure 
when used with Olympus T20 electronic 
flash unit; exposure-compensation warn
ing flag

Exposure Meter: Through-lens, full-ap
erture reading off film plane during expo
sure, using twin silicon cells when cam
era is set in auto mode; on manual, cam
era uses two CdS cells located in finder; 
EV range ASA 100 with f / 1.2 lens— EV 
-6.5 to 18 in auto mode, ASA film-speed 
range, 12-1,600; auto/manual/off/bat- 
tery-check-mirror reset switch; metering 
system uses two 1.5-volt S-76 batteries 
or equivalent

Flash Synch: Detachable hot shoe and 
single switchable X and FP PC terminal, 

'X at 1 /60, FP at 1/60 or faster, M class 
bulbs at 1/30 sec or slower

Film Loading: Conventional via swing- 
open back

Film Transport: Racheted, single^or 
multi stroke 150-degree wind stroke with 
30-degree standoff

Film Counter: Additive, auto-reset

O ther fea tu res : Variable self-timer, 
depth-of-field preview button on lenses; 
plus/minus 2 EV exposure compensa
tion, removable camera back; contact 
for Recordata Back built into camera; 
memo holder

Weight: 762.5 g (27.23 oz.)

Dimensions: L;, 140 mm (5.6 in.); H., 88 
mm (3.5 in.); D., 91.9 (3,7 in.)

Price: $672 with 50-mm f/1.4.

D istributor: Olympus Camera Corp., 
145 Crossways Park, W., Woodbury, 
NY. 11797

F ie ld  C h eek
By Bruce Poli

I  looked forward to taking the new Olympus OM-2n  into 
the field. It is, by my reckoning, the great-great-grandson of 
the Pen F—the compact SLR that started the whole trend 
that is so strong today. From the first, the Olympus SLRs 
have been small, light-weight, and backed by a wide choice 
of lenses, and the OM-2n  carries on this tradition.

I was able to use the camera with 85-mm and 28-mm 
lenses as well as the 50-mm normal lens. I found the rubber
ized focusing rings of the lenses easy to grip and turn. And, 
almost without exception, the other controls are unambigu
ous, accessible, and easy to master quickly.

The OM-2n is an aperture-preferred automatic camera 
with speeds from 1/1,000 sec to two full minutes provided 
automatically plus, of course, a “B” setting for very long 
exposures. On manual, the shutter-speed settings are from 1 
to 1/1,000 sec.

There is an exposure-compensation dial on top of the 
camera body that allows for two full stops of under- and 
overexposure. I found it easy to set quickly for corrective 
measures when unusual lighting (sunlit snow scenes, back-

P.C. outlet “A ” has switch for X  or FP synch. When master 
control switch is set to “manual, ” shutter speeds are selected by 
rotating shutter-speed-setting ring using finger grips “B ”. Lens is 
removed by pressing bayonet latch release “C”, turning lens 1/ s 
turn counterclockwise. Self-timer is cocked with lever “D ”, re
leased with small lever hidden by top o f “D ”. Counterclockwise 
twist o f ridged button “E ” permits film rewind, multi-exposures. 
Dial “F ” is lifted, then turned to select film-speed setting. It also 
serves as exposure-bias setting. Hot shoe is separate, mounts 
atop prism ridge through threaded connector “G ”.
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(continued)

lighted portraits, etc.) m ight tend to 
fool the built-in metering. The dial is 
divided into click stops for each 1/3 f- 
stop and also serves for setting ASA 
speeds from 12 to 1,600.

Lens-changing proved to be quick; 
the bayonet-m ount Olympus lenses 
loek in with a 70-degree clockwise turn. 
Removal is equally simple: depress the 
release button on the side of the lens- 
mount ring and turn the lens counter
clockwise (as the camera faces you). 
The lens-release button is easy to press 
except when aligned with the shutter- 
speed-dial grip. However, this happens 
only at slower shutter speeds, so that 
you needn’t w orry about d ifficulty  
when changing lenses for-spontaneous, 
fast-shutter-speed, hand-held shots.

I found tha t both the lens-release 
button and the shutter-speed grip are 
best handled with the thumb.

Another button, this one for depth- 
of-field preview, is also found on the 
lens-mount ring. Pressing this as you 
use the viewfinder shows an approxima
tion of the depth of field at the stop to 
be used as it will appear in the photo.

I should also tell you about the OM- 
2 n ’ s provision for shutter-speed setting. 
Whereas most cameras have a trad i
tional topside dial to set speeds, Olym
pus provides a shutter speed “ ring’’ 
around the base of the lens flange. In 
manual mode, shutter speeds are set

here. On ‘‘autom atic,” of course, the 
camera sets the proper speed for the ap
ertu re  used no m atte r w hat sh u tte r 
speed has been set on the ring.

On the shutter-speed ring, speeds 
from “ B” to  1/60 sec are m arked in 
blue. This is a visual rem inder th a t 
those speeds are “dangerous” (possible 
camera-shake) for hand-held exposures 
but all right for electronic-flash or tri- 
pod-held exposures. In the viewfinder, 
the blue range ends at 1/30 sec.

But despite the unusual location of 
the shutter-speed control, in using the 
OM-2n  I came to prefer  th is way of 
working. I found it easier and faster to 
turn the ring than to grope up on the 
top deck for a dial. However, it takes 
some getting used to. Several times I 
reached for the dial on top (as other 
cameras had taught me to do) but on 
the OM-2n , the dial is for exposure- 
compensation setting. In a week or so, 
though, my conditioned reflex led me to 
the metal ring behind the lens.

The master-control switch* which is 
very simple and positive to use, has four 
positions: “manual,” “auto,” ‘‘off,” and 
“check-reset.” When used with auto
matic exposure, the lever is turned to 
“auto” and the viewfinder displays the 
complete shutter-speed scale just at the 
left of the p icture area. U nder- and 
overexposure marks and the meter nee
dle are shown as well. You sim ply

choose the aperture setting and shoot.
In “manual,” the shutter speeds dis

appear, since you are choosing a speed 
manually, and the exposure-meter in
dex area alone remains in view.

You simply choose either aperture or 
shutter speed, set it, and then adjust the 
other exposure com ponent until the 
needle in the vie\vfinder is centered be
tween the two black triangles of the ex
posure meter index.

A plus sign at the top and a minus 
sign at the bottom of the index show 
the limits between which the proper ap
erture or shutter speed can be set for a 
specific lighting condition and still'pro
duce a technically proper exposure.

The “check” position is for testing 
the batteries’ condition. When there is 
enough energy, the red battery-check 
lamp on the back of the camera will 
light; it flashes when the two 1.5-volt 
silver-oxide batteries are weak and re
mains dark when they are dead. In the 
“off ’ setting, nothing appears, since the 
meter is off.

Even with the switch at “ off,” the 
OM-2n  meter works automatically as 
the shutter is released for pictures at 
normal light level. Shutter speeds will 
be selected automatically—but only for 
1/30 sec or shorter exposures to avoid 
battery drain. This makes it possible to 
get one of those split-second, there-and- 
gone shots, even though you forget to

Button “A ” must be pushed to set shutter to B. Button “B ”, on 
lens, provides manual stop-down to check depth o f field. Motor- 
coupling cover “C” is stored in recess in motor. Two S-76-type 
batteries are under cover “D ”. Note memo-holding frame on 
back and LED battery-check to left o f eyepiece.

Twin silicon photocells “A ” on mirror-chamber floor read light 
reflected from film aperture when mirror rises, then monitors ex
posure until mirror returns. Contact “B ” is for special data back. 
Battery test LED ‘V ” ignites when master-control switch above 
it is pushed forward.
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switch the idle camera to “auto” as you 
bring it quickly to your eye for that 
once-in-a-lifetime picture opportunity.

The OM-2n ’s ASA film-speed dial 
handles settings from  12 to 1,600, 
which would seem to take care of most 
of today’s needs nicely—push-process
ing high-speed films, both black-and- 
white and color, seemed right on.

All three lenses produced sharp im
ages with plenty of good detail. The 
viewfinder image is clear and clean, and 
I could notice no visible aberrations; 
However, the designers have allowed 
the shutter-speed scale and exposure- 
level index to intrude into the picture 
area of the viewscreen. This rates a de
merit from me. There shouldn’t be any
thing but picture in the picture area, as 
far as I ’m concerned.

Also seen in the finder is a small 
warning flag which appears when the

exposure-bias dial is set to any position 
other than its null point. There is also a 
single LED located to the top left out of 
the picture area above the 1,000-sec in
dication. The LED  lights when the 
cam era is used w ith O lym pus’s T20 
flash unit to signify that the flash has 
recycled. Its second use is to inform the 
user that enough light has been sup
plied by the flash/aperture combination 
for proper exposure—this it does by 
blinking very rapidly after the picture 
has been taken. A handy LED, this one.

The standard factory-supplied focus
ing screen is the fam iliar m atte-type 
with split-image center and surround
ing microprism doughnut. I found it to 
be satisfactory, although Olympus pro
vides 13 o ther types o f screens with 
varying special characteristics to meet 
special needs. You can even do the in
terchanging yourself.

Meter-sensitivity pattern
Center-bottomweighted

Speaking of viewscieens, no one type 
is of any use if the t e r r o r  locks up, 
blacking out this screen. This can and 
did happen while I was using the cam
era. In this case, it was due to dead bat
teries. Another less likely cause is the 
advancing of the film while a longish 
exposure is being made.

The de- /continued on page 255

Exposure System Vibration and Noise
EV E RRO R: Top figu res  are  p re -to rtu re , low  figures p ost-to rture .

A S A 2 5 100 400
BLV 10 15 10 " 1 5 5  - 10 15

1.4 :: ±0.4  '• 
+0.3

+ Ö.8 
+0.8

+ 0.6 
¡§ -0 .5

^H-0.8 
+ 0.8

+0.8
+0.8

+ 1.1 
+ 1.3

2.0
±0.0

+ 0.4 + 0.3 
+ 0.3

jji+ ê .5
¡¡¡-0 .5

+0.3 
+ 0.3

+.0.8 : 
+ 0.9

2.8 +0.3
±0.0

+0.3
l l M ÿ

+0,5
+0.8

+ 0.3

m m
+ 0.3,: 
+ 0.3

+ 0.4 
+ 0-1

+0.5
+0.4

4 + 0.3 
±0.1

+0.3 +0.4
+0,5

+ 0 3  
+ 0.1

h u i + 0.3 
+ 0.1

+ 0.3 
+ 0.3

5.6 + 0.5 
+0.3

+0.3
+0.3

+ 0.3 
+ 0.3

¡g+0.3
E l

+ 0.3 ^ + 0 :5
§1+0,8

+0.3 
+ 0.3

+ 0.3 
+ 0.3

8 +0.4 
+ 0.3

+0.1 
+ 0.1

+ 0.3 
+ 0.3

1 +0.1 
S;±0.O B U M

f^ -0 .4
I B I

+ 0.3 
+ 0.3

+ 0.4 
+ 0.1

11 +0.3 
+ 0.4

±0.0  
; ±o.o

+ 0.3 
+ 0.3

M o X

M m -

W ÿ m
±0.0

+ 0.3 + 0.4 
+0.1

+ 0.3 
+ 0.1

+0.6
+0.0

16 ±0.0
+0.5

-0 .3
-0 .3

+0.3 
+ 0.3

jg jio .o  ' ^0 .3  
1 -0,1

v ^ 0 .3
Q |

+ 0.3 
+ 0.1

±0.0
±0.0

Ì & 0 4
+0.8

B lank spaces show lim its  of ca m e ra ’s dynam ic range and /o r va lues tested-: 
BLV i-scene lum inance  = EV @  A SA 100. ANSI to lerances: ± 0 .5  EV.

Shutter Performance
Shutter speed-

8 4 2 1 2 4 8 1^15 30 60 125 250 500 1000 2000

Suggested ANSI (formerly ASA) shutter-accuracy standards are shown by shad
ed area. Higher speeds have more tolerance.

NOISE LEVEL

Pre-torture

Post-torture

■ _  Average for 
cameras of this type 
tested to date.

•  Camera under test.

Bars represent 
minimum and 
maximum readings 
for all cameras of 
this type tested to date.

Noise and vibration standards do not exist, but relative levels 
become evident when values for several cameras are compared.

Miscellaneous Data
FUNCTION PRE-TORTURE POST-TORTURE

Shutter trip :
Shutter travel: 
Self-tim er:

Minimum:
Maximum:

Viewfinder:
Fram ing accuracy: 

Synchronization: 
Electronic flash:

200 grams 
2.0 mm

3.5 sec 
14.5 sec

OK

0.0 msec (a 1/60

200 grams 
2.0 mm

3 .5  sec 
14.5 sec

OK;

0,0 msec # 1 /6 0
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L a b
R e p o r t

(continued)

Stripdown Report
Interior Exterior

Material choice: Good Good Seal against dirt: Poor/Fair
Assembly, Finish: Good Good Repair access: Good/Fair
Do frequently made adjustments require major stripdown? A/o 

Modular construction? Partly Replace key parts easily? Most

Surprisingly few electronic components are used in the OM-2n , many of whose func
tions are electronically governed. Camera employs uncommon construction, mini
mum number o f parts—most of which are skeletonized for minima! weight.

§  ince it uses four photocells in its 
unique metering system, and an elec
tronically  governed shu tter th a t re
sponds to manual and automatic-expo
sure system  com m ands, you w ould 
th in k  th a t  th e  O M -2 n w o u ld  be 
crammed full of electronic devices. Not 
so; it has a surprisingly small number of 
such components, being at heart a mas
terpiece of mechanical compactness.

The electronic guidance of the shut
ter speeds, the exposure determinations 
made from image-forming light reflect
ed from the film, and the communica
tion between the camera and its flash 
units have been accomplished with very 
few electronic components, compared 
to similar cameras.

It is constructed like no other camera 
(except the OM-1), and seems to have 
been inspired by the credo of getting 
much from little. W herever possible 
parts have been “skeletonized” (remov
al of material except where weakness 
would re- /continued on page 192

Noise and vibration reduction measures in 
O M -2 n ’s  mirror box include circled regions 
containing resilient cushions a t im pact 
points on one side o f box. Other side has 
pneumatic cylinder coupled to mirror oper
ating lever through p/astic-tipped spring- 
wire (arrow). Cylinder damps mirror action 
in both directions.
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Lens Performance
G. Zuiko Auto-S 50-mm f/1 .4  Ser. No. 677156

Dimensions: O.D. 60.5 mm (2.38 in.), L. 40 mm (1.57 in.) Weight: 230 g (8.05 oz.) Filter size: 49 mm 
Close working limit: 353 mm (13.89 in.) Close limit field size: 164x250 mm (6.45x9.84 in.)
Focal length: Marked: 50 mm Measured: 52.00 mm f-number: Marked: f/1 .4 Measured: M 1.53 T-number: T-1.65

Aberration 1/3 out 2/3 out Far edge Notes
Coma 2.8 4 5.6 Critical

f-stopsAstigmatism 2 1.4 1.4
Lat chrom. None None None
Long, chrom. blue— red = 0.07 mm Focus

shiftSpherical f/1.4—f/4 = + 0.03 mm
Distortion Moderate barrel
Vignetting None beyond f/3.5
Centering Slightly off

Zuiko MC Aufo-W 28-mm f/2 .0  Ser. No. 115614

Dimensions: O.D. 60.0 mm (2.36 in.), L. 43.5 mm (1.71 in.) Weight: 249 g (8.71 oz.) Filter size: 49 mm 
Close working limit: 199 mm (7.83 in.) Close limit field size: 177x269 mm (6.96x10.59 in.)
Focal length: Marked: 28 mm Measured: 28.54 mm f-number: Marked: f/2  Measured: f/2.04 T-number: T-2.15

Aberration 1/3 out 2/3 out Far edge Notes
Coma 3.5 3.5 5.6 Critical

f-stopsAstigmatism 2 2 5.6
Lat. chrom. Very slight Slight Moderate

Long, chrom. blue— red §§0.07 mm Focus
shiftSpherical f/2—f/5.6 =' +0 .04  mm

Distortion Moderate barrel

Vignetting None beyond f/4.5
Centering Near-perfect

Zuiko MC AutOrT 85-mm f/2 .0  Ser. No. 117235

Dimensions: O.D. 60.0 mm (2.36 in.), L. 48.0 mm (1.89 in.) Weight: 264 g (9.24 oz.) Filter size: 49 mm 
Close working limit: 730 mm (28.74 in.) Close limit field size: 186x279 mm (7.32x10.98 in.)
Focal length: Marked: 85 mm Measured: 85.61 mm f-number: Marked: f/2 .0 Measured: f/2.09 T-number: T-2.20

Aberration 1/3 out 2/3 out Far edge Notes
Coma 2.8 2.8 4 Critical

f-stopsAstigmatism 2 4
Lat. chrom. None Slight Moderate
Long, chrom. blue— red = 0.10 mm Focus

shiftSpherical f/2—f/5.6 = H- 0.02 mm
Distortion None
Vignetting None beyond f/3.5
Centering Perfect

Mechanical: Each lens uses an all-aluminum focusing heli
coid with twin parallel focusing guide arms. The auto-dia
phragm systems are strong, simple devices with shock-ab
sorbing resilient plastic bumpers.

Both the 28-mm f/2 and the 85-mm f/2 feature floating- 
element construction, where the spacing between certain

groups of elements changes during focusing. The change is 
pronounced in the 28-mm f/2, whose rear group, except for 
the last element, shifts. A more subtle shift occurs with the 
85-mm f/2, whose entire rear group shifts. In  each case the 
shift is continuous, and in step with the focusing action, but: 
at a different rate.
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Photography in the ’70s:
A West Coast View

Fred R. Parker of the Santa Barbara Mu
seum o f Art designed ‘Attitudes: Photog
raphy in the 1970s ” arouhd his philosophy 
that an exhibit o f such massive propor
tions should be unstructured to let images 
make their own statements, and to share 
with viewers his sense of discovery.

By Natalie Canavor

With scant fanfare and housed in 
an unlikely habitat, a regional 
museum that had previously possessed 

not a single photograph in its archives, 
one of the most ambitious shows re
cently assembled was presented this 
past summer in California.

Called Attitudes: Photography in the 
1970s and sponsored by the Santa Bar
bara Museum of A rt, the exhibit en
compassed virtually every contempo
rary current in fine-art photography 
with a dazzling array: nearly 500 indi
vidual works by about half that number 
of photographers. The assemblage was 
of special in terest not only because 
overall caliber was high, but for factors 
relating to its creation and presentation 
techniques.

The relative lack of publicity accom
panying Attitudes was directly related 
to finances, National attention is expen
sive and requires a considerable input 
of time and staff. This huge exhibit left 
no available resource unused for its 
mere existence.

On the curatorial side, Attitudes was
Michael Bums, 1978
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Stripdown: Olympus
continued from page132

suit, for the purpose of weight reduc
tion). Gears and levers have thin pro
files, but are heat-treated for toughness 
and wear-resistance.

In a space just big enough for two 
shirt buttons the shutter’s gear-stack is 
poised on twin rows of ball bearings. 
This region typifies the entire camera: 
crowded but uncluttered.

Large sections of the camera can be 
uncovered easily for servicing, while 
other sections seem devilishly contrived 
to make access difficult and time-con
suming. Most of the camera’s “vital or
gans” are under the floor of the mirror 
box. Here we find the main circuit 
board, containing such things as inte
grated circuit devices, discrete resistor 
array for manual shutter-speed selec
tion, whisker-like gold-plated switch el
ements, five potentiometers for adjust
ing all of the electronic functions, and 
two silicon photocells, each in a tiny 
housing with a lens in front.

The housings are angled to point the 
lenses toward the center of the film ap
erture because these are the photocells 
that detect the light reflected from the 
film during the actual exposure. It is, in 
truth, a real-time exposure monitoring 
and determination system.

Since the exposure times selected by 
the camera’s auto-exposure system are 
determined just as the mirror rises (be
fore the film is exposed), the first shut
ter curtain has a dappled, computer

generated white-on-black pattern that 
simulates the average reflectance of a 
broad variety of film surfaces. This 
then, is what the photocells look at un
til the film itself is uncovered by the 
curtain.

For brief exposure times the curtain 
is the only thing they will see. Long ex
posure times find the film fully uncov
ered by the shutter and the photocells 
read the light being reflected from the 
film itself.

If, during a long exposure, the light 
suddenly increases or decreases, the 
photocells detect it and the exposure 
time is regulated appropriately. This 
means that the OM-2n has no exposure 
memory system that can be fooled by a 
sudden change in light level.

The left-hand silicon photocell has a 
small LED tucked into the bottom of 
its housing, out of its field of view of the 
film aperture, but situated to spill some 
of its light onto the photocell’s surface. 
The LED is ignited automatically after 
the longest auto-exposure time elapses 
(2.73 minutes on this sample), and it’s 
the tiny burst of light from the LED on 
the photocell that terminates the expo
sure by de-energizing the electromagnet 
that traps the closing curtain. The same 
LED is ignited to clear any jam caused 
if film is inadvertently advanced while 
the shutter is open, or a battery is re
placed while the camera is midcycle in 
its shutter operation.

In addition to the two silicon photo
cells reading the light reflected from the 
film aperture, there are two CdS photo-

Arrows point to all four photocells used in 
OM-2N. Cells straddling finder eyepiece 
are CdS. Cells on circuit board are silicon. 
LED “A " peeks into housing of cell, blinks 
on to trigger dose o f shutter at end of ul- 
tralong exposure and reset camera cycle 
after battery change. Fine bare wires are 
gold-plated switch elements. Five poten
tiometers on board provide adjustments.

cells: one on either side of the finder’s 
eyepiece. These cells read the light com
ing through the viewscreen; thus, they 
get blinded when the mirror rises. Their 
job is to guide the user in setting the 
exposure when the m aste r c o n tro l 
switch is set to “auto.”

This switch has two other positions: 
‘‘o f f ’ and “check-reset.” In the “o f f ’ 
position that battery circuit is open, but ! 
only until the shu tter is tripped. As 
soon as the mirror rises, the silicon pho
tocells begin to register how much light 
they see on the first curtain. The expo
sure is then autom atically regulated 
through a shutter speed range of 1/30 
through 1/1,000 sec. In other words, 
the camera provides normal aperture- 
priority auto-exposure operation, even 
when turned off, but only for exposure 
times of 1/30 sec and shorter.

This has obvious advantages for elim
inating a battery-draining ultralong ex
posure if the cam era is accidentally 
tripped while in a gadget bag and to as
sure it’s ready for abrupt use under av
erage outdoor daylight conditions, even 
when turned off.

The “check-reset” switch position is 
a momentary setting, having a strong 
spring-return. When pushed to this po
sition, the switch causes both the bat
tery test LED and the silicon photocell 
LED, described earlier, to ignite.

A th ird  LED , tucked against the 
edge of the pentaprism, glows when the 
OM-2n ’s special flash units are ready to 
fire. It flickers when the flash exposure 
just made is correct, or goes out to indi- 

continued on page 196

View looking down into camera with front plate removed. Computer-generated speckled 
pattern on first shutter curtain simulates reflectance o f average film surface. Silicon 
photocells “A ” read tight reflected from curtain for brief exposures, and from film during 
long exposures. Electromagnet “B ” traps dosing curtain, gets released when exposure 
is to be terminated. Shutter’s high-speed gear stack “C” is poised on twin rows o f ball 
bearings for minimizing friction.
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/ We use Kodak pctpei:̂  
Fora good look.

Does your 
photography 
Reserve more 
¡than a snap- 
shooter’s lab?

People who take pictures seem to be 
divided into two groups: snapshooters 
and photographers. This is an ad for 
photographers — people who take their 
photography seriously.

We want to be your lab.
When we become your lab, we 

assume you’re serious about your 
photography. If you weren’t, you’d 
probably be content to drop your 
processing off at the local drug store or 
caméra shop.

If you shoot 35mm or 120 color neg
atives or slides, you’re a better than 
average photographer. And you’re 
exactly what we’re looking for.

You get full service.
We’re a full service color lab. That 

means professional quality slide and 
negative film processing, automated 
and custom enlargements, finishing 
serv ices ,  i n t e r n e g a t iv e s ,  copy  
negatives, framing — the works.

Our technical people are the best. 
Our equipment is the most modern 
(including the incredible new Kodak 
MC-5 digital printers) in the industry.

Our materials are the finest and 
include Kodak’s tremendous new 2203 
"Type R" paper for printing directly

from your color slides.
For a complete listing of all of our 

services, ask for our FREE order and 
in format ion  packet.  Just call:  
(800) 426-6771 to request your copy. 
It’s a FREE call, so do it now.

You’re special. So here’s 
a special offer.

If your photography is good enough 
to be seen more than once, here’s an 
offer you’ll appreciate:

□Order 5 or more prints of the same 
size from one slide or negative and

deduct 20% off the regular low list 
price. Choose any size you want. 
For m ultip le  slide and negative 
orders, deduct 20% off our regular 
low list price for each group of 5 or 
more prints per slide or negative. 

Multiples of your best shots make great 
gifts. To hang on home and off ice walls, 
for friends, relatives, and associates.

Send us your order today. Hurry. 
This offer ends November 15,1979.

Jet Color Lab. We ta k e  your 
photography seriously. Because  
your do.

PRICES: Enlargements from 35mm or 120 color slides or negatives.
Ask for our FREE order and information packet for information on processing, framing 
and other services. Call FREE to (800) 426-6771.

SIZE
AUTOMATED

PRINT
ONLY

CUSTOM
PRINT
ONLY

MATTE
SPRAY

ADD

FLUSH
MOUNTING

ADD TEXTURE
3 1/2x 5 / 4 x 5 $.60 $4.75 +$.30 +$2.50 FREE
5x7/5x5 1.60 4.75 +.30 +2.50 FREE

8x10 2.50 6.75 +.30 +2.50 FREE
11x14 4.75 9.25 +.60 +2.50 FREE
16x20 10.95 18.25 +1.25 +4.50 FREE
20x24 14.95 22.00 +1.60 +5.50 FREE
20x30 19.95 26.00 +2.25 +6.50 FREE

PANO RAM IC PRINTS full-frame from your 35mm slides and negatives only
11x16 6.90 12.25 +1.25 +3.25 FREE
16x24 12.95 20.00 +1.60 +5.00 FREE

Use this order fo rm / 
coupon to save on 
quantity print orders!
Knock 20% off the regular low list price on 
quantity orders of 5 or more prints, same size 
from the same slide or negative.

CROPPING
□  Standard □  Full Frame 
TEXTURE: limit one per order)
□  Matte rom negatives only)

O GlOSSy (from  slides only)

□  Canvas □  Silk □  Pebble from slides only) 

Minimum order = $5.00
□  Send me the latest edition of your 
full color price list and order packet.
ORDERING INFORMATION: SHIPPING CHARGES - Maximum 
postage, domestic orders is $8.00 (no maximum on foreign 
orders). SPECIAL NOTE ON FOREIGN ORDERS - Postal 
regulations prohibit shipping mounted prints larger than 
20x24 inches. Enclose check or money order or complete the 
form and sign for VISA or MasterCharge orders. U.S. funds 

l i o r  exchange only No C.O.O.’s.

This order form must accompany order.
Size No. „MatteSpray Mount Total

Subtotal

Wash. res. add 5.3% sales tax. 

Add 10% for shipping 

Total enclosed; No C.O.D.’s

READ THIS NOTICE: All Jet Color Lab orders are given immediate 
attention by professional technicians who take the best possible 
care of your negatives and slides. Orders submitted are without 
warranty of any kind. In the event of breach of any warranty, our 
liability is limited to reprocessing and, if films, prints or negatives 
are lost or damaged, to replacement with a like amount of 
unexposed film. If Jet Color Lab has made an error in your order, 
please return the portion in question with the original instruct
ions, order form and slides or negatives, for our consideration 
withing 30 days. This offer may not be used in conjunction with 
any other offer or special and applies to mail order prices only. 
Cash value 1 /20th of one cent.

We take your
N, photography eeriouely. I

J V M o t o r U b  ■
P.0. Box 9777 •  Seattle, WA 98109 •  (206) 364-1208 !

OFFER ENOS NOVEMBER 15, 1979. |
■ a "

I
Charge

□  VISA □  MasterCharge

.MasterCharge Expiration^ 
4ilnterBank Number Date^ 

(above your name) Required

MO. ÿr:—

Signature — as it appears on credit card.

Name ...... ......... ........... o>
........... :..........£

Address .........../ '.....m°-
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GARDEN U N ID A
DARKROOM (ENTER

Concept Six 
Enlarger

Enlarger only 9 8 .50  
w /1  Lens Kit 119 .50  
w /2  Lens Kit 139 .95  

Chrom ega
C oncept Six ............. 214 .95
w /1  Lens Outfit . ..234 .50  
w /2  Lens Outfit . ..254 .50  

C hrom ega Color
Head w /P o w e r .. 134 .50

O m ega C-67XL .............. 54 .50
O m ega B66XL w /O n e

Lens Kit . ..........   172 .50
W /2 Lens Kit ...... < 1 9 6 .5 0

New! O m ega C700
w /1  Lens 1 .................1 3 4 .50

O m ega D2V.....................4 4 8 .0 0
Chrom ega D2 .............. 849 .00
D5 C ondenser Enlarg 529 .50  
O m ega CS-25 Auto . 1 9 9 . 5 0  
O m ega CS-50 Auto

w /1  Lens Kit ... . ..234 .00
OMEGA DARKROOM

ProLab .......  ........ .. .. 3 2 .50
Program  ............   3 7 .50
CS 50 Auto Control . 1 2 6 . 5 0
CS-25 Auto Control...... 75 .00
SCA 100 A nalyzer .......121 .50
In teg r a tin g .len s  .... ... 18 .50
SCA 300 D ig ita l......  574 .50
Program M odule .......; 32 .50
G ossen  Labosix 186 .50  
M icrom ega Critical

F ocuser .................   9 8 .50
O m ega Grain Focuaer 4 5 .00  
Chrom ega 100

Print Dr^bir , ..............  9 4 .5 0
OMEGA PROCESSORS

8x10 D r u m ...................... 9 .95
11x14 Drum ...................  14 .95
16X22 S im m a Drum .". 29 .95  
20x24 S im m a Drum .. 34 .75
F ilm /Print Drum .......... 18.50
Exc 90 C om parator ... 29 .50  
Sub*. C alculator II 13 .50

Saunders O m ega E asels: 
14x17 U niversal 55 .50
11x14 M aster .;........ 8 2 .50
Bl Kit for M aster .... 8 .95

8x10 B orderless .... 11.35  
11x14 B orderless I  17.50  
16x20 B orderless .. 4 6 .46  
8x10 print & repeat 153 .95  
Multi Print Easel .... 34 .50

Technal 500  Dry Mount
Press .......... 132 .50

Bogen X-35 w /le n s  .... 4 7 .5 0
B ogen 22-A 50 or 75

len s ..............   83 .50
B ogen 22-A 50 & 75  
v^lens ............   9 6 .50

B eseler
B eseler 23CII Enlarg. 197.50  
Dual Dichro Clr. Hd. 174 .50  
23CII 2 len s outfit . 263 .50
23C-XL   229 .50
B eseler  67C Condns

Enlarger .............K*£rl69.50
67 Color Head ...............123 .50
B eseler  45 MCX 488.50  
Std. Power Supply 36 .50
Stab  Power S up ..........  69 .50
Color Therm om eter .. 13 .50
8x1 0  Proc. Drum ......... 12.50
11x14 Proc. Drum .. . 19.95  
Motor B ase Agitator .. 32 .95
Deluxe Agitator .........  41 .95
35m m  N egatrans ...... 38 .50
PM1A ... ........   118 .50
PM2M   398 .50
PM2L Analyzer ............187 .50
PM2 Analyzer ...........  279 .50
PM3L Analyzer .....  288 .50
Polycontrast Filter S et 23 .50

I PHOTO COLOR II 16.50~|

NIKOR 6 x 7
6x7 C hasis ......................
Colorhead ....................
B&W Head ............ .......
N eg. Carriers . . . . . . .

BRUMBERGER PHOTO PAPER 
SAFETY CHESTS

8 .x  1 0 ............   3 2 .5 0
For 11" X 1 4 " ................  54 .50
NEW! LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL 
S am e fe a tu res  a s

above ..:...........    18.95,
NEW SOLIGOR PAPER SAFE 

8x10-—only on e sh e e t  
at a tim e . ... . .... 18 .95

11x15 Paper S afe  .....i 32 .50

( in i€ o lo r
Unidrum 8x10 ..............  11.95

11x14 ........... 2 2 .50
16x20 .....  ... 3 2 .50

Uniroller ...................   3 7 .50
Filmdrum .....    25 .95
35m m  Filmdrum R eels 2 .49
3x3 Filters ..................   11.95
6x6 Filters ..-...................  18 .50
Uni-Temp Therm ........'.... 6 .50
Protem p T herm om eter 9 .9 5

Total Color # 1  and # 2  
24 oz. 6 .45  96  q z . 14.50
M itchell D uocube ... .. 17 .50  
Mitchell Picture Box II 16.95
Mitchell F ocuser ......... 10.95
J ingle Bell T im e r ......... 18 .95
Bigger Ben Program

Interval Tinier .........  78 .50
U nlcolor Dual Range  
i Enlarging T im er .... 4 8 .5 0  
Portable Darkroom . .. 88 .50

ENLARGING LENSES 
SCHNEIDER COMPONON-S
50/2.8 50/4.0 . 63.50

S . . . 83.50
100/5.6 80/5.6

■ 123.50 S H | 93.50
135/5.6 150/5.6

S . . . 139.50 S . . . 193.50
Schneider 4X Magnifier .-. 54.50 

EL - NIKKOR
50/2 .8  . 76.50 50/4 .0  . 46.50
75/4 .0  I 76.50 63/3.5 .142.50
80/5 .6  .114.50 105/5.6 144.50 
135/5.6 172.50 150/5.6 224.00

RODAGON
50 /2 .8  . 99.50 50/4.0 . 92.50 
60/4 .0  .116.95 80/5.6 .112.50 
105/5.6 174.50 135/5.6 194.50

OMEGARON
50/3.5 I 62.00 75/4.5 . 62.50
90/4.5 . 72.50 105/4.5 82.50

FUJINON
5 0 /3 .5  EP ................   63 .50
7 5 /5 .6  EP .................   82 .50
7 5 /4 .5  E S ..........  ...........  52.50

CIBACHROME
8x10 20 S h e ets  .. ...... 22 .95
8X10 50  S h e ets  ...........  4 8 .5 0
11x14  10 S h e ets  1 ......  2 2 .50
11x14 25 S h e ets  ......... 4 8 .50
Chem istry Kit P-12 .... 14 .75  
Ciba. P rocessing  Drum

8x10 .......................   14 .95
11x14 Tube o n ly ..... 9 .95
16x20 ......     4 2 .5 0

Ciba. Color Printing
Filters 6x6 ................  24 .95

3 V 2 x 3 V 2 Filter S e t ......  11 .95
Color Print Manual .... 4 .50
Ciba. Agitator .......   3 6 .50
Ciba. Print Sprays .. ... 4 .25
Ciba. Exposure Monitor-

Model M-l .................. 39 .95
Model M-3 ................  83 .50

D iscovery Kit 4x5 ......  19 .95
Ciba. Therm om eter .... 11 .95

VIVITAR DARKROOM
NEW FROM VIVITAR

The revolutionary Vivitar VI 
enlarger w /2  Vi x 2V4 & 
35m m  carrier, len s J |Q 5 0  
board & enlrg. lam p 1 1 *  

Vivitar Dioptic light
S ource ......................... 179.50

Darkroom Kit ................... 48 .50

COMMANDER TIMERS
Digital T im e ................... 57 .50
P rocess Tim e ..............  7 2 .50
EPOI D igito!'Tim er .... 64 .50  
AnaIite II Exp. Meter 23 .50

TIME-O-LITE TIMERS
P-72 Professional ......... 49 .50
M-72 M aster . . . . ! ......... 39 .50

GRA-UB TIMERS S S &
# 3 0 0  3 2 .50
# 4 0 0  ..... 3 2 .50  i l f f
# 5 0 0  .....  7 7 .50

PATTERSON DARKROOM 
C ontact Proof Printer 16 .50  
8x10 Print W asher ... 3 9 .50  
11x14 Print W asher .. 7 8 .5 0

OARDENUMEnA
le v e n lh  A venue 

New York, N.Y. flOOOfl 
Ph one o rd e n

vou. r a t i :  ( s o o n ?  f i x )
NV( Alaska, Hawaii, & Info call 

(XI2)S6SI4K)

Stripdown: Olympus
continued from page 192

cate the subject is beyond the range of 
the flash. No intricate light pipes are 
used here; just the well-defined reflec
tion of the spill-light from the LED 
onto a polished rectangular patch of the 
viewscreen’s metal mask.

This is a very neat, much-from-little 
philosophy which is carried throughout 
the camera, and perhaps most apparent! 
in the mirror mechanism. Here, in com
bination with the diaphragm-actuating 
mechanism, the mirror’s action has un
dergone a series of impact-cushioning 
steps that other camera designers would 
do well to examine.

One side of the mirror box contains 
most of the moving parts associated 
with the m irror and diaphragm  m o
tions. There are no less than six regions 
in this small area tha t have resilient 
pads to absorb the impact of moving 
parts coming to rest, thus reducing 
noise and vibration.

On the opposite side of the mirror box, 
a pneumatic cylinder dissipates the mo
mentum of the mirror in both directions 
of its swing. Even here, the coupling be
tween the mirror and the cylinder^ pis
ton is through a short length of spring- 
wire, whose plastic covered tip engages 
the plastic socket of the (metal) piston.

Main casting has several thin sections, es
pecially at bottom. Pencil points to front 
edge whose thin section is buttrkssed by 
chrome-plated brass bottom cover. Other 
thin sections are sim ilarly reinforced by 
adjacent support plates. Users should 
avoid overtightening tripod screw.

The flexing, yielding coupling of motion 
is a living textbook in shock absorbing 
techniques for small mechanisms.

Both the first (opening) and second 
(closing) shutter-curtain actions are ef
fectively snubbed by separate braking 
systems, and even the diaphragm-actu
ating arms in the lenses have shock-ab
sorbing cushions. Add to this the foam 
strips at the forward comers of the in
terchangeable viewscreen’s frame to ab
sorb the final impact of the, mirror’s up
w ard swing, and i t ’s apparen t th a t 
Olympus spared no effort to reduce 
noise arid vibration.

The camera’s one area of weakness 
seems to be acknowledged in the in 
s tru c tio n  book, w here it cau tio n s 
against using excessive force whén 
mounting the camera on a tripod. Al
though the OM-2n tripod socket is con
siderably more robust than those found 
in the early OM-1 models* the main 
casting, to which the socket is mounted 
is somewhat “lacy” on the bottom.

Certairi sections are quite thin. These 
sections are only visible after cover pan
els an d /o r various mechanism plates 
have been removed. These panels and 
plates, once securely fastened to the 
casting, serve as bracing and stiffening 
members. There’s no question about the 
security of the camera or any bottom- 
mounted accessories. As long as normal 
care is exercised, this region can be con
sidered as tough and well-anchored as 
the camera’s strap lugs. But users will 
be wise to check all tripod-mounting 
surfaces for evenness before securing 
the camera to them, and then use good 
sense in tightening the tripod screw; no 
grip of steel is needed.

These words of caution apply to all 
cameras in general, but in particular to 
those cameras like the OM-2n whose 
compactness has been accomplished, in 
part, by reducing the thickness of its 
casting. If the casting becomes bent or 
twisted at a critical point it could affect 
camera operation in a number of ways.

While speaking of caution, it should 
also be po in ted  out th a t the m eter 
movement in the OM-2n , like all its 
predecessors (OM-1, etc.) is vulnerable 
to dust when the interchangeable views- 
creen is removed. Common sense dic
tates that this operation can be done in 
a clean area.

This last phrase, “cleanarea,” can be 
used to characterize the OM-2n ’s de
sign and execution. The tidiness of 
many small parts, each one graceful in 
looks and function, cooperatively work
ing in minimal space, is a pleasure to 
see. It’s clean. It’s efficient. It’s getting 
much from little. O
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MINOLTA

HEADQUARTERS
All With M anufacturer’s  2  Yr. 

Minolta USA W arrantee.
BRAND NEW 

MINOLTA 
Cameras with 

1-Tag guarantee.
With MD Auto 
Rokkor X Lens

MINOLTA XG-7
w /5 0  f l .7  Rokkor X ...239.50  
w / 5 0 f l .4  Rokkor X ... 294.50  
Auto Winder G or D . 79.50  
Auto R ash  200 X ........ 49.50

MINOLTA XG-1
B p i  f2 ,0  . . . ...........219.50
w /5 0  f l .7  MD ........... 238 .50
w /5 0  f l .4  MD 274.50

MINOLTA XG-9
W750 f l .7  MD ..............264.50
w /5 0  f l .4  MD 299.50

MINOLTA XD-5
w /4 5  M m .......................2 87.50
w /5 0  f l .7  MD :............. 306 .50
W./50 f l .4  MD 343.50

SIGMA LENSES W/CASES
28 f2.8 Mini-wide ...... 77 .50
1 3 5 /2 .8  Rantel ............ 69.50
2 0 0 /3 .5  Macro ............ 137.50
70-150 Zoom .................199.50
39-80 f3 .5  Zoom ..... 157.50
70-230 One Touch .......218.50
80-200 One Touch .......2 33 .50
100-200 One Touch .1 7 4 .5 0  
2X Tele-Macro .............. 76.00

LENSES
We Have All Soligor and  

Tokina L enses at Low. Prices

SS OSAW A
MEANS'QyALl'|Y 

All Osawa L enses with 
Free Polarizing Filter

Osawa 2 8 /2 .8  .............. 69.50
O saw a 1 3 5 /2 .8  CF .. 69.50
Osawa 2 0 0 /4 .0  ...........  89.50
Osawa 38-70 .  138.50
O sawa 28-80 CF ..........269 .50
Osawa 70-140 ......... „ 1 3 8 .5 0
Osawa 8 0 -2 0 5 -Touch 168-50

W VIIAR
CAMERAS

NEW! 35 EM ........  106.50
Model 742 XL ...........  78.50
35 EF w /b u iit -M 'flash 79.50
V IV IT A R  P R IM E  L E N S E S
1 7 /3 .5  .............................172.50
2 4 /2 .0  Com pact -•:JRRB2.50 
2 8 /2 .0  C om pact J 1 1 4 . 5 0
2 4 /2 .8  .............................134.95
2 8 /2 .8  89 .50  3 5 /2 .8  79.95
5 5 /2 .8  Macro .............. 143.50
9 0 /2 .8  Macro .. .......... 99 .50
'200./3r.5 ..........................  99 .50
g a H M ..........................169.50
4 0 0 /5 .6  .........  214 .50
1 3 5 /2 .8 ............................  76 .50
70-150 CF Z o o m ......... 154.50
M atched Multiplier .. 47 .50  
NEW! 70-150 One

Touch .................... 149.50
75-205 CF■ .................... 182 .50
£5-105 f /3 .8  ................ 234 .50
100-200 f /4  CF ......H  176.50
Matched M ultiplier .... 47 .50  
80-200 One Touch . .. 168.95

VIVITAR AUTO TX LEHSES
2 4 /2 .8  123.50 I 3 5 /2 .8  69 .50  
1 3 5 /2 .8  6 9.50 [ 2 8 /2 .8  88 .50
2 0 0 /3 :5  ,.:.................  93 .50
3 0 0 /5 .6  ........  129.50
,4 0 0 /5 .6  C om pact .. ...189.50
35-105 ...........        222 .50
NEW! 70-150 CF * 5 8 . 9 5
90-230 CF ......... 182.50
80-200 I .......  .................164.50
100-300 f /5  CF ......  199.50
TX lens m ount adapter 19.95

V i v i t a c  S e r i e s  1 L e n s e s

2985»

90/f2 .5 , Macro 149.50
28m m  f l .9  ................... 184.50
24-48 Zoom ................... 298 .50
90-1 8 0 /4 .5  ......................248.95
600 C atad iop tic;. 398.50
800 Catadioptic,, 449 .50

VIVITAR TRIPODS
NEW! 900 T a b le /

Shoulder Pod ......... 33 .50
901 23 .50  904 27 .50
99 ......  26 .75  911 36 .95
914 47 .50  H H a  53.50
928 .... 73 .50  2260 38.25
2320 ..' 65 .95  2300 .. 57.95

VIVITAR CONVERTER
All C am eras 2X ....... 33 .50
3X w /C a se  ................... 37.95

MINOLTA XDII
w /5 0  f l .7  MD ..............348 .95
w / 50 f l .4  MD ...... 384 .50
XD II B o d y ..................... 276.50
Black Body add ......... 20.00
Data back D or G ........ 79.50

MINOLTA SRT’s
200 w /5 0  f2:0 ...........  168.50
201 w /4 5  f2.0 .......  .189.50
201 w /5 0  f l .7  ..............207 .50
2 0 l # / 5 0  f l .4  .......  249 .50
MINOLTA BINOCULARS— Compact 
6 x 20  68.50 8 x 20 76 .50
10 x 20 ............................ 82.50
Mariner 8 x 32 ............ 147 .50
MaYiner 10 x 40 ......... 158.50

Pocket
6 x 16 86 .50  8 x 20 88.50
8  x 24 W ..............  104.50
8 x 30 . . . . . ..............104.50
6-12 x 24 Zoom ............158.50

MINOLTA ROKKOR-X LENSES
7 .5 /4  449 .50  1 7 /4  277 .50
1 6 /2 .8  242 .50  2 0 /2 .8  242 .50
5 0 /3 .5  Macro ............... 154.50
1 0 0 /3 .5  Macro .............  269 .50
2 4 /2 .8  VFC ......................293 .50
75-200 289.50  2 8 /2  242 .50
2 4 /2 .8  138 .50  3 5 /1 .8  162.50  
2 8 /2 .8  109.50 3 5 -7 0 .2 3 4 .5 0  
3 5 /2 .8  79 .50  50-135 234.50  
10 0 /F 4  bellow s .... .... 68 .95
100-500 .......................... 569 .50
5 0 0 /F8 ...................... 304 .50
8 5 /F 2    149.50
1 0 0 /2  8 / .....  ..... .. ! 136 .50
1 3 5 /2 .8  .......................  106.95
1 3 5 /3 .5  ..........................  78 .95
2 0 0 /F4 ..............:............119.50
3 0 0 /5 .6  ................   204 .50

MINOLTA/CELTIC LENSES
* 2 8 /2 .8  79 .50  1 3 5 /2 .8  79.95  
3 5 /2 .8  59.50 135/3:5  59.95  
100-200 5.6 Zoom 133.95
2 0 0 /4    88 .50
NEW! 11QZ Mark'll; ,1 9 8 .5 0

MINOLTA 110 ZM. SLR 1 47 .50  
CASE FOR SLR _ _ _ _ _ _  9 .5 0

is^ÊÊSk Hi*Matic F Kii
,. 9 4 .5 0

New! Himatic„-S 88.50
Him atic SD ............  .112.50
Himatic% 7£,2'KiffR. 116.50
Minolta 470  Kit ...........  74 .50

’ NEW! Minolta 460T ... 6 7 .50  
450 E 58 .75 43 0  E 48 .50

MINOLTA AUTO ELECTRO FLASHES
450 183.50  280  68 .50

~25■  23 .50  20 .1 3 .5 0
128 36 .50  132X 1 47.50
32QX , 86 .50  320  76.50

MINOLTA METERS
Auto Spot If .D igita^p524-50
Auto S p o tT I^ ............... 348 .50
Flash Meter S S L '....... 277 .50
Auto Meter II  ........ . 89.95
MINOLTA AUTO BELLOWS OUTFIT:
Autobels 1, Fop. Rail, Slide 

Cop., Macro Stand 158.50
63.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
12.50
3 4 .50  
15.95

MC”Auto Ext. Tube S et 56.50

A utobellows 1 
Bell owsÄMHpMM 
Focusing Rail ... 

?Slide Copier 
Macro Stand  
Angle Finder V . 
M agnifier V .

MAMIYA PRO CAMERAS
$ 100.00 - 

CASH REBATE 
w/purchase 

of M 645
w/Lens & Finder

Mamiya M645J w /1 2 0
insert, Microprism Screen  
neck strap, 8 0 /2 .8 C  lens -
w / s h a d e ..................... 449 .00

M645 B ody ..........  328 .50
M645 1000S Body w /1 2 0  

insert, & Split Im age
w /str a p  ..  425 .00

80 f2,8 159.50 80 f l .9  268.50  
C LENSES W/CASE & HOOD 
4 5  Y2.8 292 .50  35 f3.5 368 .50  
55 Y2.8 ,.228.50 110f2.8 ....247.00 
70 f2.8 Lens-Shiitter . 332 .50
80 f4 .0  Macro ..............323 .50
Auto Macro Spacer ... 48.50  
New! 105 210 Zoom .. CALL 
New! 1 4 5 /4 .0  so ft foe. CALL 
150 f4.0 . 222.50 300 f5.6 „463.50 
210:f4.0 „247.50 500 f5.6 „749.00 
Bellow s Lens Hood .... 78.50  
W aist L evel/Sports

Finder ...............   58.75
Prism Finder w /c a s e  . 123.50  
CDS Prism Finder S .1 8 9 .5 0  
PD Meter for M645 . 267.50  
PD Meter for M645
■ ■ ■ I .............299 .50
New! AE Finder . . . . : 3 0 6 . 9 5
Power Drive Grip ........198.50
Deluxe Grip',Holder .... 52.50  
.120 or 220 Insert . . 32 .50
Focusing S creen s ... 23 .50
Auto Bellows U nilS f...308.50  
S uper S lide Cutter !.. 26.50  
Auto Ext. Tube S et S .1 1 7 .5 0  
2X Conv. for M645 149.50

CL .A F

jL*
J ÌÖF'

FREE *200
Polaroid' film 
holder when 
L you buy a 
iMamiya RB67 
Pro-Swith 
lens and finder

RB67 Pro-S Body w /1 2 0  
Back, W aist Level Finder, 
Screen & 90 f3.8C 799.50  

RB67 Pro-S Body w/W .L. 
Finder & Focusing
Screen ...............  267 .50

120 or 220 Pro-S
Film Holder 169.50

70m m  Film Holder ... 308 .50  
37 f4.5C w /c a se  & 4
M i l t e r s  ................. 894.50
50 f4.5C 609.50 90 f3.8C 369.50 
65 f4.5C 538.50 127 T3.8C 399.50
140 f4.5C Macro ......... 518 .50
M O f4.0C Soft Fbcus 518.50  
180 f4.5C 463150 360 f6.3 679.00 
280 f4.5C 536.50 500 f8.0 1195.00
Bellow s,H ood ......  74 .50
CDS Magnifying Hood

Finder w /c a s e  . ... 178.50  
Prism Finder w /c a s e  228 .50  
CDS Prism Fdr. w /c  298 .50
Polaroid Back ................. 14.50
P-Adapter   25.00
New! 1 2 0 /2 2 0  Pwr. Dr. 218 .50
Control Unit ...................  88.50
F ocusing-Screens . ... 26 .50  
Deluxe Grip Holder ... 39.50
Multi-Angle Grip ......... 114.50
2X Converter for RB 149.50

t FREE *125
in Mamiya 
money when 
you buy a 
Mamiya 
twin-lens reflex

C220 Body w/W.L Finder 124.50 
C330 f Body w/W.L. Finder 256.50 
55 Ì4.5 „248.50 80 f2.8 „138.50 
65 f3.5 „208.50 135 f4.5 178.50
105 f3.5 DS........  198.50
180 f4;5 238.50 250 f6.3 298.50
Porro Finder w /case..........  64.50
CDS Pòrro Finder w/c .....„123.50
Prism Finder w/fcA-............ 158.50
Focusing Screens 23.50
Deluxe Grip Holder.:............ 38.50m Rapid

Omega
Rapid Omega 100 x 120 21050

Holder w/90/3.5 .........J  * *
Same Outfit w/220 Holder „334.50 
Rapid Omega 200 & 120

Holder w/90f3.5 .............436.50
Same Outfit w/220 Holder „452.50
58 f5.6 w/W.A. Finder .....234.50
"90̂  f 3.5 Omegon ..................132.50
120 Holder w/Cover ........... 76.50
220 Holder w/C»ver ..........  89.95
120 Magazine comp. ..........114.50
220 Magazine comp. :aaSBt128.50

SUPER GIVEAWAYS 
w/HASSELBLAD 

PURCHASE
500 CM Outfit I 1199.00
500 ELM Outfit   1699.00
2000fc | H  .........CALL
SWC C om plete 1899.00
40m m  Distagon .......1499.00
50m m  Distagon ..........925 .00
60m m  D istagon ..... 875:00
120m m  Planar .........   975 .00
150rrim Sonnar ............995 .00
250m m  SonnaY^i.. .. 1050.00  
A-1.2 264 .50  A-24 299.50
NC-2 Prism ....  399 .50
Rljsm  w /M eter ... . 598.50

$200 Bronica Money

BRONICA ETR-S
J L
m b

Black Body Com
p le te  w /1 2 0  Mag., 
Dark S lide, Strap 
& B attery  , 539.00

ETR-C Body .......... . 339 .00
1 2 0 /2 2 $ /I n s e r t ^ .......  45.50
Speed Grip .........    99.95
AE Finder w /c a s e  .......418 .00
Rotaryj Finder .............. 187.00
W aist Level Finder .... 42.50  
Prism View FinderJpl 175.00  
120 or 220 Back ...138.00  
Polaroid Back 179.95
15Ömm F4 ..................... 409 .50
50m m  F 2 .8 ..................... 416 .00
40m m  F4 ........................499.95
75m m  F2.8 .............  323 .00
250m m  F5.6 ................. 496 .50
Motor Drive ................... 415 .00
Auto Bellow s ................ 393 .00
2X Converter , 148.00
large-form at 
view ccimero systems.
SINAR 4X5S H E - ! - . ....584.50
SINAR 4x5C M .........1549.00
SINAR 5x7C ............. 1910.00
SINAR 8xlOC ............2 360.00
SINAR 4 x 5 P 2160.00
SINARr̂ 5x7P^X ^2517.00 
SINAR 8 xlOP 3165.00
SINAR P EXPT. Call or Write 
12" Ext. Rail 58.50
Wide Angle Bellow s ... 104.50  
Digital Shu tter ' Call
Auto Aperture Shutter Write;

O m ega
OMEGA .V IE W ^ E  198.50  
OMEGA VIEW 45,F;l 344.95
Toyo View 45G ..........  664.50
Toyo View 45A ............ 518.50
Toyo View 810M .......1125.00
Qck Roll Sldr M or G 194.50  
4x5 M agnifying Hood 77.50  
Reflex Mirror Hood .1 9 8 .5 0  
Collapsible Hood ... .... 83 .50  
Carrying c a se  .............. 68 .50

ARCA-SWISS 
B asic B (base) 4x5 . 384.50  
B asic A (axis) 4x5 . 414 .50
B asic DP(bse & axis) 484.50  
4x5 wide bellow s . . . .  124:50 
Com p’m B ellow s/H d 214.50

VIEW CAMERA LENSES 
FUJINON

6 5 /5 .6  SWD .................. 569 .50
6 5 /8  SW 324.50
9 0 /8  SW ..............  3 Ì9 .5 0
9 0 /5 .6  SWD 689.50
135 /5 -6  239 .50
1 5 0 /5 .6  W ..........   254.50
15Ó/6.3 W ... .............159.95
1 8 0 /5 .6  W ......  306 .50
2 1 0 /5 .6  W 349.50
2-10/5.6 L -  239 .50
3 0 0 /5 .6  W .......  799.95
3 0 0 / 5 . 6 R  I 399 .50
2 5 0 /5 .6  g g H j f i f c ..........  474 .50

RODENSTOCK 
1 5 0 /5 .6  SIRONAR 248.50  
1 8 0 /5 .6  SIRONAR 308.50  
2 1 0 /5 .6  SIRONAR ... 358 .50  
2 4 0 /5 .6  SIRONAR 648.50  
3 0 0 /5 .6  SIRONAR 879.00  
6 5 /4 .5  GRANDAGON 598.50  
7 5 /6 .8  GRANDAGON 428.50  
7 5 /4 .5  GRAN DAGON 658.50  
9 0 /6 .8  GRANDAGON 748.50  
9 0 /4 .5  GRAN DAGON 753.50  
210 F6.8 Rodenstock 189.50  
l<hàgffl|. - AtoO rR d^M I. Call

. SCHNEIDER 
7 5 /5 .6  Spr Ang. Copi 768.50  
9 0 /8  Spr Ang. Copi 378 .50  
9 0 /8  Spr Ang Compr 578.50  
1 5 0 /5 .6  Sym m arS  Cp 310.00  
H o/ 5.6 Sym m ar S  Cp 378.50  
1 5 0 /5 .6  Xenar Copi 143.50  
2 1 0 /6 .1  Xenar Copi 243 .50

Factory packed. Fresh Dated. 
With p rocessin g  by Kodak. 
MINIMUM ORDER 6 ROLLS 
(COULD BE MIXED).
KR or KM 1 3 5 /2 0  I  3 .98
KR or KM 1 3 5 /3 6  ......  5.49
KA-64 Super 8 .............. 4 .99
K459 Reg. D a y lig h t...... 5.29
Ektach rame 160 .... . . .  6.19
Kodachrom e Sound .. 6:99
Ektachrom e Soun d .....  7.79
Ektachnome Type G .... 6 .25

NEW! EL 1 3 5 /3 6  ___  4 .39
NEW! EL 1 3 5 /2 0  ... . 3.09
C 135 /24  ..........................  1.69
C l 3 5 / 3 6 ..........................  2 .19
ER 1 3 5 /2 0  . . 2.29
ER 1 3 5 /3 6  .............. ■  3.19
ED 135 /2 ü \o r  ET 2.69
Ed" L 35/36  o r  ET 3.79
VPS 1 3 5 /3 6  H 2.39
VPS 1 3 5 /2 0  1.69
TX, PX, F X 1 3 5 /2 0 '^  1-09
TX, PX, FX 135/36 : ... 1.49
TX. PX. FX120-.............. .99
VPS 1 2 0 .....................  1.49
VPS 220 ‘4 ’ 2.99
NEW! KODACOLOR ASA 400  
1 3 5 /2 4  2.29 1 3 5 /3 6  *2.79

KODAK PREPAID MAILERS
DP24 6 .79 DP 36 9.59
PK-20 ...    2.09
PK-36 K  3 .29
PK-59 for 8 or Super 8 2.29
PK-27 w m m m  1 2 0 ,6 2 0  2 .95  
ESP-1 1.29

PAPER
FRESH KODAK PAPER
Polycontrast, Kodabromide

ALL FRESH QUALITY CONTROLLED
sp ecify  grade required

SW DW
8x10 Ct00) 14.95 21 .50
11x14(50) 14.75 19.75

POLY CONTRAST RC (MW)
8x10(100) .....................   19.95
11x14 (50) . . . . . .............  18.75
8xl'Q (250) 42 .75
8x10 (500) SW Poly .... 64 .50

KODABROME RC (MW)
8 x 1 0 (1 0 0 ) ..................   19.95
1 1 x14(50) .......................  19.25

AGFA PAPER 
BROVIRA Bl, B ill , OR 310M W

SW DW
8x10 .(25) . 4 .95  6.25
8x10 (100) ......... 17.95 22 .50
11x14, (50) ... .16.50 20 .95

PR RAPID 118  or 111 (DW)
8x10^ 25). . .......  7 .50
8x10 (Î0Q)' 24 .50
11x14 (50) ......................  23.95

USE THIS CAMERA 
FREE FOR 15 DAYS

UTOMATICMAMIYA 35
NC1000 w /5 0 f l .7  188.50
NC1000 w /5 0 f l .4  ...218.50
Focusing scr een s . . . . . .  14.50
C a s e .............................  15.00

$20.00  rebate on se lec t  
Mamiya CS len ses  from B&H
14f3.5 FISHEYE 268.50  
21f2 .8  .. . . .  ,168.50
28f2.8 93 .50  35 83 .50
50 f3.5 MACRO .........113.50
Auto Macro Spa'cer .........Call
45-90 F4.0 -Zoom 183.50  
80-200 f3.8 Zoom ... 183.50
E H  B M ......1 ..............  77 .50
200 r,.f3:5 ........................ 93 .50
300 f4 .0  ........................ 153.50
Auto extension  tube se t  Call 
Auto Bellows ..................... Call

# 1 0 0
#101
# 1 0 2
# 1 0 3

C A S E S
ZERO HALLIBURTON 
BUCK OR SILVER

59.50  # 1 0 5  . 84 .95  
65.00  # 1 0 6  .. 99 .50  
67.95 # 1 1 0  121.50
73 .50  # 111  109.95

FRESH KODAK BULK FILM
35  PX, TX, FX— 50' ... 5.39

100' . ............-____  9 .95
New! W atson Film 

* L oader. . ,  . 9.25
Ektachrome (Med. or High 

Speed /D ayligh t 100 37.50  
VPS Ektacolor laO' .... 28 .50  
35 Empty Cartridges w /  

screw-on cap , per 12 2.59
Clip-on, per 1 0 .............  1.90
10 Kodak Snap Caps 4 .19

Agfachrome slides w/proc
Agfa 64 1 3 5 /3 6  ...........  4.89
Agfa 64 1 3 5 /2 0  ......  3 .69
Agfa 100 135/3.6 ......... 5.49
Agfa V ie w e r .................. >. ,3.95

FUJICHROME RD100
w /Fuji E-6 Processing  

1 3 5 /2 0  3.29 ® 1 3 5 /3 6  4.89
ILFORD FILM 

B&W 35 Film  
FP4 or HPS 1 3 5 /3 6  1.45

Bulk Film 35m m  
PanF./FP4/HF4 55'- 6.79
P anF/FP4/H P4 97' .... 10.89  
Anti S tatic Cloth ......  2.39

CHINON SLR
CE-4 MEMOTRON 

w/50 Fl.9 ..„A-.48WBEB—:.238.50
W/50 Fl.7 ......................... 248.50
W/WjFl.4 ......................... 278.50
Case...........18-50
Power Winder................ . 78.50.,

35F Auto Focus . 132.50

BIUDIO
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTSTANDS 
TIG-22 4 ‘sec . to  7 ft. 12.75  
TIC/25 5 -secM o 9 ft. 15.95  
TIC-15 4 sec . to 4 ft. 12.95  
1 0 0 /3  sec . to ü |  ft. 10.95  
Ball Adapt 1.19
Clamp, Cord & Socket 2.75  
Boom Lite .....    13.95

BOWENS MONOLITE
200 B 199.50 400 B 297.50
800 B ..................  428 .50
Sq Lite w /B arndoors 82 .50
Monocell Photo ...........  22.00
MonoFlood Reflector 19.50  
MonoKey Reflector . 19.50  
Mono Soft Reflector.. 53.50  
Mono Wide . ..... ... 14.95
8' Stand-, 29.50
32" Refi. S ilver Umb 26.50  
40" Refi, Silver Umb 32.50  
B ow ens lllumitran 3C 548.50  

LOCATION KIT
W m  200 B & 1 400  B 654.50
yv-/2 200 B ......................558 .50
w /2  400  B ...........  749 .50

EUC1IMMIIC 
IU IH

VIVITAR 
FLASHES

NEW! 285 ................   79.95
283 .... 72 .50  265 . 38 .95
273 .... 56 .50 215  . .. 23 .50
55 ......... 8 .5 0  252  33 .95
200 ............  16.50
NEW! 225 THY ......... 36 .50
365 118.50 125 15.45
Chrg. 15 w /N i-C ads I  36 .25  
NC-3 Hi-Cad Pack-^- 14.50  
SB-4 AC Adapter .... . . 12.95  
S C M 2 M  S ensor Cord 8 .95  
SC 2M Coiled Cord .... 11.95  
Vari Angle Lens Kit .. 11.25  
Filter ;K it ,„ . 11.25
Soft B ounce ................  11.25
VP-1 : . 14.50 Sffi.-2 .1 4 .2 5

lunpak s t r o b e s
2 t l  46 .50  220 .....  22.50
221 aut. 34 .95  320 .. .28.75
420 ... 21 .95  : 3 2 » . .  41 .95  
101 aut; 16.50 322 ... 53 .50  
H H 7 4.50  61iF ; 164.50  
611 com plete outfit ... 213 .50  
411 68 .95  421 .... 42 .50

NEW!
SUNPAK 522 

AUTO
THYRISTOR

12750r
SPECIALS!

METZ 4 0 2  .... 258 .50
45 C T t-......... ......... 143.50
Capro RL Ringlight

Outfit . 135.00
Hanim ex TB655 . 59.50

HONEYWELL FLASH SPECIAL
682S Kit . . .. .... .. 105.50
780S  Kit 1 ......... 154.50
280S ...... 34 .50
Perm acad O u tfit... 94 .50

TOSHIBA
ES 30G 79.95  | ES30 66 .50
Wide Angle Set ...........  6.75
i | l | è  Adapter .. ... . .... 5.95
Rem ote S e n s o r / /  19.95  
ES 24 44 .50  i A24 32 .50
TM-1 Marine > . .......    CALL

SOLIGOR 
MK10A 82.95 MK 9 A '47.95  
MK 6A 36.95 MK 3A 27.95

BRAUH LIGHT WAHD
140B .1 2 .5 0  140BC 22.95
170B .1 4 .7 5  170BC 24.75
200B 19.95 2 0 0 BC 28.50
260B 23 .50  260BC 34.95

SLIK TRIPODS
U200 .. 32 .50  U210 I  48.50  
300G .. 14.95 800G .. 22.50  
500G 1 17.25 200G .. 9.95
S I01        ... 36 .50
SI 03 .................................  37.95
S104 ....... H  37 .50
New! S205 .....................  48 .50
M300 M aster./;............ ; 62 .50
M310 M aster Deluxe . 82 .50  
M410 M aster Pro .... 124.50  
S610 S tu d io ...................259 .95

m BUSHNELL
BINOCULARS
Division of 

B ausch  & Lomb 
6x25 cust'm  com pact 114.50  
7x26 custom com pact 119.50  
7x35 custom  cen foe. 146.50  
^¿35 custom  insta-

focus' - 154.50
7x50 custom  cen  foe. 158.50  
9x36 custom  cen  fo .c . 154.50  
i0 x 5 0 |ffisto m  ce n  foe 166.50  
7x35 sportview  W.A. .. 33.50  
7x35 sportview  extra
/I w id e  angle ......    39.95
7x50 sportview  .........   44 .50
8 x 4 0 1 sportview / ...........  42 .50
10x50 sp o r ly ie w '......... 46 .50
6x-18x zoom  .......  . 98 .50
7x^2lx  zoom  .................102.50
8x-24x zoom  ................112.50
Bausch & Lomb 7x35 174.95  
Bausch & Lomb 7x50 187.50  
Bausch & Lomb 9x35 187-50

DARKROOM (ENTER 
NEXT PAGE

GARDEN CAMERA
Dept. P-910, 345 Seventh Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10001

For Orders Only 800-223-5830
New York, Alaska, & Hawaii call:

Tel: (212) 868-1420 Open Weekdays 8:30-6:00 
OPEN SUNDAYS 10-4 p.m., FRIDAYS 8-3 p in.

MASTER CHARGE AND VISA ACCEPTED 
Send certified check  or m oney order for im m ediate sh ip 
m ent. P lease allow tim e for bank clearance on personal 
ch ecks. Add tax, p ostage and handling. 10%  d ep osit on 
C.O.D.'s. BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE ONLY!

Prices subject to change due to Dollar Fluctuation
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DISTRIBUTORS WANTED. High ticket, high $ profit item that 
every professional needs. $248.00 to $478.00 profit per sale. 
Hundreds sold by mail; no investment. Details: EFB, INC., 535 
Jon Lane, Des Plaines, |L 60016.

RUN your own photography school? Yes! Earn thousands 
teaching small groups. Previous teaching experience not 
needed, with unique PHOTOCOURSE method. Details: Send 
30?; postage to International Photocourse, P.O. Box 582, Bed
ford, NY 10506.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

MIAMI PHOTOGRAPHY COLLEGE, 21 month program, vet
eran approved. International students approved. 1805-p NE 
142, Miami 33181.

EMPLOYMElii INFORMATION

A U S TR A L IA ^ NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU!! Big Pay! All 
occupations. Free transportation. Guidebook, latest listings 
$2.00. AUSTCO, Box 4116-PP, Hayward, California 94540.

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through International corre
spondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag, Box 
110660/Z, D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

MAILORDER SUCCESS! Interested? Free exposé. TWP-V, 
Box 6226, Toledo, Ohio 43614.

SECRET LOANS by Mail. Borrow $300 to $5,000 for any 
good reason in absolute privacy. No endorsers, no co-signers. 
Fast Service. Write for details and application. Dial Finance, 
Dept. 3078,340 S.W. Eighth Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50307.

MAGAZINES AND BOOKS

READ the magazine most widely read by professionals. Send 
$1.00 for sample copy of THE RANGEFINDER, Box 1703, 
Santa Monica, CA 90406.

PUBLISHERS’ OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS. 3,000 t i |  
ties, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton, 98-86 Clapboard, 
Danbury, CT 06810. ,

PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS — New books at discount prices. 
Write to: HPBC, Box 11392, Richmond, VA 23230.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS . . .  $59.30!! . . . CARS . . . $33.50!i|§. . 450,000 
ITEMS!! . . .  GOVERNMENT SURPLUS!! . . . MOST COM
PREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE tells how, where to 
b u y ®  . ■ YOUR AREA!! . . . $2.00!! . . . MONEYBACK 
GUARANTEE!! . . .  “Government Information Services,’!  
Dept. GE-104, Box 99249, San Francisco, CA 94109.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism. Self-Hypnosis. Sleep Learning Catalog! 
Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

MISCELLANEOUS

GASOLINE MILEAGE INCREASED DRAMATICALLY! Sim
plified retuning methods. Details FREE! Techneering, Box 
12191 PP, Norfolk, VA 23502.

FREE promotional albums, concert tickets, stereos, etc. In
formation: Barry Publications. 477 82nd Street, Brooklyn, N Y. 
11209.

BACK ISSUE MAGAZINES free list. Send stamped envelope: 
Everybody’s Bookshop, Dept. ZD, 317 West 6th Los Angeles, 
CA 90014.

CORVAIR PARTS —  4500 parts in 300 page catalog: $3.25. 
Clark’s Corvair Parts, Inc., Shelburne, Mass. 01370.

gy today CASSETTES
PSYCHO LOGY TODAY offers a free catalog which 

§ j||c lu d e s  a complete up-to-date lis tin g  of cassettes 
ava ilab le . These tapes feature leading authorities 
who share the ir ideas and find ings on a wide range 
of important topics in a ll areas of the behavioral and 
socia l sciences.
To obtain the Psychology Today Cassette catalog, 
FREE-O F-CH ARG E, w rite to : C A S SETTE  CATALOG,

, P .0 .  Box 278 , Pratt Station , Brooklyn, N .Y . 11205 . a

Field Check: Olympus
continued from page 131__________ __

signers, however, have thoughtfully 
provided a remedy for just such an oc
curence. By setting the selector lever on 
the camera top to “check-reset,” you 
release the mirror.

After I reset the locked-up mirror, of 
course, I had to put in new batteries 
before continuing to shoot. The lock-up 
is actually a warning system to indicate 
either dead batteries or (tem porary) 
jam due to misoperation.

The lever-type film advance permits 
either a single or several short strokes 
to bring the next frame along.
¡^N ot unusual but useful is the film- 
box-end holder on the cam era back. 
With the end of a film box inserted, this 
serves to remind all long-time-between- 
takes photographers of the film they 
loaded into the camera.

Another control that takes a bit of 
getting used to is the rewind release. On 
most current 3 5-mm cameras, this is a 
little button on the baseplate that is de
pressed just before you rewind the ex
posed film.

On the OM-2n , however, it is a small 
knob on the front of the camera just 
above the self-timer lever that is turned 
90 degrees counterclockwise to disen
gage the camera sprockets for film re
winding.

The self-timer provides a 4-12-second 
delay and is far enough from the rewind 
release to prevent any confusion or ac
cidental interference.

This latest Olympus update of the 
OM-2 carries on the good features of its 
forebears (with some improvement) and 
is worthy of the top spot it has in th a i 
family of cameras. O

The Simple Art of 110manship
continued from page 248

seem to be a potential problem. But the 
mass of metal and glass dampens vibra
tions quickly. Exposure times are fairly 
long, but results are so good I am loath 
to make unnecessary changes. Smaller 
print sizes, I might add, are cheaper to 
frame, carry, and, store away.

So, what is this really all a b o u t -  
making ‘serious’ photos with such a 
small negative? Well, for me this is all 
just a prelude for the last, incredible 
photograph, a summation of my craft/ 
self before I leave this reality for the 
next, walking down some yellow-brick 
road (with print under arm), yelling for 
Smith, Weston, et al, to tell them there 
is a new boy on the block. O

PLANNING TO

Let us know 8 weeks In advance so that you 
w on’t miss a single issue of POPULAR 
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Attach old label w here indicated and print 
new address in space provided. Also include  
your m ailing label w henever you w rite con
cerning your subscription. It helps us serve 
you promptly.

Write to: P.O. Box 2775, Boulder, CO 80322, 
giving the following information:

□  Change address only □  Extend my subscription
ENTER NEW SUBSCRIPTION

□  1 year $ 1 3 .9 8  □  P a ym e n t e n c lo se d
Allow 30-60 days for (1  e x t ra  BONUS is s u e )  
dellvery- □  B i l l  m e la te r

NEW ADDRESS HERE

N a m e—-------- --------_ --------------- — ------- --------------------
please p rir\t /

Address__ :_______ :___Apt.___ ___

C ity---------- .----------------------------------- :---------------------------

State — --------------------------- ;----------Z ip ---------------------
Additional postage on foreign orders: add $3 a y e a K r  Canada, $5 
a year for all other countries outside the U.S. and its possessions. 
Cash only on foreign orders, payable® i^currency.

r^A FFIX  OLD_LABEL - ^  _ -------- -- ------_----------

I I f  you have no label handy, printOLD ad d ress h e re . |

I Name-— -
L

) Address-
r
1 C i t y - -----

please print

I Static

ABOUT YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION
Y | ^ r v s u t > s j c r i p t i o n  t o  Popular . Pflj^roc-, 

r aphy  i s  m a i n t a i n e d  o r i ^ o n e  o f  t h e  w o r l d ' s  
m o s t  m o d e r n ,  e f f i c i e n t  c o m p u t e r  s y s t e m s ,  
a n d  i f  y o u ’ r e  l i k e  99% " o f  o u r  s u b s c r i b e r ^ .  

S u ' l ^ n e v e r  h a v e  a n y  r e a s f f l J d ^ M m p l a i n  
a b V p t - y ô u r  - s u b s B p t i p n  s e r v i c e .

W e  h a v e  f o u n d  t h a t  w h e n  c o m p l a i n t s  
d o  a r i s e ,  t h e  m a j o r i t y  o f  t h e m  o c c u r  b e 
c a u s e  p e o p l e  h a v e  w r i t t e n  t h e i r  n a m e s  o r  
a d d r e s s e s  d i f f e r e n t l y  a t  d i f f e r e n t  t i m e s .  
F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i f  y o u r /  s u b s c r i p t i o n  w e r e  

l i f t e d  u n d e B W i l l i a m  J o n e s , " C e d a r  L a n e ,  
M i d d l e t o w n ,  A r i z o n a , ”  a n d  y o u  w e r e  t o  
r e n e w  i t  a s  " B i l l  J o n e s ,  C e d a r  L a n e ,  M i d 
d l e t o w n ^  A r i z o n a , ”  o u r  c o m p u t e r  w o u l d  
t h i n k  t h a t  t w o  s e p a r a t e  s u b s c r i p t i o n s  
w e r e  i n v o l v e d ,  a n d  i f  w o u l d  s t a r t  s e n d i n g  
y o u  P o  c o p i e s  o f  P H ^ f § P H ( i * R A P J h |  
e a c h  m o n t h .  O t h e r  e x a r t T p l e s 7o f j | o m b i n a -  

i f i p n i g p f  ' f r a  m e s ;  t h a t  w o u l d  $ o r i f u s e  t h e  
c o m p u t e j i ^ o f l d  Î Y C è l t J d e  " J o h n  H e n - r g  
S m i t h  a n d  H e r ^ p  S m i t h ;  a n 3: M r s .  J o s e p h  

' J o n e ^ a n d  M a r ^ J o n e s .  M i n o r  d i f f e r e n c e s  
i n  a d d r e s s e p l a n  a f e î ' é a d  t o  d i f f i c u l t i e s  
F o r  e x a m p l e ,  t o  t h e  c o m p u t e r *;!§0 S e c o n d  
S i B y i c S  t h e  s a m e  a s É f t j O  2n d  S t .

S o ,  p l e a s e ,  w h e n  y o u  w r i t e  u s  a b o u t  
y o u r  s u b s c r i p t i o n ,  b e  s u r e  t o  e n c l o s e  t h e  
m a i l i n g  l a b e l  f r o m  t h e  c o v e r  o f  t h e  m a g 
a z i n e - o r  e l s e  c o p y  y o u r  n a m e  a n d  a d 
d r e s s  e x a c t l y  a s  t h e y  a p p e a r  o n  t h e  
m a i l i n g  l a b e l .  T h i s  w i l l  g r e a t l y  r e d u c e  a n y  
c h a n c e  o f  e r r o r ,  a n d  w e  w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o  
s e r v i c e  y o u r  r e q u e s t  m u c h  m o r e  q u i c k l y . ;
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Just
Out

By Joseph P. Fesce

Cameras

■ Minolta 110 Zoom SLR Mark II fea
tures a 25^67.5-m m  Zoom Rokkor- 
Macro f/3.5 lens stopping down to f/16 
and focusing from 3.6 ft., and from 7.7- 
to 34.6 in. in macro mode, with full and 
intermediate clickstops. It also has a 
TTL aperture-priority CdS metering 
system, electronically governed metal 
shutter with speeds of 1/4 to 1/1,000 
sec, self-timer with pulsating LED in 
front of camera, “dedicated” flash sys
tem that sets shutter speed at 1/125 sec 
automatically, exposure override con
trol, variable-diopter eyepiece with 
built-in blind, and tripod and cable- 
release sockets. Focusing is by means of 
a split-im age rangefinder spot with 
matte screen surround, and viewfinder 
includes LEDs to show shutter speed in 
use, over/underexposure warnings, and 
th a t any M ino lta  X^series flash  is 
charged and ready. Price, $342 with de

tachable handgrip and collapsible lens 
hood.

Companion Auto Electroflash 118X 
offers two autom atic modes plus full 
m anual operation, is supplied with a 
snap-on wide-angle diffuser panel, and 
is priced at $52.50.

Also introduced is an addition to the 
35-mm SLR XG series, the M inolta 
XG-9. User selects f-stop, and shutter 
speed from 1 to 1/1,000 sec in stepless 
speeds is selected automatically; there is 
an exposure override. (On manual oper
a tion , sh u tte r  speeds are stepped .) 
“̂Feather-touch” electromagnetic shut
ter release activates meter; LEDs in the 
finder show shutter speed and over/un
derexposure. Focusing is via a split- 
image range-finder spot, microprism- 
collar surround, and Acute Matte field 
(conical prisms stated to provide visual- 
1 y a c c u ra te  d e p th -o f-f ie Id  check  
through a stopped-down lens). Finder 
also shows f-stop in use.

Camera accepts Auto Electroflash X- 
series “dedicated” flash units, auto win
der, data back, and over 40 M inolta 
lenses. Other features include: a single 
switch atop cam era for on, off, self- 
tim er, and battery  cheek, self-tim er 
with pulsating LED in front of camera, 
shoe or PC synch, film safe-load signal, 
film-tab memo holder, and shutter-re
lease lock. Price, $433 with 45-mm MD 
Rokkor-X  f/2  lens. D IST.: M inolta 
Corp., 101 Williams Dr., Ramsey, N.J. 
07446.

Pentax MV, an aperture-preferred auto
matic SLR 35, has LEDs in the finder 
to indicate proper exposure. G reen 
means okay to shoot, yellow means 
shutter speed selected by camera is too 
slow (use tripod, flash, or larger aper
ture), red indicates overexposure (stop 
down until green LED appears), and an 
X tells that companion autosynch AF 
200S flash is charged. -

Vertical-run focal-plane metal shu t/ 
ter is variably stepless from 1 to 1 /  
1,000 see, but camera can be operated

without batteries at 1/100 sec on “B” 
setting. Focusing is by means of split- 
image microprism screen. Price, with 
50-mm SMC Pentax M-Series f/2 lens, 
$315. DIST.: Pentax Corp., 98 Cptter 
Mill Rd„ Great Neck, N.Y. 11021.

■ Single-touch operation 80^200-mm 
K om ura f/4 .5  compact zoom is now 
available in a mount for meter coupling 
to current Rollei 35-mm SLR cameras. 
Price, $350. An accessory 2X extender 
is available. DIST.: Hindaphoto Inc., 
446 Sunrise Hwy., Rockville Centre,S 
N.Y. 11570.

Measuring 25/ 8x25/ 16 i n t h e  compact 
250-mm RF Rokkor-X mirror telepho
to lens weighs 8% oz. Fixed aperture is 
f/5.6; 4X ND filter (supplied) cutsflight 
transm ission equal to. an aperture of 
f/11. Focusing is from 8.2 ft;: angle of 
view, 10°. Price, $380, with case, ND 
filter, and screw-in lens shade. Yellow/ 
orange, red , and 8X ND  filters are 
available. D IST.: M inolta Corp., lOlJ 
Williams Dr., Ramsey, N.J. 07446.

The 7 0 ^1 50-mm V ivitar f/3 .8  One-1 
Touch is an autom atic fixed-m ount 
zoom that remains in focus throughout 
the entire focal-length range. Minimum 
focus is 4y2Tt. (1.4 m), angles of accept
ance are from 34° to 17-, and lens stops 
down to f/22. Price, $269.95. DIST.: 
Vivitar Corp., 1630 Stewart St., Santa 
Monica, Ca. 90406.

continued on page 246
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First
Look

By Michele A. Frank

O lym pus OM-10
Jt’s the less expensive, real-time auto-exposure model in the line

Aperture-preferred auto-exposure sin
gle-lens reflex camera 
Uses single silicon photocell for light 
reading during exposure 
ASA range 25-1,600 
Plus/minus 2-EV exposure control

> Horizontally traveling cloth focal-plane 
shutter; speeds 2-1/1,000 sec

» Electronic self-timer
> Operates on two 1.5-volt silver-oxide 

cells, EPX-76 or equivalent
■ Audio-visual battery check

o,

Controls on top of OM-10 are large, easy 
to use. Dial around film re wind serves as 
self-tim er switch, on-off control, battery 
check. Eyepiece has bezel for correction 
lenses; hot-shoe has contact fo r T20 
flash. A t its right is control for setting ASA 
speed, ± 2 -E V  m eter o verride, m anual 
adapter selector. Pressing coaxial switch 
around shutter release turns on tinder dis
play for 90 sec.

f  lympus adds a third camera to its 
line of diminutive SLRs—the second 
auto-exposure model, but this one with 
a difference. It follows the trends set by 
Pentax, Canon, and Minolta and has no 
shutter-speed dial. One need only set 
the film’s ASA on the camera, focus, 
and shoot. To get this ease of operation 
while still delivering well-exposed pic
tures has required some very sophisti
cated thinking.

Like the pioneering OM-2, the OM- 
10 meters during exposure. This differs 
from most auto-exposure SLRs whose 
electronic-control systems meter just 
before exposure, store that reading, and 
then deliver an exposure based on the 
stored information. The OM-10 has a 
single silicon photocell—at the bottom 
of the mirror chamber—that gazes back

toward the film plane. Thus it reads the 
light, reflected from the focal plane, ei
ther from the film or the specially pat
terned first curtain of the shutter.

This is a real-time exposure-measur
ing system. Like the more expensive 
OM-2, it can take automatic flash expo
sures in the same manner with the com
panion T20 unit off the camera.

Since this system is automatic-only— 
you can’t m anually set the exposure 
w ithout the addition of the Olympus 
Manual Adapter (more on that later)—  
it can present a few headaches. The 
problems are not insurmountable—just 
painful. Primarily I became frustrated 
when I wanted to get a very accurate 
reading of a certain segment of a scene. 
As with most cameras of the nonspot
reading type, it means first walking up 
to the subject, metering, and returning 
to shooting position while remembering 
the setting as displayed by the LEDs in 
the finder. Then I had to adjust the ex
posure-override ( + 2-EV) contrpl that 
resides around the switch on the top of 
the camera, to try to match the close-up 
read ing . A n exposure-hold  sw itch  
would be nice, but it’s not possible with 
the “real-time” system. Olympus would 
have to incorporate a memory circuit, 
the very thing that they worked so hard 
to eliminate.

This, of course, is a rather unusual 
situation for a camera that, I believe, 
was primarily designed for ease of use 
and quick shooting. Indeed, one of the 
finest features of the Olympus OM-2 
that’s carried over to the OM-1Q is that 
when it’s off—-it’s on. It’s done with a 
special mode-override switch.

Even with the camera switched to the 
“o ff’ setting, as the mirror rises it auto
m atically tu rns on the silicon-blue- 
celled metering system, reads the light, 
and gives a correct exposure. Unlike the 
OM-2 which, /continued on page 242
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'Found' lighting for Portraits

I have suggested that your exposure 
times for found-light portraiture would 
often be in the 1/30- to 1/2-sec range, 
which isn’t very extreme» Actually, you 
can use much longer times if your mod-^ 
el can hold still enough, which isn’t  a 
very tough problem in a comfortable 
pose. In the early days of portraiture, 
all exposure times were long, lasting 
seconds or even minutes, yet millions of 
p ictures were taken. In  those days 
heads were even fitted into clamps to 
hold them still. Though these clamps 
are no longer available, you can neverJ| 
theless use long times for easy-to-hold 
poses—for example, when your model 
is lying down.

When taking pictures in very dim 
light using very long exposure times, 
your light meter probably won’t do you 
much good. It may fail to register at all. 
Then you should just guess your expo
sures and back up your guesswork with 
bracketing. One way to  bracket is to 
open the lens aperture all the way and 
give a series of different exposures in 
w h ich  on ly  th e  ex p o su re  tim e  is 
changed. Start with the exposure that 
you guess may be the correct one. Then 
shoot two or three additional exposures 
in which the time is progressively dou
bled. Then shoot an equal number in

which the time is progressively halved. 
The point is that one of these exposures 
will be correct, even if your orig inal! 
guess is far off.

Bracketing may seem to be a haphaz
ard technique, yet many professionals 
use it all the time—even when they can 
get good readings with their light me
ters. They regard it as a kind of insur
ance guaranteeing good exposures. You 
can use a lot of film this way, of course, 
but you should try to think of film as 
cheap. With a professional it is the least 
of the expenses, and this is always kept 
in mind.

Since my found-light portraits illus
tra te  th is lesson, you m ight like to 
know what I experienced while I was 
making them. My model was 16-year- 
old Robert Doub, the ambitious young 
man who trim s my lawn each week 
with his father’s sit-down power mow
er. Once he knew what I was going for, 
which took him only a minute or two, 
he was very m atter-of-fact about the 
whole project. I did everything but 
stand him on his head, and he didn’t 
complain.

Though I am an oldtimer in photog
raphy, I managed to surprise myself 
with my found lightings—none of them 
worked in quite the way that I thought

they would. This was a little scary, of 
course, but a lot of fun, too.

All of my exposures were good ex
cept for one th a t was a little  th in  (I 
made the mistake of assuming that a 
match would put out as much light as a 
candle). Oh, I  got a little flare in a cou
ple of pictures, but it didn’t really mat
ter. This is a kind of flattening effect 

. you get when you point your camera 
right at a light source. Using a high- 
contrast printing paper usually takes 
care of it.

W hen I s ta rted  using my 35-mm 
slide projector as a light source I was 
really amazed at what happened. I pro
jected various color slides, mostly por
traits, onto R obert’s face. The effect 
was dramatic and unexpected, for the 
projected slide images powerfully domi
nated my pictures, and you could hard
ly see Robert at all. If I were to do the 
project over again, I would probably 
lessen this dominance by bringing up an 
extra light source to shine on my sub
ject, thus introducing greater subject 
visibility. As things stand now, howev
er, my friend Robert is hardly visible at 
all in about half of the pictures I shot. 
Even so, the slide-projection technique 
seems to have numerous possibilities 
that I haven’t even begun to explore. O

Robert with a crowd of silhouetted people.

Another body on Robert’s wind.“Dr. Robert” as “Mr, Hyde” with a slide of a bush.
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• First Look: Sankyo Sound
continued from page 232

wow-and-flutter—so, while they are 
well suited for the spoken word, their 
main problems with more critical musi
cal recordings are such that cannot be 
solved by a different kind of input.

The camera possesses an input for a 
nine-volt d.c. power supply, meant for 
use with an external battery pack con
taining six C cells. This is particularly 
beneficial for cold weather and/or long- 
run shooting. During testing, however, 
the six AA cells contained within the 
camera handgrip proved adequate for 
the proper exposure of three 200-ft. car
tridges, with an indeterminate reserve 
of power to spare.

Manual and power zooming of the 
lens was sm ooth and; com fortable. 
However, power zooming can be coni 
ducted only while the camera-drive mo
to r is running, as a common m otor 
powers both. Although relatively few 
filmmakers need to rehearse power- 
zooms prior to shooting, those who do 
will find this a complicating factor.

Optical quality generally was accept
able throughout some 1,800 ft. of test 
footage, although the image becomes 
discernably softer at maximum-aper
tu re /  wide-angle com binations, and 
with small-aperature/full-telephoto.

With the caveats outlined here un
derstood, the XL61-200 is an agreeable 
and effective camera. It is well balanced 
and comfortable to operate. Its controls 
are arranged in a workable layout, and 
a g  b u tto n s and sw itches are large 
enough for easy manipulation. Particu
larly agreeable is the way the run-lock 
switch is set up. It is designed so that 
the operator need just press the trigger 
all the way, which will cause the cam
era to lock “ on” —a point of conve-| 
nience during lengthy shots—yet a sec
ond squeeze of the locked trigger causes 
it to release without need to grope for 
separate locking controls.

Price of the XL61-200 is $665. Sup
plier is Sankyo Seiki (America) Inc., 
149 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010.

Don Sutherland O

35 ■♦140-mm Soligor f/3.5 
Zoom & Macro
• Single control for focal lengths from 35-

to 140-mm and normal focus down to 5
ft.

•  Macro to. 1/3 life-size
• Aperture range f/3.5-22 
>  Filter size 72-mm
I’m certain many readers have dreamed 
of carrying just one all-purpose lens— 
one that would give medium-wide to

telephoto focal lengths and permit mak
ing close-ups as well. T hat dream  is 
now reality in the 35—140-mm Soligor 
Auto Zoom and Macro f/3.5 lens.

In norm al operation, this is a true 
zoom that holds its focus as tfye focal 
length and image size are changed. It is 
the only really portable zoom common
ly available for still cameras that has a 
4:1 zoom  ra t io . (T ru e ; th e re  a re  
50—300-mm lenses around, but how 
portable are they?) It has the commonly 
used rotating front for focusing to 1.5 
m (5 ft.) at all focal lengths.

If  you want to get closer at any focal- 
length setting, simply depress the but
ton labeled “ M acro.” This is located 
just behind the zooming ring. You’ve 
now activated a short variable exten
sion that moves the entire optical as
sembly forward. As is true whenever 
extensions are used, the shorter the fo
cal length, the closer the working dis
tance and the greater the magnification 
for any given amount of extension.

Aha! You’ve reasoned that the great
est magnification 1:3, or 1/3 life-size, is 
obtained with the zooming ring set at 
35-mm focal length. At this setting the 
front-elem ent-to-subject distance is 
about 3% in. You can work at lesser 
magnifications by retracting the exten
sion. A scale, figured for the 35-mm fo
cal length, lets you know whether you 
are working at 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7,?1:8, 
or 1:10 magnification. At the 140-mm 
as well as other focal lengths you can 
also work closer than 1.5 m, but image 
m agnifications won’t be as great, or 
working distances as close as at the 35- 
mm setting.

In the macro setting, the 35—140-mm 
Soligor becomes a varifocal rather than 
a zoom lens. This means th a t if you 
change focal length, you will have to 
refocus. This is done much faster than 
it took me to tell you. After turning the 
zooming ring, rotate the macro ring in 
the opposite direction to restore focus.

This lens, with which you can do so 
m u ch — m ake w ide-ang le  sho ts  of 
scenes and interiors; portraits at the 
medium focal lengths, such as 85-mm, 
or close-ups of d istant subjects as in 
sports action; and take ultraclose-ups to 
1:3 magnification—is just 124 mm (4.9 
in.) long, weighs 800 g (28 oz.), and 
takes 72-mm filters.

It comes in m ounts for the Canon 
FD, Contax/Yashica, Konica, Minolta 
MD, N ikon A I, O lym pus OM, and 
Pentax  K and M-42 screw m ounts. 
Price is $599. Distributor is AIC Photo, 
IncfU68 Glen Cove Rd., Carle Place, 
N.Y. 11514.

Norman Rothschild O

First Look: Olympus OM-10
continued from page 128

on “ off,” limits correct exposures to 
shutter speeds shorter than 1/30 sec, 
the D M -10 will try  for exposures of 
much longer duration. Tripping the 
shutter with the lens capped, I clocked 
an exposure of 30 sec before the camera 
closed the second curtain.

The OM-10 has a second metering 
system. This one receives its informa
tion from the pentaprism ’s CdS cell. 
T hat’s how you know approximately 
what the camera is going to deliver dur
ing the actual picture-taking. It must be 
an approximation because, if the light
ing changes substan tia lly  after you 
press the shutter release, the camera 
will adjust to whatever speed is neces
sary for the correct exposure.

Again, remember that the final expo
sure reading, taken  off the film, is a 
real-time exposure measurement. Thus 
you could find yourself in a situation 
such as the following: you are photo
graphing a sunset and the sun is just 
above the horizon. You set up, adjust 
focus, and shoot. You are expecting the 
speed (according to the CdS-controlled 
LED display in the finder) to be 1/30 
sec—reasonable for hand-holding the 
camera if you are careful. But just as 
you get yourself settled, the last sliver 
of sun drops below the far horizon, thus 
rem oving your m ajo r b r ig h t- lig h t 
source. The shutter speed indicated in 
the finder is not going to be that what is 
actually  delivered—-it’s going to be 
longer since th a t lig h t source ju s t  
dropped below the horizon. Such cases 
are not frequent: in all the time I used 
the OM-10, the shutter speeds given in 
the finder appeared to be about the 
same as those delivered by the camera.

The controls of the OM-10 are sensi- 
continued on page 244

Manual adapter fits onto stud and into re
ceptacle on righ t side o f O M -10. With 
camera set for manual adapter; user can 
contro l shutter speed, lens aperture. 
Adapter does not cross-couple to meter.
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CALL 8IIII-ZZ3-Z55II
When the 800# is busy you may call 212-279-4545 and place your order. The amount of 

the call will be deducted off all orders of $75.00 or more.

FLASH
VIVITAR

365 Com. K i t ............................... 114.50
285 1................... 79.50 283 ............... .68.50
273 B ................52.95 265 ................................... .36.50

...........  33.50 252 ................ 28.50
Charge 15 . . .  .36.95 N C -3.............. 12.95
HVP-1 High Voltage P ack .......... 25.50
HVC--1 Cord ...4 .95  HVC-2 Cord . . .  .4.95 
LVP-2 Low Voltage Pack . . . . .21.95 
LVC-2 Cord . . .  .7.95 LVC-3 Cord .. . .7.95
SC^l-Sensor cord .. ........   8.95
SC-2 Sensor c o rd ____ m  . . . . .  .11.95
S C -3 ................... 11.95 SC-4 .............12.95
FK-1 Kit ............9.95 FK-2 Kit .........11.95
WFkrl Kit . . .  .10.95 WFK-2 Kit . . .  .12.95
PGB-2 Pistol Grip S e t .................28.95
BD-1 Diff.Kif. .10.95 BD-2 Diff. Kit . .11.95
Auto Slave .  16.95
3 Hour Charger set . , ................... 31.95
Standard Grip .........  32.95
Pro G r ip ...........................................59.00

ACC. FOR 300-400 SERIES
Tele K i t ...................— i
Filter Kit .............................   .'18.95
AC Adapter .....................  13.50

. . .  . ACC. FOR 522-611
510V Power Pack ..........................49.95
510V Rech. Battery .....................59.00.
Filter Kit ............................. \ , £ ^ 1 8 .9 5
Zoom Tele K it .'. ........   24.95
Tele Kit ..................... 23.95
Nicad C luster-................—  . . .  .22.95

MINOLTA
Ä ü td ^ ä } U iX  84.50 Auto 450 ......84.50
Auto 320 . . . . .  .74.50 Auto 280 .........64.00

' Auto 200X .. .  .46.00 Auto 1-32X .. .  .4600 
Auto 118X .. .  .29.50 Auto 25 ...........23.00

TOSHIBA TM-1 
UNDERWATER FLASH 

w/Nikonos Adaptor . . . . _____ .118.95

METZ
402 ..............239.00 45CT-1......... 144.50
All Accessories In Stock 

UNITRON
RL-80 Ringlight System .. .. .133.50

P R n JE C T D R S
KODAK CAROUSEL 

includes 140 tray, lens, and ELH 
lamp
650H w/102. mm F2.8C ............. 122.95
750H w/102mm F2.8C ................144.95
760H w/102mm F2:8C ...............167.95
850H w/102mm F2.8C ...............184.95
860H w/102mm F2:8C . ........... 227.95
Zoom lens instead of

add ................................22.95
80 Tray ...........    3.95
1 4 0 T ra y ........   5.05
Stack loade r....................................17.95
Case for Carousèf................. 18.95

BELL & HOWELL 
PROJECTORS 

complete Wiens and cube
8 5 4 A C P 4 0 .. ................................ .80.96
857ARC50 ..................... 104.50
859A R F60 ..........................  121.95
861A AF70 .................................  139.95
863AAF80Z . . ........................... 174.95
Zoom lens instead of 4" a d d ___20.00
16 Cube library ................................8.75

TR1POD5
SLIK

U-200 .............29.50 U-21Ò ............. 45.06
800G................ 19.95 5Ö0G ; . ........... 16.95
30ÖG ; . . . . . . .1 3 .5 0  200G . ! .............8.95
S104 ............  .37.50 S205 *. ........... 45.00

BOGEN
3020 .............. 49.95 3040 ........   .82.95
3035 .............. 82.95 3050.;.............. 98.95

VIVITAR
2200 .............. 24.50 2220 ...............27.50
2240 .............. 32.50 2300 ...............39.00
99 ..................20.95 12Sjg?.............. 21.95

VIVITAR SERIES I
70-2|ö/Ssl; Macro ........................279.00
35^-85/2.8 . .......... 299.00
24-48/3.8 ......................................299.00
28/1.9............182.00 T,35/275^. - .164.00

FIXED MOUNT
W B K L .......149.00 24/2.8 ........... 134.00
28/F.2 1 ........ 11400 28/2.8 ............ 94.00

.'.. .74.00 200/3.5 ...........99.00
ZOOM LENSES

Ü5-10? ..........229.00 75-205 ......... 179.00
70-150/3.8 One Touch . . .  .. .149.00
70-150/3.8 Close Focus ............169.00
2X Matched Multiplier ................. 45.00
80-200 One Touch . . . . . . . ...........168.00
100-200/F.4 Close Focus , . .  .1 8 5 .0 0  
2X Matched Multiplier . ___. . .  .49.00

SIGMA
39-80/3.5'Macro ................. .. .157.00
75-250/4.5 Macro . . :  ..2 1 9 .0 0
80-200/3.5 One Touch Macro .219.00 
80-200/3.5 Macro (Nikon AI) » 5 5 .0 0
100-200/4.5 : .......................-...... 165.00
28/2.8 Mini . . ................................79.00
135/2.8 P a n te l............................... 69.00

TOKINA
28-85/F.4 ......................................315.00
70-150/3.8 Close Focus

One Touch . .     .165.00
80-200/4.5 Close Focus 

One Touch , . . ,  .\ 85.00
TAMRON ADAPTALL

35-80/2.8-3.5 ....................  265.00
70-150 3.5 Macro 7165.00

ADAPTALL II SP
70-210/3.5 M a c ro ....................... 339.00
500/F,8 w /F ilte rs ......................   .345.00
90/2.5 M a c ro ..................   78.00
'Flat Field 2X Conv..........................72.00

SO LIG O R
Special — Close-outs 

Limited Quantities 
23mm F3.5, Can, Min, Nik,

PenK ............................................ 79.95
28mm F2 Kört ............................... 99.50
35mm. F2, Nik, Pen-S ................. 79.50
135mm F2, Oly, Nik-AI, K on___89.50
200mm F3.5, N ik , ..............  89.50
200mm F2.8, Pen-S, Nik-AI, Kon,

M in ..............................................139.50
8Q-200mm F3.5 O lvW k-A I .. 159.50
75-260mm F4.5 O ly .............. VI 49.50
75-205mm F3.8 Oly, Nik . .  Ä 39.50
90-230mm F4.5 Kon, O ly .........127.50
100-300mm F5 Nik-AI ............... 179.50
70-150mm F3.5 . . .   139.50
70-160mm F3.5 ..........................179.95
35-140mm F3.5 ...........................299.50
37-105mm F3.5 ........................... 222.00

L IG H T IT IET ER 5
NEW CÄLCULITE......................... 99.50
NEW CALCUFLASH ................ .113.00
Soligbr Spot Sensor II- ........  . .139.00
Gossen Luna Pro S B C ............. 129.00
Gossen Luna Pro . . . .................... .79.00
Gossen Super Pilot S B C . ........... 67.50
Gossen Mark II Flash M e te r..  .255.00
Gossen P ilo t 'l l........  ................... 23.5Q
Gossen N-100 ....................  .47.50
Spectra Pro-11 ............ ................132.00
Spectra Combi II .........  147.00
Spectra Cine S pe c ia l................ .137.00
Sekonic L-398 .....................  53.00
Sekonic L-428 .................. ..........107.00
Sekonic L-.164B Marine ________ 89.00
Sekonic L-256 ..............................175.00
Minolta Auto Spot II Digital . . .  .509.00
Minolta Auto Spot I I ...................339.00
Minolta Auto Meter II , ..................89.00
Minolta Flash Meter II ............... 272.00
Vivitar 45 ( c d s ) f g , . ..................... 29.95
Vivitar 35 (selenium) ...................19.95
Vivitar -24 (cds) ......................... 21.95
NEW Vivitar 260LX ..................   .134.95
NEW Vivitar 230LX ...................124.95
NEW Vivitar 160LX ................  .105.00
NEW Vivitar 130LX . . .......... 95.00

H A L L IB t lR T O n
(Specify chrome or black)
100 . . . . 1........59.95 B U M ..........65.00
102 . . . . ..........69.00 103 . . . . ..........73.50
105- .. .. ......... 85.00 1Ö6 . . . . ..........99.00
1,10 . . . . ........120.00 111 . . . . ........109.00

lilUVIE
CANON

1014 XLS'... .619.00 814 XLS .. .  489.00 
514 XLS . . . .  .273.00 312 XLS- { . .  .199.00:
PS 1000 Projector.................    .229.00
310 X L . .......135.00 5144CL..........18600

MINOLTA
NEW-XL SOUND 84 ......   297.00
NEW XL SOUND 64 ................. 247.00
NEW XL SOUND 42............... : 217.00
XL-601 1.......199.00 XL-401 ......179.00
NEW SOUND 7000 PROJ 
ECTOR ...............  267.00

ELMO
3000 A F .......459.00 350SL............229.00

M 2  XLS . . . .  .439.00 10i2XLSV:.. .549.00
412 ...............155.00 6T4 XL . . . . .  .179.00
ST 600M .. . .229.95 ST1200 HD . .409.00
GS 800 .........405.00 GS 1200 . . . .  .759.00
912S Motorized Sound Editor .179.95

SANKYQ
Sankyo XL-G1-200 ..................... 399.95
Sankyo XL320 Supertronic___ 229.95
Sankyo XL420 Supertronic___ 284.95
Sankyo XL620 Supertronic___ 379.95
Projector S-500 M V ................   .214.50
Projector S700 ........................... 273.50
Projector S762 . ..............  CALL
Projector S800 F1.4 ...................398.50
Projector S800 F1.0 . . .  ...........448.50
Boom Mike for Camera . . . . ___ 47.50

GAF MOVIE
SPECIAL PURCHASE 

limited quantity
250XL Sound w/m'ic ................... 139.95
505XLM Sound w /m ic ............... 179.95
805M Sound w /m ic ..................... 159.95

Projectors
GAF2000S ..................................139.95
GAF3100S . . . - . ......................... 179.95

FILTH
kodak film w/processing

KR/KM 135/36P 
KR/KM 135/20P 
ED/ET 135/36P 
ED/ET 135/20P 
EL 135/36P . . . 
EL 135/20P . . .

5.79
3.89

.4.59

movie films
ELA 594 .I .........5.50
KMA 594 . . .4.757.45 

.4.99
165 kodak
¿io mailers
.2.05 DP24-3R ...........6.75
2.65 DP36-3R............9 .«
Í 05 PK'2°  ............... 2 05
5.29

(675 PK-36 . . ............3.30
PK-59 ............... 2.25

.9,95 E S F -m |...........1.49

FUJI FILM SPECIAL
RD 135/136 w/processing............4.89

C 135/24........
C135/36 . . . . .  
CG 135/24 . . .  
CG 135/36 . . .  
PX TX 135/36 
PX/TX 135/20 
TX PX 50 . . . .
mm px lo o . .  I
EPD .4 0 4 ..... 
TRI-X or 

Plus-* 100ft

EXTRA SPECIAL
Fitted Hard 

Compartment Case
Original Minolta Luggage- 

type Case . . . .  $28.95 
Original Olympus Com

partment Case . .19.95 
Original Pentax Compart

ment Case ........  19.951!
Yashica Soft Case .13.95

For all other cameras, lenses 
and up to the minute prices call 
us — we quote on the phone

D A R K R n n m
BESELER

V23CII I ..........................  195.00
23CII-XL .................     .239.00
1- Lens K it ...............  37.50
2- Lens K i t ......     75.00
23C lf)w/Lens Board
35mm Neg. Carr. &
50mm F.4 E1 Nikor ................... 266.50
same w/50mm Z 8  El Nikor . .  .298.00
Dual Dichro Head / ............       .172.00
STD Power Supply . .   34.95
STAB Power S upp ly ......................68.95
67C Condesner. . .  . . . . . . . .1 6 9 .0 0
67C D ic h ro ic ...............   229.00
For XL A d d ......................................20.00
STD Power S up p ly ....................... 34.95
STAB Power Supp ly..................... 68.95
67C Dichro H e a d ............... .119.00

Vf-Lens K it ........................................29.00
2-Lens K it ........................................59.00
Analite 300 ......................................29.00
PM1A ............................... . . V Ä l  19.95
PM2 . . ; . . . . . .....................  269.00
P M 2L................................................84.95
PM2M ............................................ 405.00
PM3L.............................................. 284.95

COLOR BY BESELER
Two Step Chemistry

-1-Q T .............. 6.95 4-QT   .............. 19.95
1-GAL............ 14:95 3V2-GAL........... 37.95

NEW 3-STEP CHEMISTRY 
IN STOCK

8X10 D ru m ............  ....................... 9.95
11X14 D r u m ....................... 20.95
16X20 Drum . . . ...................... ...34 .95
Motor B ase ......................................32.95
DLX Motor Base ....................  46.95

UNICOLOR
Total C o l o r ' l l . .'............   5.69
Big Total Color 1,11 ..................   .12.59
E6 quart ............................................9.25
E6 V i  gallon ............................. 13.95
E6 1 ga llon . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 . 9 5  j
Unichrome V2 gal E4 .....................8.95
K2 quart c41 ....................................7.95
K-2 1 g a l .......................................... 19.95
3X3 Color Filter s e t ...... .............   .11.95
6x6 Color Filter s e t ........................17.50
D uocube ............ ..................  17.95
Jingle bell T im e r ........................... 17.95
8x10.Unidrum ............................... 12.95
11x14 Unidrum , .  . .  .21.50
16x20 Unidrum ............................. 29.95
Uniroller ..........................................39.95
Film Drum W m i . . ..........................26.50
Mitchell Easel ...............  16.95
Unitemp Therm ................................5.95
Protemp Therm ....................  9.75
Water Filter S y s te m .....................22.95
Slide Cutter 2 E d ito r........ . .1 3 .9 5
Exposure M e te r...... ...................   .31.95
Dual Range T im e r.........................44.95
Color RC Paper 8x10(25) , ...........6.95
Matte-Glossy Sifk; (1 0 0 ) ...............27.95
Mounting P re s s ........  .................11.95
Slide Mounts (1 0 0 )......................... 3.95
Mitchell Focuser . .   .10.95
Color Analyzer. . . . . . ; ...............254.95

AGFA PAPER
AGFA brovira
Specify grade BW 111, 119, 310 

sw DW
8x10% ^ p :............... 4.50 695
8x10(100),............................. :.15.50 19.75
11x14 TOM.................................4.50 5.95

.11x14 (5 0 )................................ 14.50 19.25

PR Rapid
Specify 111 or 116 (DW)
8x10(25) ..........................................6.95
8x10 (100) ..........................  22.95
11x14(10) ..................  6.95
11X14(50) ................................ ...21 .85

n A R K R n a m
OMEGA 

NEW C-700 Condenser. . .  , .  .108.95 
Concept six Paperhandler. . . .  .144.95 
Concept six CS-50 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 9 . 0 0
B-66 XL ..........   159.00
NEW C-700-Dichroic . . 98.50
Concept six w/C-700 ..............  .239.001
Concept six CS-50 w/C-700 Super

Dichroic Lamphouse .............315.00
B-66XL w/C-700 Dichroic . .  >. .255.00

|BL-O m egar 1-lens k i t ...................24.00
EL-OMEGAR 2-lens kit . . . . . . .  .48.00
SCA-100 Analyzer . . .  .119.!
SCA-300 A na lyzer......................539.00
CS-50 Auto Exposure . . . . . . . .1 3 3 .5 0
CS-25 Auto Exposure ..............   .79.00

CHROMEGA
8x10 Drum . . .  .10.95 11^i‘4 Drum... .14.95
Simmacolor A g ita to r. .    .37.95
14x17 Universal. . . .  58.95
11x14 DLX. B orde rless ...............17.95
Multi Print Easel ............................31.50;
Programmable Timer . . ............... 36.95
Pro-Lab Timer ................................33.95
60 .Second Timer ..........................18.50

CIBACHROME
GLOSS PEARL

4x5 50s . ........................18.50 S 5 . 9 5
8x10 20s ....................... 22.95 20.50
8x10 5 0 s ............ 45.95 44.50
flX 1 4  10s ..................... 21.95 20.75
¡¡1(14 25s I .................... 45.50 44.25
16x20 1 0 s . ............... ...4 5 .5 0  43.95
Discovery k i% ^ . . . . . . .  .20.95 19.50
P-12 2 Qt. Chemistry ....................14.50
P-12 5 Qt. C hem istry ................... 33.95
Motor Base ..................................... .36.95
8x10 Drum ..............   .16.95
'1l,x14 Tube ..................... 9.95
16x20 Drum .. . . . . . .  .37.95
Thermometer...................................10.95
31/2x31/2 Filter Set .................... .^1 1 .9 5
6x6 Filter Set .................  24.50
M-1 Exp. Monitor ..........   .39.50
M-3 Exp. Monitor .................. ..... .73.95.

BOWENS Lighting Equipment
Bowens Monolite X400B........... 292.95
Bowens Monolite 800B ............. 439.50
Monoceli  ..............  . . . .  .21.50
M onoflood..   20.50
Mono Key .......................  20.50
Mono Snoot ....................................21.95
Mono S o ft ....................  52.50
Mono W id e ......................................14.95
Location Kit W/2X200 ..............   .534.95
Location Kit W/1X200 & 1X400 629.95
Location Kit.w/2X400 ..............  .719.95
El-Nikkor 
Enlarging lenses
50mm F4 ................................   .45.75,
50mm F2.8 ......................................76.95
75rrim F4 ....................................   .77.50
105mm F5.6 . / .......... 146.50
135mm F5.6 .................. 172.50
150mm F5.6 .  229.50

SUPER BUYS! 
FILTERS

COMPLETE SET O F 4 for only
$23.95

your choice of size and color 
48mm, 49mm, 52mm, 55mm sizes 
Sky 1 A, UV, Red Yellow, Orange, 
Green 80A, 80B, 80C, 81 A, 82A, 

85, 85C
58mm size add ......................   .6.00
62mm size add.........  .. .11.00
67mm size add......... .................17.00
72mm size add.......................... 25.00

Close-up lens sets 
H + 1I 2 & + 4  

49, 52, 55mm
$12.95
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.F irs t Look: Olympus OM-10
continued from page 242

bly placed, large, and easy to work. The 
finder is bright; its noninterchangeable 
focusing screen consists of a horizontal
ly-split rangefinder center, surrounded 
by a microprism ring in a groundglass 
fresnel field. Along the left-hand side 
are a series of 13 LEDs. Eleven of those 
LEDs are next to the lineup of shutter- 
speed numbers, 1 to 1/1,000, which in
trude slightly into the finder. Just above 
the "1000” LED is LED No. 12 which 
lights up when the aperture selected is 
too large and overexposure will result; 
this is a warning to select a smaller ap
erture.

The 13th is not an unlucky LED. In 
fact, it’s very handy when used in con
junction with Olympus’ T20 electronic 
flash. By inserting the flash in the cam
era’s hot-shoe and setting the unit to 
"au to ,’’ the shutter is autom atically 
keyed to its synch speed of 1/60 sec. 
When the T20 is fully charged, the 13 th 
LED will light in the finder. But then, 
after you’ve taken the picture, this LED 
w ill also confirm —by blinking very 
rapidly—that you did get enough light 
on your subject. It is able to do so be
cause the cam era itself controls the 
flash according to the amount of light

Silicon cell in mirror box gazes toward film 
plane: it reads the light, transm itted by 
lens, as it is reflected by first shutter cur
tain or film. Thus it provides real-time ex
posure measurement

T20 flash unit sets O M -10 to synch speed 
and tells in finder when it is fully recycled. 
After shot has been taken it also signals, 
by blinking LED in finder, whether enough 
light has reached film.

Here’s the OM-10 with its T20 flash unit 
and single-frame autowinder.

reflected off the film’s surface.
The camera incorporates some of the 

circuitry normally found in our elec
tronic flash units. When using the cam
era w ith un its o th er th a n  the  T20, 
you’ll have to set the camera’s mode se
lector to either its "manual adapter” or 
the X setting.

Olympus is the only camera compa
ny at present to offer a manual-adapter 
device for its no-shutter-speed-dial 
model. This small optional accessory, 
inserted in a socket on the front of the 
body, permits the user to select manual 
shutter speeds from 1 to 1/1,000 sec. 
Thus, if you want to do any trick pho
tography calling for very high over- or 
underexposure, or whenever you want 
to set the shutter speeds, you do have 
the option.

There is no coupling of the m eter 
when the manual adapter is used so you 
first have to note, in the finder, what 
shutter speed the camera is calling for 
and then set the manual adapter to it. 
Or, conversely, set the shutter speed on 
the adapter and then turn the aperture 
ring until the LED opposite the shutter 
speed you’ve chosen lights up.

My likes and dislikes of the OM-10:1 
don’t like the lack  of an "exposure- 
bias” warning in the finder. I do like 
the ^udible/visual self-timer and bat
tery check. I like the fact that the view
finder display turns itself off after 90 
seconds, thereby conserving battery  
power.

The OM-10 is for anyone who is not 
a photographic snob. I t’s lightweight, 
easy to use, and takes good pictures.

Price of the OM-10 with 50-mm f /  
1.8 lens is $359; with 50-mm f / 1.4 lens, 
$423; body alone, $266; manual adapt
er, $34; T20 flash unit, $85. Importer is 
Olympus Cam era Corp., Crossways 
Part, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797. O

Book Review in Brief
continued from page 207

guidelines to their understanding and, if 
you are so inclined or persuaded, their 
appreciation. Leaving nothing either to 
chance or to the reader’s own percep
tive abilities, Alinder’s introduction an
alyzes virtually every plate included in 
the collection, explaining not only what 
hidden meaning(s) each Contains but 
why they are, in fact, wondrous artistic 
creations.

P la te  1 ( "  W at erm  e lo n /B re  ad , 
1970”) / for example, is termed "a mas
terp iece” th a t is at once "am azing, 
meaningful, mysterious, and delight
ful.” That’s quite a tall order for one 
im age. U n fo rtu n a te ly  the  logic by 
which a fairly muddy view of ha lf a 
melon with a slice of bread (probably 
white) pasted to its side, set down on a 
cluttered kitchen table, can be deemed 
amazing, let alone full of meaning and/ 
or delight, completely escapes me.

Alinder may assure me that this is 
the case, but the doubt remains. Per
haps the affixing of a slice of bread to 
the side of a watermelon is a task so 
difficult that it is nigh on to being im
possible. At least that would explain the 
mysterious quality inherent in this im
age (how was such an achievement ac
complished?), as well as amazement 
that it was done so neatly, and delight 
in the fact that the bread held on in 
place—at least until after the photo
graphs of this momentous event had 
been made.

Then there is the duo (Plates 18 and 
19) entitled "Zero Plus Zero Equals 
Z e ro ”  and  " A  D o u g h n u t P lu s  A 
D oughnut Equals Two D oughnuts, 
1974.” This particular diptych doesn’t 
even have the grace to provide visual 
excitement to either its pastry "stars” 
or to the stucco wall on which they 
were placed prior to their immortaliza
tion via the latent image.

And so it goes, for 44 prints. Wheth
er singly or in pairs, from a supposedly 
subtle dig at an Ansel Adams TV com
mercial to a quasiscientific illustration 
intended to lampoon statistical analy
ses, the imagesTn this collection are 
uniformly lacking in stimulation, either 
graphically and intellectually.

Robert Cumming, Photographs is 
available only by direct-mail order from 
The Friends of Photography, P.O. Box 
239, Carmel, Ca. 93921. Purchasers 
should include, in addition to the price 
of the book, $1 for postage and han
dling. (California residents must add a 
42-cent state sales tax.)

Yvonne Kalrnus 0
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On location or in a studio insect 
photography is one of the most 
rewarding subjects to tackle

SLR CAMERA MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY

W h e r e v e r  y o u  h a p p e n  to  fin d  
y o u rse lf , an in se c t  w ill not be far  
a w a y . W h e th e r  y o u  a re  in th e  
h o u se , in  a fie ld , by  a pond oir n ear  
th e  s e a , a s p e c ie s  from  th e  m o st  
ab un d an t group o f an im a ls in th e  
w o rld  w ill be n ear to  hand.

The purists among us w ill probably 
insist that the best way to photograph 
an insect is by natural light in the field: 
Unlike flowers, this is not the case. 
Large insects such as m oths and 
butterflies do in fact photograph very 
well in their natural surroundings, but 
the smaller insects and spiders w ill only 
be at their besb in a studio situation 
where controlled electronic flash is at§ 
hand.

Before you decide whether you are 
going to photograph insects in their 
natural state or indoors you must first 
track down your bug. Delving into a 
good reference book such as^T he  
Oxford Book of Insects', w ill at least 
guide you to the right places to start 
looking for a particular species. There's 
not much point looking for a Privet

Moth in a holly bush [ Knowledge about 
an insects life cycle, feeding, breeding 
habits, and habitat w ill save a lot of 
fruitless searching.

If your decision is to take insects in 
the field the amount of equipment you 
need is minimal. An SLR w ith a set of 
auto extension tubes and a medium 
telephoto lens, such as a 1 35mm , w ill 
suffice. Carrying a 100m m  macro lens 
means that you could dispense w ith  the 
extension tubes.

The reason for choosing a telephoto 
is that your minimum focusing distance 
w ill be far greater than a standard lens. 
It's true that the magnification w ill not 
be as great but an insect is far more like
ly to tolerate you staring at it from 18 in
ches than tw o.

Tripods are a waste of time too as by 
the time you have got it set up the sub^ 
ject w ill have flown.

Flash is the only other piece of 
equipment that is occasionally of use, 
but once again there is the problem of 
fa ir off of light w ith distance which we 

. c o n t in u e d  o v e r
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SLR CAMERA

T ry h e t id  f l ie s  ta k e n  o h  a P e n ta x  M E  w i th  5 0 m m  M a c ro  le n s . 6 8 m m  o f  e x te n s io n  tu b e  u s e d  in  c o n ju n c t io n  w i th  2 0  d io p tre  s u p p le m e n ta ry  le n s i  
P h o to  b y  N . C a llo w

S a /t ic u s  se e  m e  u s  a n d  p r e y  s h o t  w ith  5 0 m m  M a c ro  le n s . 6 8  m m  o f  e x te n s io n  tu b e  w a s  u s e d  in  c o n ju n c t io n  w ith  2 0  d io p tre  s u p p le m e n ta ry  le n s . 
P h o to  b y  N . C a /lo  w
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MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY

L a rg e  M a rs h  G ra s s h o p p e r  ta k e n  w ith  1 0 0 m m  M a c ro  le n s  a t  f2 2  
P h o to  b y  J . M a s o n

D ia g ra m  s h o w in g  th e  u s e  o f  tw o  f la s h  u n its . The m o re  p o w e r fu l  
o n e  is  a im e d  a t  th e  h e a d  w h ile  th e  s m a lle r  le s s  p o  w e r fu l  u n it  
f i l ls  in th e  s h a d o w  area . I f  th e  g u n s  h a v e  th e  s a m e  o u tp u t ,  i n 
c re a se  th e  d is ta n c e  o f  th e  s e c o n d a ry  u n it

looked at in the flower section. Hand 
holding by available light is the order of 
the day.

Having got your equipment together

the time has come to start stalking your 
insect, but before you start, decide on 
what reproduction ratio you are likely to 
require and fit the appropriate tube.

Aperture

Reproduction
ratio

5.6 8 11 16

41 '$9-' 81 117

0.2 <14 22 ' ' ' 32

0.33 . 4.5 : 8x4 . 8.8 12.8
0 3 2.2 ' 3.2 ■ 4.4 6.4

0.66 p  1/7 ; 2 / v ; ' ' 3 .3. 4

i  / .  V 0.8 1.1 . v> 1.5 2.1

/  "• r s  ■. 0.41 0.6 ' 0 x8 ' . 1.2

2 0.28 Q ;4 0.55 0.8

: 3 ' 0.16 0.26 ;; ' o .32 0.47

D e p th s  o f  f ie ld  fo r  a g iv e n  re p ro d u c t io n  ra t io  a n d  [a p e rtu re  N o te  h o w  th e  d e p th  o f  f ie ld  § | 
d o u b le d  e a c h  t im e  th e  a p e r tu re  is  d o s e d  b y  tw o  s to p s . R e s u lts  g iv e n  in  m m

Having found your subject it is unlikely 
that you w ill then have time to start 
chopping and changing your 
equipment.

Having found your insect move in 
towards it w ith a slow continuous 
action firing the shutter as it comes into 
focus. You w ill need a great deal of 
patience and the occasional piece of 
luck to get that out of the ordinary' 
shot.

Spending time observing insects 
before you start your photography w ill 
also help ease the prqblems created by 
a haphazard approach. Many insects 
are territorial in their life styles often 
favouring a particular flight path or plant 
for feeding.

Spiders are easier to capture on film  
because they are far more static. Early 
in the morning when the dew is still on 
their webs is the ideal time. If you're a 
late riser you could always cheat and 
spray the web w ith a plant mist spray.

In this type of work the stress is 
usually on w ork ing  as qu ick ly  as 
possible, therefore if you are using flash 
as your main light source there is no 

P ic o n  t in  u e d o  v e r
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SLR CAMERA MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY

F ilm  speed G uide N um bers

50 ASA 8 10 12 :v. 14 16 18 20 22 -, 24 26 28

25 ASA .. V- 5x6 ;; 7 ... $ .4 9,8 11.2 12.6 14 15.4 16.8 1 8 2 19.6

too ASA •' 11.2 14 16.8 19.6 22 .4 25.2 28 30.8 ’ '33x6s : 36.4 39.2

160 ASA t& a  ' 17 20.4 23;a 27.2 ' 30.6 34 37.4 40.8 44.2 47.6

400 ASA t6 20 24 ' :V 2 B ,  : 32 IS l i | :p 40  " 44 /  48  , 52 "5 6 .  ‘

The p o w e r  o f  a f la s h g u n  is  in d ic a te d  b y  i ts  
G u id e  N u m b e r  (G N ) . T h r o u g h o u t  th is  
fe a tu re  w e  h a v e  q u o te d  th e  G N  in  m e tre s  fo r  
a f i lm  s p e e d  o f  A S A 5 0 .  To c a lc u la te  a g u id e  
n u m b e r  fo r  a g iv e n  f i lm  s p e e d  y o u  m u s t  m u l
t ip ly  th e  f la s h  d is ta n c e  ( in  m e tre s )  b y  th e  f  
s to p  in  u s e :

G N m TFIash to  s u b je c t  d is ta n c e  (m fj%  f  s to p  
I f  y o u  k n o w  th e  G N  fo r  a g iv e n  f i lm  s p e e d  

(G N a) i t  is  p o s s ib le  to  c a lc u la te  th e  c o r 
re s p o n d in g  G N  fo r  an  a lte rn a t iv e  f i lm  s p e e d  
G N b :

F o r  e x a m p le , i f  th e  G N  o  f  a f la s h  u n it  is  2 0  
f o r  5 0 A S  A  f i lm  th e n  th e  G N  fo r  a 4 0 0 A S  A  
f i lm  w i l l  b e :

G NW 20x l ~ ° = 2 0  x =  20 x
V O U  ■ ’" W i f l i

T h is  ta b le  s h o u ld  m a k e  C o n v e rs io n s  a t  a  
g la n c e s im p le

- FOR A P E R T U R E i/16

R > \ 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 24

:• 0.1 46 56 68 80 91 102 113 ;<:126^

0.2 42 51 63 73 83 93 104 115 125

0.3 47  ' j 58 68 77 86 96 115

0.4 35- 44 53 63 '.:71 ' 80 y  v 107

0x5 33 41 50 59 i ,.v 87 '7 5  ' l  :!’83 100

0.6 31 38 I 47 55 ' 6 8  '* 70 78 - 93 '

0.7 29 38 1 44 52< 59 66 ; 73 87

0.8 : : 27 - 34 41 49 56 62 69 78

0.9 26 32 ; 39 46 •: :82. •' '5 9 ^ •'B S -‘7 ;:7 4 ' 79 .

1 25 ' -.31 37 44 50 56 62 69 •• .75. %

• : 23- 1 ••.2S 7 34 40 ; 46 :■ 51 57 63 68

1.4 a t  ' 26 m , V ) 36 42 47 52 57 63

1.6 7 T.Ò; , 24 29 '3 3  \ 39 43 48 53 58

1.8 18 22 27 30 36 40 | 45 54

2 ' 16,. , 20 25 28 : 3 3 . 37 42 47 50

.: 2 3 .14 ; 18 21 \ . : 29  ; : 32 36 40 fT-43.

3 12 15 19 * 22 . 28 28 31 35 37 1

3.5 11 14 17 19 '2 2 • ' 24 ' 28  ' 30 *'33 1

A 10 13 15 ,17 20 ' 2 2 25 ; 27 :  3o :

O n c e  y o u  h a v e  w o rk e d  o u t  th e  G u id e  N u m b e r  fo r  y o u r  o w n  p a r t ic u la r  f la s h  u n it  i t  is  p o s s ib le  to  
a c c u ra te ly  w o rk  o u t  th e  f la s h  to  s u b je c t  d is ta n c e  fo r  a g iv e n  re p ro d u c t io n  ra t io :

■  H W P  G N m iO O  Flash d/stancewmt^ fo-v ■■■,-%, v  . ;■; ■, -
aperture x (rep. ra tioM  1)

R e s u lts  a re  g iv e n  in  c m

time to start arranging your lighting 
once the insect is in focus.

It  is w e l l  w o r t h w h i le  p u rc h a s in g  o n e

' the base of the camera with an at
ta c h m e n t for flash unit on the end or it!

t n s u r e  th a T T h is  b r a c k e t  is f ix e d  s lig h T ty ~ '/ 
" f o r w a r d  a n d  a t  a n  a n g le  in  o r d e r  to  g iv e  

y o u  The b e s t  p o s s ib T e lig h t in y  p u s ilT o n .
A slightly lower powered unit on the 
other side will also help to fill-in the 
shadow areas.

Tests must be made before you start 
so that the best flash positions can be 
set and check that everything is rigidly 
fixed so that you move as a single rock 
steady-unit.

Photographing insects indoors is a 
generally more rewarding and relaxing 
occupation, possibly requiring more 
skill but probably reaping greater 
rewards.

The smaller the area you work in the 
easier it is to capture hyper-active in

sects that scurry off at the earliest op
portunity.

Set up a small area containing some 
bark or moss and the type of food that 
your subject likes. It doesn't need to be 
elaborate as you will only be 
photographing a very small area. 
Coloured backgrounds can be set up 
behind to fill in any unsightly gaps.

Once again, electronic flash is 
preferable to photofloods which tend to 
get hot, upsetting many insects.

If you are keeping your subject in a 
centrally^ hnatfid¡Jinuse than spray its 
container daily "especially if it lives in a 
dampJ^abfTatT ~~---------— ~

Heather Angel in her book, mentions 
the use of a 'loose box' for 
photographing flying insects. This con-' 
sists of an open ended cellophane tube 
in which is set up the twigs and leaves 
plus the insect. The camera is then set 
up and focused and once the insect has 
settled the box is gently lifted off leaving 
you with a clear shot.

As with flowers, any coloured 
background shoul^Tone in with your 

nsgbjectrbiues, greens and browns being 
the obvious choice.

Eight mg is quite naturally varied, 
either front, side or back lighting being 
suitable depending on the type of 
animal. Hairy caterpillars are particular
ly dramatic with fear lighting but 
generally speaking best results will be 
obtained by positioning your primary 
flash to one side and filling in the 
shadows with either a secondary low- 
powered unit or a reflector of some 
description.

Finally, it is good to constantly 
remind yourself that the welfare of your 
subject depends entirely upon you. 
Make sure it has enough food (take a 
sample of the plant on which you found 
it) and don't forget to keep its en
vironment damp if it needs it.

Once you have finished your 
photographic session try and return it to 
the exact area in which it was captured.


